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Abstract: 

This dissertation utilizes firm-specific financial panel data for the period 2010-2014 to investigate the capital 

structure of 7,387 privately owned Danish firms. The major capital structure theories of Corporate Finance are 

reviewed and on the basis of the Static Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order Theory we formulate testable 

hypotheses. GLS regression models are developed to test these hypotheses on two data populations: i) a total 

population of 7,387 private Danish firms, and ii) a sub-set of 245 high-growth private Danish firms.  

The results of our analysis indicate support for the Pecking Order Theory within both populations, with a slightly 

higher support in the Total Population. Most notably, the study documents a statistically significant inverse 

relationship between firm profitability and financial leverage. 

Additional firm-specific characteristics such as asset structure, size, age, liquidity, non-debt tax shields, growth 

opportunities, and past growth are all correlated to the level of both total debt, short-term debt and long-term 

debt to a statistically significant degree.  

Finally, this study documents that the high-growth firms included in this study are, on average, younger, smaller, 

more profitable, carry a larger share of cash and cash equivalents, and invest more heavily in capital expenditure 

than their counterparts in the total population. 
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1. Introduction 

Franco Modigliani & Merton Miller unfolded a 

revolution in corporate finance research in 1958 

when they argued that financial leverage should 

not have any effect on the value of a company 

if income tax and bankruptcy costs are ignored. 

Since then the research into what drives 

business leaders to finance their firms in a 

particular way has accelerated through a vast 

array of theoretical contributions. Today we are 

armed with several well-defined theories 

including the Static Trade-off Theory, the 

Pecking Order Theory, the Organizational 

Theory of Capital Structure and the Market 

Timing Theory (Kraus and Litzenberger, 1973; 

Myers and Majluf, 1984; Jensen, 1986; Baker 

and Wurgler, 2002). These theoretical 

contributions have meant that the topic of the 

firms’ Financing Decision today forms one of 

the three great pillars of corporate finance 

theory – the others being the Investment 

Decision and the Payout Decision (Brealey, 

Myers and Allen, 2014). Several studies have 

attempted to test the validity and relevance of 

the mainstream capital structure theories in 

practice by studying the decisions of primarily 

public firms. Nevertheless, the question of 

what, in practice, determines a company’s 

capital structure remains a key research area in 

corporate finance (Graham and Leary, 2011). 

Up until recently, the research into how private 

firms in particular fund themselves has been a 

highly underdeveloped research area. Primarily 

such studies have been rare because there has 

been a general lack of granular financial data on 

private firms (Psilakki and Daskalakis, 2009). 

The proliferation of electronic databases and 

increased requirements for the financial 

reporting of private firms have however 

unlocked research potential into this area. 

Furthermore, researchers have deterred from 

studying the financing decisions of private 

firms because the conditions under which the 

managers of these entities make decisions are 

potentially far remote from the popular 

assumptions underlying some of the major 

capital structure theories (Psilakki and 

Daskalakis, 2009). These include assumptions 

of high market efficiency, low transaction costs, 

low information asymmetry and access to 

professional managers and board members 

(Gibson, 1992). However, research into the 

financing decision within firms is now so well-

developed and advanced that researchers are 

testing the validity of the theories in a reality 

slightly more remote from the perfect market 

assumptions. Privately owned high-growth 

firms tend to find themselves in such a reality 

for several reasons. Specific to the process of 

obtaining financial leverage, the requirements 
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to financial reporting and related disclosure is 

significantly lower for private firms than what 

is the case for publicly traded firms giving rise 

to greater information asymmetry between 

lenders and borrowers. In addition, because 

private firms are often much smaller than their 

public counterparts, they do not have the same 

access to public debt markets (Gamba and 

Triantis, 2008; Matchett, 2015). In addition, 

since very few firms are in fact public, it is 

important to broaden our scope to include 

research into private firms. In Europe, over 

99% of all business are privately owned 

providing two out of three of the private sector 

jobs and contributing to more than half of the 

total value created by business in the EU 

(European Commission, 2015). As of the 20th 

of October 2015 a mere 152 firms were 

publicly listed on the Copenhagen NASDAQ 

stock exchange compared to a total population 

of 286 thousand registered Danish firms.  

We believe that the research opportunity into 

the financing decision of private firms remains 

significant since the existing contributions are 

relatively few in number and often 

incomparable across geographies and time 

periods. The reason behind the incomparability 

seems to be that a majority of the research has 

taken the form of non-standardized case studies 

(Chittenden, Hall and Hutchinson, 1996; Beck 

and Demirguc-Kunt, 2006).  

The first and primary contribution of this study 

is thus to join a growing body of quantitative 

research into the financing decision of private 

firms. 

Secondly, this study is relevant as it is the first 

empirical study into capital structure 

determinants of Danish firms. Comparing our 

results with those of other geographies enables 

a discussion around any potential uniqueness of 

the various financing environments and 

economies. For instance, firms in Denmark 

have historically been said to rely extensively 

on traditional bank lending in light of an 

underdeveloped public market for corporate 

bonds and may therefore have developed a 

highly efficient bilateral lending market (La 

Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, and Vishney, 1998; 

Heshmati, 2001). Our study and the results we 

will present may thus be re-used in potential 

future research into cross-country determinants 

of capital structure.  

Thirdly, this study is unique and relevant 

because it is zooming in on the financing 

decision of rapidly growing firms. The healthy 

flow of new firms and the growth of existing 

businesses have been recognized as key drivers 

of economic welfare, job creation and 

prosperity (Klapper, Laeven, and Rajan 2006; 
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Industry Canada 2009). However, the degree to 

which high-growth firms can access financial 

capital may determine such businesses’ ability 

to grow, preventing firms from reaching their 

optimal size and potential (Beck and Demirguc-

Kunt 2006). By testing the validity of the major 

financing theories simultaneously on a 

population of “average” firms and growth-firms 

we hope to investigate if in fact growth firms 

are unique and whether or not the current set of 

theories on capital structure adequately apply to 

growth firms. 

 

2. Research question and research design 

2.1) Our problem statement 

The primary research questions that will be 

addressed are: Which major capital structure 

theory best describes the determinants of 

capital structure in privately held high-growth 

firms in Denmark? And how do the 

determinants of capital structure in high-

growth firms differ from a larger population of 

“average” private Danish firms? We will 

address these two research questions by 

investigating five sub-questions: 

1) Based on the major theories of capital 

structure how do we expect the firms in 

our data set to be financed? 

2) Utilizing account data, how do the 

characteristics of private high-growth 

firms differ from those of average 

Danish private firms? 

3) How do we best measure the 

determinants of capital structure for 

private Danish firms? 

4) In the context of multivariate regression 

analysis, which capital structure theory 

best describes the determinants of 

capital structure in private Danish 

firms? 

5) Do the major capital structure theories 

apply equally well to the financing 

behavior of privately held high-growth 

Danish firms as to their “average” 

counterparts? 

This study is arranged in such a way that sub-

question 1 is addressed in sections 3, Literature 

Review, and 4, Hypothesis Formulation. The 

Literature Review section serves to outline the 

major theories formulated to date as well as 

preceding empirical investigations into capital 

structure determinants. We will provide the 

reader with an overview of how the different 

theories offer various predictions towards the 

relationship between firm variables and capital 

structure. Section 3 will thus provide us with 

the necessary framework to define testable 

hypotheses for our analysis. These hypotheses 

are formulated and explained in the following 

Hypothesis Formulation section (sec. 4). The 
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Literature Review and Hypothesis Formulation 

sections are necessary in order to guide the 

design of our later empirical analyses into 

determinants of capital structure. These sections 

will also lay the ground for a discussion of 

whether or not the existing theories suffice to 

explain the financing decision of high-growth 

firms in particular. 

The Data Description section (sec. 5) addresses 

sub-question 2 and offers a comparison 

between the characteristics of our two data sets: 

the ‘total private firm population’ and the 

subset of ‘high-growth firms’. In this section 

we will address how the two groups differ in 

terms of leverage levels, profitability, size and 

several other variables which shall serve as the 

explanatory variables in our later regression 

analyses.  

Equipped with testable hypotheses, which are 

developed upon reviewing previous research 

into the major capital structure theories, we are 

ready to formulate the framework for a first-of-

its-kind empirical investigation into the 

determinants of capital structure in private 

Danish companies. Section 6, Methodology, 

outlines our proposed methodology for doing 

just that and presents the reasoning behind our 

choice of econometric model. It is therefore in 

this section that we address sub-question 3 

regarding the best way to measure determinants 

of capital structure. We hope that our 

reflections on methodology will prove valuable 

in section 10 where we offer suggestions for 

Future Research and reflect on the limitations 

of our study. 

In sections 7, Presentation & Discussion of 

Empirical Results, we strive to answer the 

study’s two primary research questions: Which 

major capital structure theory best describes 

the determinants of capital structure in 

privately held high-growth firms in Denmark? 

And how do the determinants of capital 

structure in high-growth firms differ from a 

larger population of “average” private Danish 

firms? We will present the results of eight main 

econometric models – as well as regression 

results on 13 industry sub-groups. Furthermore, 

we will discuss the robustness of our models 

and their ability to explain the financing 

decision of the firms figuring in our data sets.. 

In section 8, Conclusion, we go through our 

various research sub-questions in turn, and 

assess to which degree we can draw any firm 

conclusions from our study. Finally, in section 

9, we discuss the limitations of our study and 

the various avenues for further research within 

this topic.  

For a graphic illustration of the structure of this 

dissertation, please turn to the next page.
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Figure 1. Structure of study 

 

 

 

2.2) Epistemological approach 

When taking on the research agenda of 

empirically documenting the determinants of 

capital structure of private Danish firms in 

order to test the validity of the major capital 

structure theories, we are approaching our 

research deductively and quantitatively. 

According to Weathington, Cunningham and 

Pittenger (2012) quantitative research is 

designed to empirically identify the presence 

and magnitude of differences in entities or  

groups of entities, whereas qualitative research  

 

typically focuses on “sense making” often after 

or as a supplement to quantitative research. 

Quantitative research, Weathington, 

Cunningham and Pittenger (2012) explain, is 

also typically designed to test predetermined 

hypotheses that are formed based on existing 

theory. As such, the quantitative approach is at 

its core a deductive process (Wilson, 2010). 

Correspondingly, the qualitative approach often 

functions to develop theories from the data that 

are collected. In other words, the qualitative  
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Figure 2. The deductive research approach 

 

 

approach is well suited for the inductive process 

(Wilson, 2010). 

Because we are applying already existing 

theory on a new data sample to infer 

correlations between variables, we are pursuing 

a deductive process in which we move from 

theory, to hypothesis formulation, to 

observation, to confirmation or rejection of 

theory. In addition, when we prepared our 

hypotheses on the basis of previous theoretical 

research we automatically focused our attention 

on the type of information that we would 

subsequently study. This is typical of 

confirmatory research, which tests the validity 

of existing research. Alternatively, exploratory 

research is not necessarily guided by theory 

and the process of defining the information 

matter will take up a larger part of the research 

process (Weathington, Cunningham and 

Pittenger, 2012). In this way, our hypothesis 

section served as a brief summary of our 

research design. The hypothesizing process 

helped us to operationalize the theoretical 

framework we operate within and enabled us to  

 

identify concrete, measurable variables. 

Specifically, our hypotheses stated how we 

expected one firm variable, for instance 

profitability, to correlate with financial 

leverage.  

 

2.3) Research demarcations 

In the development of this dissertation, we have 

subjected ourselves to a number of voluntary as 

well as compulsory limitations. These can be 

categorized as, i) Subject demarcations ii) 

Sample demarcations, and iii) Methodological 

demarcations. Beginning with i) Subject 

Demarcations, it is important to note that the 

conclusions we are hoping to draw in terms of 

our subject matter – i.e. what determines a of 

firm’s capital structure - will in this dissertation 

be analyzed in the context of a narrowly pre-

defined set of variables, and that there are 

therefore a multitude of additional variables 

that we are not considering. More specifically, 

we have almost exclusively defined the 

determinants of capital structure in terms of 

firm-specific characteristics such as 

Theory Hypothesis Observation
Confirmation/

rejection
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profitability and size – with one exception, the 

CIBOR. These firm-specific characteristics 

make up the explanatory variables employed in 

our econometric models to explain the level of 

leverage in private Danish firms. This is a 

major demarcation of this study as there are of 

course multiple additional external as well as 

internal factors driving a firm’s capital structure 

in addition to the narrow variables we chose to 

employ. Additional driving factors may be 

psychological, strategic, political or random in 

nature. However, the potential determinants of 

capital structure that we do include in our study 

are nevertheless valuable, we argue, as they are, 

i) quantifiable, that is they are well-suited for 

econometric analysis, ii) they are falsifiable, 

that is future researchers may go back and 

extract the same data we have analyzed and re-

do the analysis, iii) they are comparable to the 

variables employed in similar previous 

empirical studies enabling comparison across 

time and geography, and finally and most 

importantly iv) they are relevant to the 

economic decision making of business leaders 

and lenders dictating the final capital structure 

of firms.  

Another subject demarcation relates to how we 

define and analyze capital structure itself. Here 

it is important to highlight the fact that because 

we have chosen to explore privately owned 

companies, we do not have a very good proxy 

for the share of equity in the capital structure. 

We will have much more to say about how we 

approach this issue in later sections of the 

thesis, but for now we wish to clarify that we 

are predominantly concerning ourselves with 

the role of debt and largely neglecting the role 

of equity as a source of capital. That is, we have 

defined our dependent variable, i.e. capital 

structure, as the ratio of debt to total assets. We 

will discuss in depth why we have chosen this 

approach in section 5. Alternatively, and if we 

were dealing with companies who had publicly 

traded equity outstanding, one could think of 

capital structure as the ratio of debt to equity. 

The main consequence of this limitation is that 

we do not offer any conclusions on how the 

firms in our data set differ in terms of 

preference for equity or debt. Our chosen 

approach, however, is similar to the approach of 

previous studies and facilitates comparison 

across studies.  

This discussion leads us on to ii) Sample 

Demarcations. As already mentioned, we 

confine ourselves to analyzing private firms. 

That is, firms without publicly traded equity or 

debt facilities. We do this because research up 

until recently has predominantly focused on 

public firms, and because research indicates 

that private firms approach the capital structure 
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decision in a different way than public firms 

and under different constraints (Heyman et al., 

2008). The major limitation of this approach 

relates to the degree of information we have 

available. In Denmark, private firms are 

requested to only publish financial accounts 

once a year, whereas public firms of course 

publish quarterly earnings reports in addition to 

annual reports. This not only means that we 

have less amounts of data to analyze and 

perhaps also less granular data, but because the 

balance sheet is a snap-shot of a firm’s 

capitalization at a single point in time, we may 

not be seeing the full picture. That is, a firm’s 

capital structure may very well change 

significantly over the course of a fiscal year due 

to seasonality in the industry. As an example, 

one company in our data set, Top-Toy, a 

famous toy retailer in Denmark, generates the 

vast majority of its sales in the two months 

running up to Christmas Eve. For this reason, 

the firm builds up its inventories and grows its 

asset base significantly over the first nine to ten 

months of the year. The firm will most likely 

receive credit from suppliers or increase 

leverage to fund this significant build-up of 

inventory during the period. Therefore, the 

leverage of Top-Toy may be very high in 

October. As soon as Christmas approaches 

sales start accelerating dramatically and the 

inventory shrinks. This will of course be off-set 

by an increase in cash on the balance sheet, 

since Top-Toy receives cash immediately at the 

point of sale. Top-Toy may then choose to use 

some of that cash to pay its creditors or 

otherwise bring down the leverage that was 

built up during the year. This narrative serves to 

exemplify how one firm’s capital structure 

undoubtedly will vary over the course of the 

year depending on the nature of the business. 

Since Top-Toy finalizes and publishes is 

financial accounts in December of each year, 

the capital structure we are analyzing will only 

capture a small part of the story of Top-Toys 

actual capital structure.  

Another important Sample demarcation stems 

from our deliberate decision to exclude a 

number of industries and companies with 

certain ownership structure from our dataset. 

These demarcations are explained further in the 

Data Description section (Sec. 5), but for now, 

we highlight that this decision introduces a bias 

in our sample that renders our sample non-

representative of the entire population of 

private Danish firms. These exclusions, 

however, are deliberate and correspond to the 

approach of previous similar studies. 

Finally, our sample period is confined to 2010 – 

2014, because the data provider we use, 

Bisnode, is restricted by the Danish Business 
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Authority, Erhvervsstyrelsen, to only publicize 

five years of financial data on private Danish 

firms at any given time (Interview with 

Bisnode, 2015). This is similar for all financial 

data aggregators conducting business in 

Denmark. This limitation prevents us from 

analyzing any potential long-term economic or 

business cycle effects in the determinants of 

capital structure. This also introduces a bias in 

our analysis since we conduct our analysis 

within the context of a particular economic 

cycle, namely in a low inflation and low interest 

rate environment. We might therefore be 

witnessing unusually high amounts of financial 

leverage in our data series because firms may 

be taking advantage of low interest rates. 

Because of this, we have been eager to include 

a proxy for the market interest rate in our 

analysis, in order to understand how sensitive 

the firms’ financial leverage has been to 

changes in the three months CIBOR during the 

five fiscal years we analyze.  

Finally, in terms of iii) Methodological 

demarcations, we highlight, that by performing 

regression analysis, we are analyzing 

correlation and not necessarily causation. Any 

deeper insights into causation relationships 

could very well be revealed through future case 

studies which may also reveal several other 

interesting psychological, political or strategic 

considerations behind the choice of capital 

structure. Such conclusions are beyond the 

explanatory power of our results. With this 

study we hope to spur future qualitative 

research into the determinants of capital 

structure in Denmark.  

 

2.4) Our target audience 

The resulting knowledge from this study is 

designed to prove valuable to academicians by 

addressing a research gap related to the 

financing decision of privately owned growth 

companies and by providing a first of its kind 

study in Denmark.  

 

3. Literature Review 

In the following section we offer a very brief 

and simplified review of the academic advances 

within capital structure theory spanning the last 

57 years. We begin by reviewing Miller and 

Modigliani’s “irrelevancy proposition”. This 

break-through, we argue, served as the building 

block for the development of the two most 

widely acclaimed capital structure theories 

today, namely the Static trade-off theory and 

the Pecking order theory, which we review first. 

Thereafter we describe the more recent theories 

of capital structure and introduce the 

Organizational Theory of Capital Structure and 

the Market Timing Theory. Following our 
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review of the major capital structure theories 

we move on to introduce how the thinking on 

capital structure of private high-growth firms in 

particular has evolved and why the mainstream 

theories may not be perfectly applicable to such 

firms. 

Finally, we provide an overview of the 

published work that has been done towards 

empirically testing the capital structure theories. 

This serves to illustrate exactly where our study 

fits in and how we are attempting to resolve a 

research gap. 
 

3.1.a) Miller & Modigliani’s irrelevancy 

propositions 

The Miller-Modigliani (MM) Theorem is the 

natural starting point for a review of the 

theories of capital structure since it set the stage 

in 1958 for how to think about and analyze 

capital structure decisions (Brealey, Myers and 

Allen, 2014). At its heart, the theorem is an 

irrelevance proposition: The MM Theorem 

provides conditions under which a firm’s 

financial decisions do not affect its value 

(Modigliani, 1980). This was shown through 

the development of several propositions 

presented in publications spanning from 1958 

to 1963.  

The essence of the argument is a follows. Given 

that a firm’s enterprise value equals the value of 

its outstanding equity plus net debt, then in a 

“perfect market”, increasing the amount of debt 

within a firm lowers the value of outstanding 

equity. In other words, selling off safe cash 

flows to debt-holders lowers the value of equity 

to the point where the total value of the firm is 

unchanged. Therefore, any gain from using 

more of what might seem to be cheaper debt is 

offset by the higher cost of what has now 

become riskier equity. Hence, given a fixed 

amount of total capital, the allocation between 

debt and equity is irrelevant because the 

weighted average of the two costs of capital to 

the firm is the same for all possible 

combinations of the two (Brealey, Myers and 

Allen, 2014). 

What is important to note however, is that the 

irrelevancy argument only holds when you 

assume “perfect market conditions”, i.e. where 

i) there are no interest tax shields, ii) no capital 

market frictions, iii) symmetric access to credit 

markets, iv) and corporate financial policy 

reveals no information (i.e. no signaling effect) 

(Miller and Modigliani, 1958). The major 

contribution of the MM Theorem was thus to 

guide future analysis into what happens when 

we relax these assumptions. 
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3.1.b) The Static Trade-off Theory 

In extension of the MM Theorem, the next 

major break-through in research on capital 

structure came in 1973 from Kraus and 

Litzenberger. They argued, that in a world 

flawed with market imperfections, such as tax 

codes encouraging leverage, managers decide 

on an optimal capital structure by trading off 

the benefits and costs of debt – hence the name 

the static trade-off theory (Kraus and 

Litzenberger, 1973; Brennan and Schwartz, 

1978). The trade-off consists of on the one hand 

the present value of the tax deductibility of 

interest payments and on the other hand the cost 

associated with financial distress experienced 

by an overleveraged company. Figure 3 below 

summarizes the theory. The blue horizontal line 

expresses the MM Theorem where the firm’s 

enterprise value is independent of capital 

structure changes. If we introduce tax 

deductibility of interest payments, we see from 

the green line that a CFO should be able to 

increase the value of the firm indefinitely by 

funding with debt, since the tax savings have a 

positive net present value. This, however, is of 

course over simplified since excessive amounts 

of leverage exposes the firm to the risk of 

bankruptcy if it is no longer able to service the 

debt it has obtained. The red line illustrates how 

a CFO should instead borrow to the margin 

where the present value of interest tax shields is 

just offset by the costs of financial distress. 

This, according to the Static Trade-off Theory 

is the optimal capital structure for the firm. 

 

Figure 3. The Static Trade-off Theory 
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The Static Trade-off Theory was well-received 

as it rationalizes moderate borrowing with a 

story that makes common sense (DeAngelo and 

Masulis, 1980; Bradley et al., 1984). Secondly, 

the Static Trade-Off story translates nicely into 

testable predictions making it very well suited 

for empirical investigations into capital 

structure determinants (Myers, 1984). For 

instance, we can hypothesize that costs of 

financial distress should be most serious for 

firms with valuable intangible assets and 

growth opportunities. I.e. firms who have not 

yet reaped the full benefits of current 

investments that will pay-off further into the 

future. One example is a pharmaceutical 

company that has incurred R&D expenses 

today and owns significant intangible assets 

such as patents. This firm does not expect to see 

a return on investment before ten years down 

the road for example.  

 

 

 

For such a company, a proponent of the Static 

Trade-off theory would not expect to see very 

high leverage levels, due to several reasons, 

which are summarized in Figure 4 and 

discussed in following. Firstly, a lender would 

be hesitant to back a business venture which 

offers little security today in the form of fixed 

tangible assets that can pose as collateral but 

instead offers risky cash flows in the future. 

Secondly, the owners of the pharmaceutical 

company, i.e. equity investors, might be 

hesitant to risk the potential for great cash flows 

in the future due to over-leveraging the firm 

today for the sake of minor interest tax savings. 

Correspondingly, we should observe that 

mature firms holding significant tangible assets 

and whose value today is predominantly made 

up of the assets already in place, should borrow 

more, other things equal  (Long and Malitz, 

1985).  

Given the popularity of the Static Trade-off 

Theory, among both managers and researchers, 

the theory is now commonplace in most 

corporate finance textbooks (Fama and French, 

2002). However, the empirical relevance and 

accuracy of the theory has been questioned. 

Miller (1977) for example suggested that if the 

Static Trade-off theory were true, then firms 

ought to have much higher debt levels than 

Significant 
amounts of 

tangible 
assets

Significant 
amounts of 
intangible 

assets

Present enterprise 
value derived from 
assets in place

High Leverage
Medium

 Leverage

Present enterprise 
value derived from 
future growh 
opportunities

Medium
 Leverage

Low Leverage

Figure 4. Illustrative leverage expectation matrix 
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What we observe in reality. Myers and Majluf 

(1984) were particularly fierce critics of the 

Static Trade-off Theory and proposed what they 

called the Pecking Order Theory. We will 

review their contribution next. 

 

3.1.c) The Pecking Order Theory 

Although an early version of the theory was 

developed in 1961 by Donaldson, it was Myers 

and Majluf who in 1984 presented empirical 

evidence from the US that challenged the 

notion that firms behave in accordance with the 

predictions of the Static Trade-off Theory. 

Rather than adhering to a long-run optimal 

capital structure, Myers and Majluf argued that 

most large US public companies follow a 

financing “pecking order” or hierarchy as the 

following: 

1) Firms prefer internal to external 

financing. However, they seek external 

financing if necessary to finance real 

investments with a positive net present 

value. 

2) If firms do require external financing, 

they will issue the safest security first; 

that is, they will choose debt before 

equity financing. 

3) As the firm seeks more external 

financing, it will work down the 

pecking order of securities from safe to 

risky debt, perhaps to convertible debt 

instruments, and finally to equity as a 

last resort (Myers and Majluf, 1984). 

 

Proponents of this view consider the attractions 

of interest tax shields and the perils of 

bankruptcy costs to be second-order 

determinants of capital structure. What seems to 

be the true driver of capital structure decisions, 

the Pecking Order Theory predicts, are the 

inevitable imbalances between internal cash 

flow generation and real investment 

opportunities. Firms whose investment 

opportunities outrun internally generated funds 

are driven to borrow more and more (Myers 

and Majluf, 1984). 

 

The pecking order theory furthermore proposes 

that information asymmetry is a key underlying 

driver of the financing hierarchy or pecking 

order (Holmes and Kent, 1991). Information 

asymmetry, namely between internal firm 

managers and external investors, relates to the 

fact that managers know more about the 

prospects of the firm than the investors. For a 

public company, this creates the conflict that 

whenever a manager wishes to issue equity to 

fund a business venture she will prefer to do so 

when she believes that the shares of the 

company are undervalued – so as not to leave 
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any “money on the table”. Investors anticipate 

this sort of behavior and may demand a 

discount for seasoned equity issuances. 

Alternatively, investors will at least conduct 

ample due diligence into the reasoning for the 

particular equity issuance and the timing of it. 

Faced with such external pressure the manager 

of the firm may then either pass up the 

investment if there are not sufficient internal 

funds or assume additional - and potentially 

excessive – leverage (Holmes and Kent, 1991). 

 

The reception of the pecking order theory 

among academicians and practitioners was very 

strong and its ability to explain the often seen 

inverse relationship between profitability and 

debt levels was a major strength of the theory 

(Fama and French, 2002). In addition, and 

similarly to the Static Trade-off Theory, the 

Pecking Order Theory offered testable 

predictions and became the subject of vast 

amounts of empirical research.  

However, a particularly important bi-product of 

the standard version of the Pecking Order 

Theory is that it seems to suggest that it is 

valuable to firms to have a buffer of cash or 

cash equivalents stored on the balance sheet. 

This is often referred to as financial slack and 

includes cash, marketable securities, readily 

saleable real assets as well as commercial 

paper.  

In a paper published in 1967, Jensen and 

Meckling criticized this aspect of the Pecking 

Order Theory by applying principal-agent 

theory. In the next section we shall review 

Jensen and others contributions to what has 

come to be known as the Organizational Theory 

of Capital Structure. 

 

3.1.d) The Organizational Theory of Capital 

Structure 

Both the Static Trade-off theory and the 

Pecking Order Theory assumes that managers 

behave in the best interest of shareholders 

(Jensen and Meckling, 1976; Jensen, 1986). 

While this is a convenient convention of 

modern corporate finance theory, Jensen and 

Meckling highlighted that alignment of 

interests between managers and shareholders is 

doubtful to play-out in practice. For instance, 

instead of paying out the cash generated by the 

firm to the shareholders in the form of 

dividends, Jensen and Meckling argued, 

managers will occasionally be tempted to 

engage in wasteful overinvesting in projects 

yielding a return below the cost of capital. They 

may do this for the sake of empire building, 

personal prestige, power or some other motive 

misaligned with shareholder interests (Brealey, 
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Myers, Allen, 2014). This has been dubbed 

“Jensen’s free cash flow hypothesis” and 

Jensen’s recommendation was to “motivate 

managers to disgorge the cash rather than 

investing it below the cost of capital or wasting 

it on organizational inefficiencies” (Jensen, 

1986, p. 323).  

One way of disgorging managers, Jensen noted, 

was to bond the managers to meeting interest 

payments on debt or committing managers to 

certain dividend programs. Debt in particular 

provides a very serious means of bonding 

manager’s promises to pay out future cash 

flows while dividend programs can be 

terminated.  It also provides the means for 

controlling opportunistic behavior by reducing 

the cash flow available for discretionary 

spending.  Top managers’ attention is then 

clearly focused on those activities necessary to 

ensure that debt payments are made and 

companies failing to make interest and principal 

payments are dissolved. As such, Jensen 

envisioned that debt could be used as an 

organizational tool of discipline (Jensen, 1986).   

While Jensen and Meckling offered a new and 

nuanced way of viewing the capital structure 

decision by incorporating principal-agency 

theory, it offered few testable predictions. The 

most common way of testing for the validity or 

relevance of the free cash flow hypothesis has 

been through case studies or abstract game 

theoretical exercises (Hart and Moore, 1995; 

Swiebel, 1996). As such, the applicability of 

this capital structure theory is limited for our 

analysis. 

 

3.1.e) The Market Timing Theory 

An additional and equally impactful stream of 

literature deals with the Market Timing Theory, 

which was popularized, by Baker and Wurgler 

in 2002. In their seminal paper, Baker and 

Wurgler set out to document how firms are 

more likely to issue equity when their market 

values are high and buy back equity when the 

opposite is the case. Baker and Wurgler showed 

that the same behavior plays out in the case of 

debt issuances, where firms would act 

opportunistically and issue debt in low-interest 

rate environments. The theory resonated with 

practitioners as a survey by Graham and Harvey 

(2001) revealed that two-thirds of business 

executives interviewed in their US survey had 

the opinion that “the quantity through which 

our stock is overvalued or undervalued was an 

essential concern in the decision of equity 

issuance”. Also Bancel and Mittoo (2004) 

concluded that 53% of European CFOs share 

this view and Brounen, De Jong and Koedijk 

(2006) find this to be true for 52% of the UK 

managers in their study. 
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The applicability of the market timing theory is 

limited in our investigation since we are 

considering private firms with no traded equity 

or debt. Also, the common way to test for the 

validity of market timing determinants of 

capital structure has been through 

questionnaires or event studies. To a slight 

degree, we seek to proxy the effect of a market 

timing determinant of capital structure by 

including the Danish CIBOR as an explanatory 

variable in our econometric model. The relevant 

hypothesis here is that managers will issue debt 

when it is relatively cheap for them to do so and 

vice versa. The CIBOR will be our proxy for 

the relative cheapness of issuing debt. One 

major drawback of this method is of course that 

the CIBOR is a market wide variable and not 

firm-specific.  

 

3.1.f) Conclusion of section 3.1 

This section has provided an overview of a 

selection of what we deem to be the major 

capital structure theories to date. While the 

Static Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order 

Theory offer testable hypotheses suited for 

econometric analysis, we find that the 

Organizational and Market Timing theories 

lend themselves better to qualitative case 

studies or event studies. In addition, the 

Organizational Theory of Capital Structure is 

particularly relevant for a subset of firms who 

are mature, highly cash generative and in a 

situation of low competition. It is our opinion, 

that this is rarely the case for the privately 

owned firms in our data sets and certainly not 

the case for the majority of the high-growth 

firms. The Market Timing Theory is 

particularly well-suited to the analysis of 

publicly listed firms with traded equity and 

debt. Again, this does not apply to the firms in 

our datasets. Therefore, we will focus our 

analysis on Static Trade-off Theory and the 

Pecking Order Theory. As mentioned in section 

2.3 and 3.1.e we have also included the CIBOR 

as an explanatory variable. While this is mainly 

done in order to gage the effect of the macro-

economic conditions we have found ourselves 

in for the past five years, this may also, in a 

very limited sense, indicate the relevancy of the 

Market Timing Theory. However, we stress that 

this is not an exhaustive nor sufficient approach 

for testing the Market Timing Theory and we 

emphasize that our focus is on evaluating the 

validity of the Static Trade-off Theory and the 

Pecking Order Theory.  

In the next section, we will review the 

published research that has been done towards 

understanding the capital structure decisions of 

private high-growth firms in particular. 
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3.2) Theoretical research into the Capital 

Structure of Private Growth Firms  

Extensive research has in the period since 1958 

been devoted to developing the above theories 

and identifying the factors determining capital 

structure. The vast majority has related to large, 

mature, and public firms which often have 

several types of publicly traded securities 

outstanding (Fama and French, 2002; Frank and 

Goyal, 2008). Historically, less effort has been 

devoted to addressing the case of determinants 

of capital structure in privately owned and fast 

growing companies. We are attempting to break 

with this and address whether it is meaningful 

to speak of “financial management for growing 

companies” as a special case. One may take the 

position that regardless of whether or not a 

company is growing rapidly, the ultimate goal 

of financial management is the same in all 

cases, namely to increase the value of the 

shareholders equity. The set of financial 

instruments and policies available to a financial 

manager does not necessarily change just 

because the firm is growing rapidly. We 

contest, that it may however change if that 

rapidly growing firm is also privately held. For 

instance, while large public firms can negotiate 

on more favourable terms with capital market 

participants over a broader offering of financing 

products, private firms face several constraints 

that prevent them from obtaining funds under 

favorable conditions and are confined to decide 

between private debt or privately-placed equity 

(Zingales, 1995). In order to demonstrate this 

phenomenon we turn to Weston and Bringham 

(1981) who were some of the first to address 

capital structure in small to medium sized 

private firms and did so by applying a life cycle 

approach. They observed that SMEs in the US, 

in their early life cycle stages, started out using 

only their owner’s resources. If they survived 

the early days of under-capitalization they were 

then likely to be able to make use of other 

sources of funds such as trade credit and short-

term bank loans. Rapid growth, they explained, 

at this stage could however lead to the problem 

of illiquidity that would follow from an over-

reliance on short-term finance. Short-term 

finance being the only means of financing they 

could obtain due to the SME not being publicly 

listed, not having a long track-record of 

financial data to present to lenders and maybe 

not being able to pose sufficient collateral. In 

other words, the SME at this stage would be 

facing a funding gap (Davidson and Dutia, 

1991). To solve this issues the SME’s would 

hoard cash whenever possible. 
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Hoarding cash is, as mentioned earlier, 

synonymous with inefficiency in the world of 

the Organizational Theory of Capital Structure 

and under perfect capital market conditions, 

Miller and Modigliani also argued that the firm 

not carry excessive liquid assets (Modigliani 

and Miller, 1958; Jensen and Meckling, 1976; 

Jensen, 1986). Several researches, however, 

have hypothesized that small growth firms 

experience the world differently and greatly 

cherishes the freedom high liquidity and low 

bank debt entails (Harris and Raviv, 1991). 

This, of course, is more in line with the 

predictions of the Pecking Order Theory. Here, 

maintaining liquidity can be important for 

financially constrained firms faced with 

significant growth opportunities (Pinkowitz and 

Williamson, 2001; Gamba and Triantis, 2008). 

In the following section we will review the 

previous empirical studies into capital structure 

determinants of private companies. 

3.3) How this study fits into the stream of 

previous empirical studies on capital structure 

determinants in private firms 

In Table 3 below we have summarized the most 

recent studies into capital structure 

determinants of private firms and for reference 

have also included some of the seminal 

empirical studies on public firms’ capital 

structure determinants; i.e. Kesters (1986), 

Chittenden et als., (1996) and Sogorb-Mira’s 

(2008) comparative study. In addition, we have 

included the unpublished paper by Han-Suck 

Song from 2005 into capital structure 

determinants of Swedish firms.  

Intuitively, one can visualize how the 

determinants of capital structure might stem 

from multiple sources encompassing 

psychological, strategic and political factors 

beyond the mere firm-specific operational 

factors. From the theoretical literature on 

capital structure we can turn to Harris and 

Raviv (1991) who attempted to stylize the 

various drivers of capital structure and 

identified three sources: firm-specific, country 

institutional, and macroeconomic factors. 

However, when one then looks at the empirical 

research into the drivers of capital structure, 

summarized in Figure 5 on page 24 it becomes 

quite clear that most attention has been placed 

on firm-specific characteristics. A study by 

Palacin-Sánchez et al., in 2012 found that a 

mere four firm characteristics explain up to 

32% of the variation in firm’s leverage in the 

Spanish-speaking part of the world. Similar 

results have been found in recent studies from 

Belgium (Dewaelheyns, Van Hulle, 2009), 

where four firms-specific variables explain 13% 

of leverage variation, and in the Netherlands 

(Degryse et al., 2009) where a larger set of 
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explanatory firm variables explain, again, up to 

32% of leverage variance.  

From reviewing the previous empirical studies 

on private firm capital structure determinants 

we also learn that two major econometric 

approaches have been applied, namely the OLS 

and GLS regression models, with the latter 

being applied in the more recent studies. While 

varying sample sizes, year ranges and 

explanatory variables have been applied a 

consensus has emerged to apply very similar 

dependent variables. The norm is to define 

leverage as total debt to total assets and to 

include models on both short term debt to total 

assets as well as long term debt to total assets. 

Finally, our review of previous empirical 

studies reveals strong support for the Pecking 

Order Theory. On the following page we offer 

an overview of relevant previous studies. 
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Figure 5. Summary of previous empirical research into capital structure determinants 

 

Author(s) and 
date

Geography Population
Year range 
of data

Method Dependent Variables (R2) Explanatory Variables (correlation sign for each model) Results

Palacín-
Sánchez, 
Ramírez-
Herrera, Pietro, 
2013

Spanish 
regions

13,838 public 
and private 
SMEs

2004-2007 
(4 years)

Panel data GLS 
regression model

Total debt to total assets (.10-.14)                              
Long-term debt to total assets (.20-.26)                      
Short-term debt to total assets (.18 - .32)

Size (logarith of total assets) (n/a)                                               
Profitability (EBIT / total assets) (n/a)                                        
Growth (annual change of total assets) (n/a)                                         
Age (logarithm of years) (n/a)

Support for Pecking 
Order Theory and 
geographical 
heterogeneity

Dewaelheyns, 
Van Hulle, 
2009

Belgium 488 large private 
firms

1999 - 2005 
(6 years)

Panel data GLS 
regression model

Total liabilities to total assets (.134) Size (logarith of total assets) (n/a)                                                
Tangibility (fixed assets / total assets)                                                   
Profitability (EBIT / total assets) (n/a)                                        
Growth (annual change of total assets) (n/a)                                         
Age (logarithm of years) (n/a)

Support for short-
term pecking order 
behavior

Degryse, Goeij, 
Kappert, 2009

Netherlands 34,405 SME's 2003 - 2005 
(3 years)

Panel data GLS 
regression model

Total debt to total assets (.29)                                     
Long-term debt to total assets (.32)                             
Short-term debt to total assets (.04)

Size (logarith of total assets) (+* / +* / 0)                                            
Tangible assets (fixed assets / total assets) (+* / +* / +*)                     
Net debtors (debtors - creditors)/total assets (+* / +* / +*)                
RoA (EBITDA / total assets) (-* / -* / -*)                                          
Intangible assets (intangibles/total assets) (+* / +* / -*)                        
Growth (% annual change in assets) (+* / +* / +*)                              
Tax rate (taxes paid / EBT) (-* / -* / -*)                                             
Depreciation (depreciation /total assets) (+* / +* / +*)      

Support for Pecking 
Order Theory

Sogorb-Mira, 
2008

Spain 3,569 non-
financial public 
SMEs

1995 - 2005 
(10 years)

Panel data GLS 
regression model 

Natural logarithm (ln) of debt to equity (n/a) Effective tax rate (tax divided by EBT)  (+*)                                      
Non-debt tax shield (depr. divided by total assets) (-*)                    
Default risk ( σ(EBIT) - μ(EBIT))  (-)                                            
Growth (0-3 based on aboslute growth rate) (-*)                            
Profitability (EBIT to total assets) (-*)                                          
Size (natural logarith of total assets) (+*)                                  
Cash flow (Net income + depr.) (-*)                                            
Age (natural logarithm of number of years) (-*)        

Mixed support for 
both the Trade-off 
Theory and the 
Pecking Order 
Theory

Heyman, 
Deloof, Ooghe, 
2008

Belgium 1132 private 
firms

1996-2000 
(4 years)

Panel data GLS 
regression model

Total debt to total assets (.45-.65)                           
Short-term debt to total assets (n/a)

Asset tangibility (fixed assets / total assets) (+* / n/a)                          
Asset growth (avg annual growth in assets) (-* / -*)                           
Capex (new fixed assets / total assets) (-* / -)                                    
Profitability (EBIT / total assets)  (-* / n/a)

Support for Pecking 
Order Theory

Han-Suck 
Song, 2005

Sweden 6,000 public and 
privfirms

1992 - 2000 
(8 years)

Panel data GLS 
regression model

Total debt to total assets (n/a)                                     
Short-term debt to total assets (n/a)                             
Long-term debt to total asset (n/a)

Tangibility (fixed assets / total assets) (+* / -* / +*)                             
Non-debt tax shield (depreciation / total assets) (- /+* / -*)                 
Profitability (EBIT / total assets) (-* / -* / -*)                                      
Size (Log of sales) (+* / +* / -*)                                                         
Growth (% change in total assets) (0* / -* / 0*)                                  
Uniqueness (intangible assets / total assets) (- / -* / 0)                         

Mixed support for 
both the Trade-off 
Theory and the 
Pecking Order 
Theory

Hall, 
Hutchinson, 
Michaelas, 
2000

UK 3,500 private 

SMEs1

1995 (1 year) OLS regression 
model

Long-term debt to total assets (.301)                           
Short-term debt tototal assets (.251)

Profitability (EBIT to revenue)  (+ / -*)                                         
Growth (% increase in revenue over last 3 years) (+ / +*)               
Asset structure (fixed to total assets ratio) (+* / -*)                         
Size (Total assets in GBP) (-* / -*)                                                  
Age (1995 less the year of incorporation) (-* / -*)

Support for Pecking 
Order in short-term 
debt model only

Chittenden, 
Hall, 
Hutchinson, 
1996

UK 3,308 private and 
172 public 

"small"2 firms 

1989 - 1993 
(5 years)

OLS regression 
model

Long-term liabilities to total assets (.113)                     
Current liabilities to tototal assets (.150)                      
Total liabilities to total assets (.0418)                           
Working capital to total assets (Liquidity) (.261)

Profitability (EBIT to total asset) (- / -* / -* / +* )                             
Growth (% change in total assets over 5 years) (+ / - / + / -)           
Asset structure (fixed assets to total assets)  (+* / -* / -* /-*)           
Size (Total assets GBP) (+* / -* / - / -*)                                           
Age (1994 less the year of incorporation) (- / -* / -* / +* )             
Access to stock market (1/0 for public/private) (+*/ -*/ -*/-)           
Composite dummy (1 for top quartile growth) (+/ +*/+*/-*)            

Support for Pecking 
Order and Agency 
theory

Kester, 1986 Japan and US 796 publicly 
traded 
manufacturing 
firms

1982 - 1983 
(2 years)

OLS regression 
model

Gross debt to book value of equity (.262)                   
Net debt to book value of equity (.233)                       
Gross debt to market value of equity (.325)                 
Net debt to market value of equity (.269)

Profitability (EBIT to total asset) (- / - / - / - )                                   
Growth (% CAGR of Revenue over last 5 years) (+ / + / + /+)         
Risk (Volatility of return on assets)  (- / - / - / -)                               
Size (Total revenue in USD) (- / - / - / -)                                          

Support for Pecking 
Order 
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In order to develop a set of results that are 

comparable to the previous research into private 

firms’ capital structure determinants we have 

decided to apply an approach very similar to 

that of the most recent studies summarized in 

Table 3. Developing a comparative set of 

results serves to pave the ground for future 

research into cross-country comparison of 

capital structure determinants. Such research 

may in the future highlight the second 

theoretical driver of capital structure described 

by Harris and Raviv (1991), namely country 

institutional drivers. In addition, in order to 

offer at least some indication of the third 

theoretical driver of capital structure, macro-

economic factors, our study also differs from 

that of previous studies by including a macro-

variable in the set of explanatory variables – 

namely the three month CIBOR. And finally, 

our study will differ from that of previous 

empirical studies by contrasting the 

econometric results of two samples: a Total 

Population of private Danish firms and a subset 

of High Growth firms. This serves to discuss 

any potential uniqueness of the determinants of 

capital structure in high-growth firms. 

Whatsmore, we will perform comparative 

econometric analysis across all industries in 

both company populations and include the 

results of this analysis in the appendix of this 

thesis. 

3.4) Conclusion of the Literature Review 

section:    

This section set out to review the theoretical 

context and empirical research predating this 

study. We identified the major capital structure 

theories to be the Static Trade-off Theory, the 

Pecking Order Theory, the Organizational 

Theory of Capital Structure and the Market 

Timing Theory of Capital Structure. We also 

stressed that throughout this study most 

emphasis will be put on assessing the validity 

of the first two theories. This, we note, is in line 

with previous empirical studies into capital 

structure determinants of private firms. In this 

section, we also briefly introduced the chosen 

methodology and approach of this study. Our 

chosen approach cannot, however, be 

developed further without presenting our 

rationale for choice of explanatory variables. In 

the following section, we will use the 

theoretical context described above to develop 

testable hypotheses for the econometric 

analyses to come. 
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4. Hypotheses & Explanatory Variables 

 

4.1) Structure outline of the Hypotheses & 

Explanatory Variables section: 

As touched upon in the previous section, the 

Static Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order 

Theory lend themselves well to stylized 

predictions regarding the financing decision of 

firms. This section will set out to translate such 

predictions into testable hypotheses. The 

section is structured into various sub-sections 

defined by the particular firm-characteristic that 

is being introduced. Each firm-characteristic 

will be discussed in isolation. For instance, sub-

section headline one is ‘Profitability (RoA)’ 

where ‘Profitability’ relates to the firm 

characteristic as it is referred to in layman terms 

and ‘(RoA)’ is the name of the corresponding 

explanatory variable as it figures in our 

econometric model outputs. Two firm-

characteristics, Cash position and Growth, are 

described through three explanatory variables 

respectively. The reason for employing various 

measures of cash position stems from the basic 

fact that it has very seldom been used in similar 

previous studies. Therefore, we are exploring 

various different definitions of a firm’s cash 

position in order to identify the most robust 

measure and pave the way for more frequent 

future use of this measure. Secondly, we are 

employing various measures of growth for two 

reasons. Firstly, a firm’s growth is difficult to 

truly capture with a single definition. This is 

evident from reviewing previous research 

where various different definitions are used. If 

any, the growth rate of a firm’s revenues over a 

defined time period seems to be the most 

frequently used definition. However, because a 

large portion of the firms in our dataset are 

subject to a Danish accounting rule exempting 

firms who meet the certain criteria from 

disclosing their revenue, this definition of 

growth is impractical in our case. The 

exemption rule applies to companies who either 

i) generate revenues under DKK 150 million, ii) 

have a total balance of less than DKK 75 

million, or iii) have less than 250 full time 

employees (Dun & Bradstreet, 2015). Because 

a significant portion of firms in our dataset fall 

into either one of these categories, this 

definition of growth is impractical.  

 

Within each sub-section we define concrete 

hypotheses and highlight whether the particular 

hypothesis reflects a prediction by the Static 

Trade-off Theory or the Pecking Order Theory, 

i.e. H1a (Static Trade-off Theory): Profitability 

is positively correlated with leverage. Each 

hypothesis, therefore, relates to one firm 

characteristic in isolation.  
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For each sub-section, up to three types of 

hypotheses are formulated. Firstly, we 

formulate a “general” hypothesis that applies to 

both data sets, i.e. to the total body of privately 

owned Danish firms as well as to the subset of 

high-growth firms. Secondly, wherever 

meaningful we add an additional hypothesis, 

relating to the same firm characteristic, i.e. 

profitability, but formulated in a way that 

specifies how we expect the particular variable 

to relate to leverage depending on a) whether 

we are looking at the presence of short-term 

debt or long-term debt, or, b) whether we are 

looking at the total population of privately 

owned Danish firms or whether we are only 

looking at the high-growth sub-set.  

 

Before moving on to discussing the firm 

characteristics themselves and how they may 

relate to leverage, we will offer our reasoning 

behind the choice of variables.  The set of firm 

characteristics and explanatory variables we 

employ are chosen with one overarching 

principle in mind, namely comparability. It is 

an explicit goal of ours to produce a set of 

results that are comparable to similar studies in 

order to enable comparison across time and 

geographies. Therefore, we have chosen to 

include the vast majority of firm-characteristics 

outlined in Figure 5. When we have chosen to 

include new variables, we have done so in order 

to contribute some new insights into the subject 

area that we find worthwhile. One example is 

the CIBOR, which is a first attempt at including 

a macro-variable into the analysis. This serves 

to complete the picture and hopefully improves 

the explanatory power of our econometric 

models. 

Figure 6 on the following page offers an 

overview of the firm characteristics and 

explanatory variables we employ as well as 

outline how they are calculated. Figure 6 at the 

end of section 4.3 summarizes the expected 

correlations between explanatory variables and 

leverage. In section 5 we will outline in more 

detail our exact method of obtaining the 

explanatory variables.  
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Figure 6. Calculation of explanatory variables  
 

Firm-characteristic 
(Explanatory Variable) 

%/Abs. Calculation 

Profitability (RoA) % EBIT / total assets 

Collaterability (Asset Structure) % Fixed assets / total assets 

Firm size (Size) Abs. Ln(total assets) 

Cash position 1 (Cash Conversion) % (Net income + depreciation) / EBITDA 

Cash position 2 (Liqudity) % Cash and cash equivalents / total assets 

Cash position 3 (Net Debtors) % (Accounts payable – accounts receivable) / total assets 

Age (Age) Abs. Ln(current year – year of incorporation) 

Interest tax shields (Effective Tax Rate) % Taxes paid for the year / EBT 

Non-debt tax shields (Depreciation) % Depreciation expense / total assets 

Growth 1 (Growth Rate) % Gross profit t=1 / gross profit t=0 - 1 

Growth 2 (Growth Opportunities) % Intangible assets / total assets 

Growth 3 (Capital Expenditure) % (Fixed assets t=1 – fixed assets t=0) / total assets 

CIBOR % Change in average annual CIBOR rate  

 

4.1.a) Profitability (RoA) 

One of the most contested firm-specific 

determinants of capital structure is profitability. 

We will define profitability as the ratio between 

EBITDA and total assets. According to the 

Static Trade-off Theory, the attractiveness of 

debt is based on the tax deductibility of interest 

payments (Modigliani and Miller, 1963). Since 

only profitable firms pay taxes only profitable 

firms will benefit from the tax deductibility of 

interest payments. The Static Trade-off Theory 

thus predicts that higher firm profitability 

should be positively correlated with leverage. 

According to the Danish tax rules, 

Selskabsskatteloven paragraf 11, interest 

payments on interest bearing debt are tax 

deductible as long as the company has not 

breached the rules on thin capitalization. The 

 

rules on thin capitalization were implemented 

in 1999 and entail that excessively leveraged 

companies, with a ratio of external financing to 

equity exceeding 4:1, lose the right to tax 

deductibility of interest payments 

(Selskabsskatteloven §11b).  

In addition, increased profitability should, all 

things equal, lower the risk of bankruptcy, why 

again, the Static Trade-off Theory predicts that 

a highly profitable firm will be more suited to 

carry high leverage.  

The Organizational Theory of Capital Structure 

also predicts a positive relationship between 

profitability and leverage. We derive this 

prediction from the free cash flow hypothesis of 

Jensen (1986) stating that more debt should be 

used if profits increase in order to discipline 

managers and steer the company away from 
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wasteful overinvesting in negative net present 

value projects.  

On this basis, we formulate our first testable 

hypothesis: 

 

H1a (Static Trade-off Theory): Profitability 

is positively correlated with leverage. 

 

On the other hand, the Pecking Order Theory 

suggests and opposite relationship between 

profitability and leverage. Internally generated 

funds are at the top of the “pecking order” of 

the preferred sources of financing. Since 

profitable firms per say are able to generate 

funds internally, highly profitable firms will 

require less debt financing. This relationship 

has been proven in the majority of empirical 

studies (Palacin-Sanches et al., 2012; 

Dewaelheyns et al., 2009; Degryse et al., 2009; 

Heyman et al., 2008; Hall et all., 2000; 

Chittenden et al., 1996; Kester, 1986). 

On this basis we formulate our second 

hypothesis: 

 

H1b (Pecking Order Theory): Profitability is 

negatively correlated with leverage. 

Dewaelheyns et al. (2009) and Hall et al. (2000) 

furthermore find that the inverse relationship 

between profitability and leverage is only 

statistically significant when it comes to short-

term debt. Their reasoning is supportive of the 

pecking order, which places short-term debt 

higher in the hierarchy than long-term debt. The 

reason for this phenomenon may lie in 

information asymmetry: A shorter duration loan 

to a private firm is perceived to be less risky by 

the lender who is at a significant information 

disadvantage (Ortiz-Molina, H. and M. Penas, 

2008). The shorter duration thus lowers the 

costs of borrowing (Dewaelheyns et al., 2009). 

H1c (Pecking Order Theory): The inverse 

relationship between profitability and 

leverage is most significant and most 

pronounced in the case of short-term debt 

 

4.1.b) Collaterability (Asset structure) 

Collaterability, defined here as the ratio 

between a firms fixed assets to its total assets, 

refers to the firm’s ability to pose collateral 

when obtaining debt financing. In the literature, 

the amount of fixed assets has been used as a 

proxy for this ability. Unlike intangible assets, 

fixed assets are considered acceptable sources 

of collateral (Bhaird et al., 2010). Bhaird et al. 

(2010) argue that intangible assets are 

considered as being uncertain sources of future 

income, i.e. patents or goodwill following an 

acquisition, and thus serve as poor collateral. 
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According to Baas and Schrooten (2006), 

lenders employ several techniques when 

securing their loans of which collateral, under 

the umbrella of the so-called hard techniques, 

constitutes the technique most often used. 

Alternative techniques include negative 

covenants, restricting the lender from 

performing certain actions, i.e. paying out 

dividends or assuming additional debt, or 

financial covenants in which the firm will be 

forced into default if the firms leverage or fixed 

charge coverage ratios deteriorate beyond a 

certain pre-set limit (Baas and Schrooten, 

2006). 

 

The Static Trade-off Theory predicts a positive 

relationship between collaterability and 

leverage. It does so because collaterability 

indirectly reduces bankruptcy costs through 

higher liquidation value and lower interest 

payments on debt.  The latter arises because 

firms with the ability to pose collateral will be 

able to obtain financing under more favorable 

terms than firms without relevant collateral 

(Baas and Schrooten, 2006). 

Within the context of the Pecking Order 

Theory, collateral also reduces the problem of 

information asymmetry since lenders can rely 

more on the objective value of assets in place 

than the more uncertain growth opportunities of 

the future. Therefore, the Pecking Order Theory 

also predicts a positive relationship between 

collaterability and leverage (Ortiz-Molina, H. 

and M. Penas, 2008).  

This prediction, has received mixed results in 

the empirical studies predating ours. Degryse et 

al. (2009) find a positive relationship in both 

their total debt, long-term debt and short-term 

debt models. So does Heyman et al. (2008). 

Han-suck Song (2005) found that in Sweden a 

significant negative relationship was identified 

when it comes to short-term leverage. 

This is also the result of seminal studies in the 

UK by Hall et al. (2000) and Chittenden et al. 

(1996). 

However, based on the theoretical predictions 

described above we hypothesize a positive 

relationship between collateral and leverage 

without distinguishing between debt maturities. 

 

H2a (Static Trade-off Theory and Pecking 

Order Theory): Collaterability is positively 

correlated with leverage. 

 

We furthermore hypothesize that the positive 

relationship between collaterability and 

leverage should be more significant and 

pronounced for high-growth firms than for the 

general population of private Danish firms. 

This is based on the assumption that high-
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growth firms are on average younger, smaller 

and are weighted more heavily towards sectors 

such as the information and technology sectors. 

Small and young firms have a limited track 

record to present to financiers when obtaining 

financing and are generally exposed to higher 

business risk if indeed they are engaged in 

industries more prone to technological 

disruption (Vanacker and Manigart, 2010). 

Consequently, they are also assumed to have 

lower creditworthiness. The ability for high-

growth firms to pose collateral is thus assumed 

to be comparatively more important than is the 

case for non-high-growth firms.  

 

H2b (Static Trade-off Theory and Pecking 

Order Theory): The positive relationship 

between collaterability and leverage is more 

significant and pronounced for the high-

growth population of firms than for the total 

population 

 

4.1.c) Firm Size (Size) 

In this study we define size as the logarithm of 

total assets. Within the context of the Static 

Trade-off Theory, the size of the firm is a proxy 

for the firm’s probability of default (Fama and 

French, 2002). This notion is based on the 

assumption that larger firms are better 

diversified both in terms of customers and 

products, so that the firm’s profits and cash 

flows are subject to lower volatility and the 

firm in general subject to lower indirect 

bankruptcy costs (Titman and Wessels, 1988; 

Rajan and Zingales, 1995; Fama and French, 

2002). Size and debt is expected to be 

positively correlated for a second reason: since 

transaction costs typically are a function of 

scale (Titman & Wessels, 1988; Hamilton & 

Fax, 1998), the cost of debt decreases as scale 

increases. For such reasons, the Static Trade-off 

Theory predicts a positive relationship between 

firm size and leverage.  

The pecking order theory also predicts a 

positive relationship between firm size and 

leverage. One reason being, that diversification 

and lower volatility mitigates information 

asymmetry problems, which in turn lowers the 

cost of debt (Rajan and Zingales, 1995; Cassar, 

2004).  This is not to say that potential 

information asymmetries become smaller as 

firms diversify – the opposite is more likely to 

be true (Ataullah, et al. 2014). Rather, it is the 

actual consequences of the issues that arise 

from information asymmetry that become less 

significant since the cash flows of the firm are 

now less volatile and less risky (Cassar, 2004). 

Information asymmetry itself may however 

decrease as firms grow. One reason stemming 

from the pattern that when firms grow to a 
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certain size they tend to become the subject of 

more public scrutiny (Fortin, 2011). A very 

large firm is also more prone to be written 

about in the press and receive interest from 

equity analysts who monitor, analyze and 

publish buy and sell recommendations on the 

firm’s equity on an ongoing basis (Lang, 2010). 

This scrutiny and analyst coverage may very 

well serve to minimize information asymmetry 

(Lang, 2011). In sum, large firms are usually 

more diversified, face lower transaction costs of 

debt, have better reputations in public markets, 

and face lower information costs when 

borrowing (Frank and Goyal, 2008). Therefore, 

large firms are predicted to have more debt in 

their capital structures. 

 

H3a (Static Trade-off Theory and Pecking 

Order Theory): Size is positively correlated 

with leverage. 

 

Several empirical studies investigating large 

firms find a positive relationship between size 

and leverage (Van Dijk, 1997; De Jong, 1999; 

Farma and French, 2002) and so do recent 

studies investigating private firms (Degryse et 

al., 2009; Sogorb-Mira, 2008; Han-Suck Song, 

2005). 

Previous research has however also identified a 

negative relationship between size and short-

term debt while simultaneously observing a 

positive relationship between size and long-

term debt (Han-Suck Song, 2005 and 

Chittenden et al., 1996). Han-Suck Song (2005) 

argues that one reason for this relationship may 

be that larger businesses are subject to lower 

business risk, potentially lower information 

asymmetry, and ultimately hold a stronger 

bargaining position towards banks and other 

debt providers. This, in turn, enables a large 

firm to obtain long-term financing under 

relatively favorable terms compared to a small 

firm. Because long-term debt, per definition, is 

renewed or renegotiated more infrequently, 

large firms may be turning down short-term 

debt in favor of long-term debt when they can 

(Matchett, 2015). Thus we add the following 

hypotheses to Firm size: 

H3b (Static Trade-off Theory and Pecking 

Order Theory): Size is positively related to 

long term debt and negatively related to 

short term debt 

4.1.d) Cash position (Liquidity, Cash 

Conversion, Net Debtors) 

As we argued in our introduction, small and 

privately owned firms who generate limited 

amounts of free cash flow and have limited 

access to credit markets, may find it especially 

useful to maintain a somewhat large amount of 
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cash on their balance sheets to for instance fund 

ongoing working capital needs or short-term 

debt commitments. Because we do not have 

many reference points on how to define the 

firm’s cash position from previous empirical 

studies we have included three variables to 

describe the firms cash position. First, we use 

Cash Conversion defined as the ratio of net 

income plus depreciation to earnings before 

interest, taxes and depreciation (EBITDA). This 

characteristic describes the firm’s ability to 

generate cash out of earnings. Next we use 

Liquidity,  defined as the ratio of cash and 

marketable securities to total assets, to describe 

the amount of readily available cash on hand. 

Finally, we use Net Debtors, defined as the 

ratio of the surplus or shortage of debitor 

commitments over creditor commitments 

divided to total assets, to describe the ability to 

fund short-term commitments with trade 

payables. 

 

While large and creditworthy companies have 

access to revolving credit facilities or may have 

the option to tap existing outstanding bonds, a 

small and privately owned firm faces outright 

bankruptcy if liquidity suddenly dries up. In the 

less extreme case a small firm will damage 

business relationships if it is not able to repay 

trade suppliers on time. Within the framework 

of the Static Trade-off Theory, it would thus 

seem that the bankruptcy costs from illiquidity 

are significant. Banks, we argue, will of course 

identify this issue and will be very hesitant to 

lend money to a private firm with a poor cash 

position. Correspondingly, firms that are able to 

present healthy cash positions will be better 

suited to indeed access debt financing. In 

addition, a firm that excerpts a high cash-

conversion ratio, i.e. the ability to generate cash 

from earnings, will, per say, be paying a high 

portion of taxes. We hypothesize, that such a 

firm will welcome the prospect of interest tax 

shields. Therefore, our first hypothesis on the 

relationship between cash position and leverage 

is: 

H4a (Trade-off theory): Cash position is 

positively correlated with leverage. 

 

Contrary to this view, the Pecking Order 

Theory indicates to us that we should expect a 

negative relationship between a firm’s cash 

position and leverage. Within this framework, a 

firm would much rather utilize internally 

generated cash to fund the needs of the business 

than to give up control to external providers of 

financing – be it debt or equity investors. The 

meagre prospect of interest tax savings is 

simply not worth the loss of control, increased 

scrutiny and high cost of external financing. 
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This reasoning should hold particularly well for 

small or privately owned firms, where 

information asymmetry between inside 

managers and outside providers is presumably 

most pronounced (Frank and Goyal, 2008).  

 

H4b (Pecking order theory): The variable 

Cash position is negatively correlated with 

leverage. 

 

Furthermore, in the context of the trade-off 

theory we hypothesize that high-growth firms 

will tend to develop “lower” or “worse” cash 

positions than non-high-growth firms. The 

major reason being, that high-growth firms face 

higher re-investment needs (Degryse et al. 

2009). Therefore, we expect that the positive 

relationship between cash and leverage, should 

be more pronounced for the high-growth subset 

of firms. 

Within the framework of the Pecking-order 

Theory, we hypothesize that the reluctance to 

seek external financing is less pronounced for 

high-growth firms, since the consequences of 

illiquidity are that much greater. This leads us 

to the following additional hypotheses: 

H4c (Trade-off theory): The positive 

relationship between cash position and 

leverage is more pronounced for high-

growth firms – i.e. the size of the coefficient 

is higher. 

H4d (Pecking order theory): The negative 

relationship between cash position and 

leverage is less pronounced for high-growth 

firms – i.e. the size of the coefficient is 

smaller. 

4.1.e) Age (Age) 

In the context of the Static Trade-off Theory, 

we should expect that mature firms are more 

highly leveraged. Mature companies with stable 

and predictable cash flows as well as limited 

investment opportunities, should include more 

debt in their capital structure, since they all 

things equal, can obtain financing on more 

favorable terms and should value interest tax 

shield more highly than young high-growth 

firms (Pfaffermayr, et al. 2013). Younger firms 

that face high uncertainty because of vigorous 

growth or the cyclical nature of their industries 

should carry less debt, since the threat of 

bankruptcy is so much more imminent. That is, 

bankruptcy costs outweigh the benefits of 

interest tax shields for such firms. We therefore 

posit that the trade-off theory predicts a positive 

relationship between age and leverage.  
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H5a (Trade-off theory): Age is positively 

correlated with leverage. 

  

Turning to the Pecking Order Theory, the 

conclusions are not as clear-cut. On the one 

hand, a proponent of the Pecking Order Theory 

may suggest that a more mature firm has 

greater capacity to self-generate resources 

(Degryse et al., 2009). In fact, a young firm will 

more often than a mature firm find itself forced 

to seek external debt financing when faced with 

the liquidity shortages and uncertainties 

described in earlier paragraphs (Bhaird et al., 

2010). On that basis, we should observe a 

negative relationship between age and leverage. 

However, one can argue, that a firm that has 

existed for a longer period of time, all things 

equal, will have a longer track-record to show 

for and the information asymmetry should 

theoretically be lower between the lender and 

the firm. This should enable the firm to assume 

debt financing at lower interest rates and debt 

should therefore be relatively more attractive to 

a mature firm than a young firm.  

Because the first-order prediction of the 

Pecking Order is that internally generated funds 

are preferred over external funding, we have 

chosen to base the following hypothesis on the 

first line of reasoning. 

 

H5b (Pecking order theory): Age is 

negatively correlated with leverage. 

 

4.1.f) Interest tax shields (Effective Tax Rate) 

One of the core tenants of the Static Trade-off 

Theory is that a high tax status encourages high 

debt, because of the tax deductibility of interest. 

As mentioned previously, Danish firms that are 

not classified as being thinly capitalized, can 

take advantage of the tax deductibility of 

interest payments. Accordingly, we expect the 

following relationship to hold for our dataset. 

 

H6a (Trade-off theory): Tax is positively 

correlated with leverage. 

 

The Pecking Order Theory does not predict any 

stylized relationship between tax status and 

leverage. 

 

4.1.g) Non-debt tax shields (Depreciation 

expense) 

Interest payments on debt are not the only 

means for firms to lower their income tax 

expense. Recent studies (Degryse et al., 2009; 

Han-Suck Song, 2005) present models of 

optimal capital structure that incorporates non-

debt-related corporate tax shields. According to 

DeAngelo and Masulis (1980) the tax 

deductions that follow from depreciation may 
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serve to dilute the interest tax shield effect and 

make leverage less attractive. As a result, we 

hypothesize that firms with large non-debt tax 

shields include less debt in their capital 

structures, simply because they are already 

reaping large tax savings from depreciation. In 

this study and in similar previous studies (e.g. 

Fama and French, 2002; Sogorb-Mira, 2005), 

the ratio of a firm’s depreciation expense to 

total assets serves as a proxy for non-debt tax 

shields.  

 

H7a (Trade-off theory): Non-debt tax shields 

are negatively correlated with leverage. 

 

We note however, that a firm with large 

amounts of depreciation will tend to also own 

large amounts of fixed assets. Fixed assets, as 

we mentioned earlier can potentially be used as 

collateral in loan contracts why this may be the 

true driver behind a positive relationship 

between depreciation and leverage.  

 

4.1.h) Growth (Growth Rate, Growth 

Opportunities and Capital Expenditure) 

In our reading of the Static Trade-off Theory 

and its application in previous studies, we do 

not find any reason to suspect that high-growth 

firms should incur more leverage than non 

high-growth firms per say.  

The Pecking Order Theory, however, seems to 

be particularly relevant for companies 

experiencing high growth.  

The reason being that high growth demands 

constant reinvestments and quick depletion of 

internal resources. High-growth firms may 

therefore find themselves forced to resort to 

external finance more often (Michaelas et al. 

1999).  

 

H8a (Pecking order theory): Past growth is 

positively correlated with leverage. 

 

On the other hand, and taking into account 

agency costs, a negative relation between a 

firm’s growth opportunities and leverage can be 

justified. According to Myers (1977), firms 

with large growth opportunities – or firms in 

which the value of real options make up a large 

part of their present value - are subject to 

underinvestment problems. This becomes 

clearer if we imagine a situation where a firm 

has issued a bond in order to finance future 

investment opportunities. That firm’s future 

investments are thus financed by shareholders 

and debtholders simultaneously. Assume next 

that the management team is rational and is 

compensated positively when the equity value 

of the firm appreciates. Finally assume that the 

management team is suddenly faced with two 
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positive NPV investment opportunities: one 

that has low-risk and whose return just suffices 

to meet the interest and repayment obligations 

to bondholders and another that is high-risk but 

offers a high return to shareholders in addition 

to paying back bondholders. A rational and 

value maximizing CFO will turn down the low-

risk project and only accept the high-risk 

project. This will increase shareholder value at 

the expense of bondholders who are not 

compensated for the additional risk (Myers, 

1977). 

In a way, high debt levels therefore incentivize 

the management to disregard certain safe yet 

valuable investment opportunities in favor of 

risky projects (Myers, 1977; Ozkan, 2001). If 

bondholders believe that such behavior is 

likely, they would require to be compensated 

through higher interest rates. 

Therefore we hypothesize a negative 

relationship between growth opportunities and 

leverage.  

 

H8b (Pecking order theory): Growth 

opportunities are negatively correlated to 

leverage. 

 

The implications of the underinvestment 

problem may not however be the same for 

short-term leverage and long-term leverage. 

Myers (1977) pointed out that one solution to 

the underinvestment problem is to pursue a 

capital structure that is overweight towards 

short-term debt. The idea being, that if debt 

matures before an investment option will be 

exercised it should not impact the investment 

decision itself. Thus, Myers (1977) explains, 

firms with significant growth opportunities 

should find it worth-while to continuously roll-

over short-term debt rather than obtain long-

term funding. Therefore, we hypothesize the 

following. 

 

H8c: The inverse relation between growth 

opportunities and leverage is stronger for 

long-term debt than short-term debt 

 

We note, however, that growth opportunities in 

this study will be calculated as the ratio 

between intangible assets and total assets, 

which does not capture the nuances between 

risky and non-risky growth opportunities.  

In order to broaden our analysis of the role of 

growth opportunities we have also included the 

explanatory variable Capital Expenditure 

defined as [fixed assets t-1 – fixed assets t0] / 

total assets. This measure was introduced by 

Titman and Wessel (1988) and later used by 

Kallapur and Trombley (1999) as well as 

Heyman et al. (2008). Capital expenditures are 
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generally undertaken in order introduce new 

products or expand production capacity - all of 

which the firm hopes to generate future cash 

flow from (Kallapur and Trombley, 1999). As 

such, a high share of capital expenditure may 

serve as a proxy for growth opportunities. 

 

4.1.i) Market Interest Rates (CIBOR) 

Our final hypothesis differentiates itself from 

the previous as it relates to a macro variable, 

namely interest rates. The interest rate we will 

be analyzing is the three month Copenhagen 

Interbank Offered Rate (CIBOR). In a way, this 

rate affects all corporate borrowers in Denmark 

as the interest rates a borrower would be 

required to pay on a commercial loan can be 

viewed as the applicable CIBOR rate plus a 

firm-specific credit spread over and above the 

CIBOR. That means that a firms cost of capital 

can increase or decrease throughout the year 

even though the firm’s risk profile is unchanged 

– merely because interest rates have moved 

(Brealey, Myers and Allen, 2014). 

Neither the Static Trade-off Theory nor the 

Pecking Order Theory offer any clear 

predictions about the relationship between 

interest rates and capital structure. However, 

according to the market timing theory, firms 

behave opportunistically in the capital markets 

and will prefer to raise debt financing when 

interest rates are low versus high (Antoniou, 

Guney, Paudyal, 2002).  We find that it would 

be interesting to test for the sensitivity of 

capital structure to the changes in interest rates, 

if for no other reason than to put the results of 

our firm-specific variables into perspective. 

  

H9a (Market timing theory): Interest rates 

are negatively correlated with leverage. 

 

4.2) Conclusion of Hypotheses section 

In the preceding section we generated a series 

of testable hypotheses relating to the Static 

Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order 

Theory. A summary of the explanatory 

variables included in this study and their 

hypothesized correlations () with the 

dependent variable, leverage, is provided in 

Figure 7 below.   

Evaluation of the applicability of the Static 

Trade-off Theory vis-à-vis the Pecking Order 

Theory, in the context of privately owned 

Danish firms, will be determined by comparing 

the correlation coefficients of variables RoA, 

Cash conversion, Liquidity, Net Debtors and 

Age since these are the variables on which the 

two theories differ in their predictions. 
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Figure 7. Hypothesized relationships between explanatory variables and leverage ( denotes correlation coefficient) 

   Hypothesized correlation with leverage 
Explanatory  
Variables 

             Static trade-off  theory 


Pecking-order Theory 
 

RoA + / (H1a) - / (H1b) 

Asset Structure + / (H2a) + / (H2a) 

Size + / (H3a) + / (H3a) 

Cash Conversion + / (H4a) - / (H4b) 

Liquidity + / (H4a) - / (H4b) 

Net Debtors + / (H4a) - / (H4b) 

Age + / (H5a) - / (H5b) 

Tax Rate + / (H6a) n/a 

Depreciation - / (H7a) n/a 

Growth Rate n/a + / (H8a) 

Growth Opportunities n/a - / (H8b) 

Capital Expenditure n/a - / (H8b) 

CIBOR n/a n/a 
 

5. Description of Data 

In the following section we will firstly describe 

the sources and quality of the data underlying 

our analysis. Secondly, we will explain how we 

decided which data to include and which to 

exclude as well as how we have treated outliers. 

Thirdly, we offer our rationale behind choice of 

dependent variables. Finally, we describe the 

general characteristics of the firms making up 

our data sets focusing on the dependent and 

explanatory variables included in our 

econometric model.  

 

5.1) The source and quality of our data 

All our dependent and explanatory variables, 

excluding the inputs for the explanatory 

variable CIBOR, are based on accounting data. 

This accounting data is sourced from Bisnode 

Denmark which is the largest aggregator of 

credit- and accounting information on VAT-

registered companies in the Nordic region. 

Unlike popular international financial data 

aggregators like Bloomberg and FactSet, 

Bisnode’s sourcing methods are similar for both 

public and private companies. In Denmark, 

From a brief interview with Bisnode, Appendix 

Figure 1, we learnt that Bisnode source their 

data from the Danish Business Authority 

(Erhvervsstyrelsen) which is the regulatory 

body overseeing the development and 

regulation of Danish companies. 

Accounting data is subject to a range of 

limitations and is the product of several 

assumptions. Specific to our analysis, we have 
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identified the following issues. Firstly, different 

accounting policies and frameworks apply to 

different types of firms in different industries 

and different countries. This makes it difficult 

to compare accounting data across geographies 

and industries as well as draw inferences from 

the data.  

In addition, accounting data is based on a range 

of estimates and as such relies on the 

professional judgment of accountants. 

Estimates are inherently subjective and 

therefore lack precision as they involve the use 

of management's foresight in determining 

values included in the financial statements 

(Weathington, Cunningham and Pittenger, 

2012). Where estimates are not based on 

objective and verifiable information, they can 

reduce the reliability of accounting information. 

Whatsmore, audit is the main mechanism that 

enables users to place trust in financial 

statements. However, audit only provides 

'reasonable' and not absolute assurance on the 

truth and fairness of the financial statements 

which means that despite carrying audit 

according to acceptable standards, certain 

material misstatements in financial statements 

often go undetected due to the inherent 

limitations of the audit. Finally, ‘historical cost’ 

is the most widely used basis of measurement 

of assets in financial accounts. The historical 

cost method bases the value of an asset on the 

balance sheet on its nominal or original cost 

when acquired by the company (Investopedia, 

2015).  Use of historical cost presents various 

problems for the users of financial statements as 

it fails to account for the change in price levels 

of assets over a period of time. This not only 

reduces the relevance of accounting information 

by presenting assets at amounts that may be far 

less than their realizable value but also fails to 

account for the opportunity cost of utilizing 

those assets (Weathington, Cunningham and 

Pittenger, 2012). For research purposes, 

however, accounting data does carry one very 

important property. The fact and figures 

themselves are verifiable and recallable by 

future researchers, why one researcher’s study 

can be repeated by others and assessed 

continuously (Weathington, Cunningham and 

Pittenger, 2012). 

 

5.2) How we selected our final data sets 

In the following section we outline our data 

gathering approach. We will begin by 

describing the origin of our two datasets - an 

overview of which is summarized in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Structure of data gathering process and overview of final data sets 

 

 

 

5.2.a) The Total Population 

The first step in our data gathering process was 

to generate a time-series of financial data on 

Danish companies.  

Bisnode offers an advanced company search 

function on its website enabling us to insert 

certain search criteria and then download a 

spreadsheet of company data into excel. In 

order to start out with the widest possible 

dataset we inserted only two criteria for our 

first data pull; a) the firms were to be currently  

active and not in default, and b) have a 

minimum of 10 employees in the organization. 

In terms of the number of years of financial  

 

 

data we required, we chose the maximum time 

period available to us – five years.  

Equipped with a spreadsheet containing the last 

five years of financial data on active Danish 

companies the next step was to exclude 

publicly listed companies and certain business 

sectors. 

All the companies with listed public equity are 

defined as such by Bisnode and were easily 

excluded. The business sectors we chose to 

exclude, however, required more judgment. In 

line with recent similar studies (Sogorb-Mira, 

2008; Degryse et al., 2009; Dewaelheyns, Van 

Hulle, 2009)  we excluded financial institutions 

engaged in lending practice based on the view 
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that that the financing decisions of financial 

institutions are too remote from the general 

population of firms to be applicable to a study 

on the main theories of capital structure.  

Next, we excluded foundations and non-

operating holding companies. Although the two 

groups represent companies in their own right 

we do not assume that they are comparable to 

operational and revenue generating companies 

who actively engage in capital structure 

optimizing practices (Sogorb-Mira, 2008; 

Degryse et al., 2009). We also excluded public 

sector schools, hospitals, defense, energy and 

water institutions as these are not privately 

owned firms. These companies’ access to 

financing will furthermore be markedly 

different from non-government affiliated 

companies, and secondly, their profit motives 

and tax-optimization efforts will most likely be 

less pronounced than what is the case for their 

privately owned counterparts.  

Finally, investment companies such as private 

equity firms and real-estate investment 

companies are excluded. In our view, the 

driving force behind these companies’ leverage 

levels are less related to the operations of the 

companies themselves than to the fact that it is 

core to their business model to use leverage to 

acquire assets continuously.  

The third step in our data gathering process was 

to exclude companies lacking a complete set of 

data for the five-year period. This step served 

several purposes and contributed significantly 

to the overall robustness of the data set. 

Incomplete data series may have been the result 

of previous restructurings or merely 

computational errors. Both such cases would 

distort the overall quality of our results.  

The fourth step was to exclude outliers. Outliers 

in the context of this data set included 

companies whose dependent or explanatory 

variables were extreme compared to the general 

population. One example of outliers that were 

excluded, were companies with leverage levels 

exceeding 1 – i.e. where either total debt, net 

interest bearing debt, short term debt or long 

term debt exceeded total assets. For this to be 

true the companies would be insolvent – at least 

in accounting terms. The logic behind 

excluding these companies is that the drivers of 

their financing decision are probably very 

different from that of a “going concern” – i.e. a 

company that functions without the threat of 

liquidation in the foreseeable future (Brealey, 

Myers and Allen, 2014).  

Upon conducting the above adjustments we 

arrived at a population of 7,387 companies 

representing our ‘Total Population’ of privately 

owned firms in Denmark.  
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5.2.b) The Growth Population 

From the total population we created a sub-

population of high growth companies. As 

touched upon earlier, various different 

definitions of growth exist.  

According to the OECD manual on Business 

Demographic Statistics, high-growth 

enterprises should satisfy some predetermined 

threshold that distinguishes them as high-

growth, with a secondary qualification that 

enterprises have to be above a certain size, to 

mitigate small enterprise bias (Eurostat, 2013). 

The small enterprise bias refers to the fact that 

the smaller the base level of measurement of 

growth, the “easier” it is to exhibit high growth 

(Eurostat, 2013). For instance, a firm with 

revenues of DKK 5 million in year 1 and DKK 

100 million in year 2 will exhibit an annual 

growth rate of 1,900% whereas a firm with 

DKK 500 million of revenues in year 1 and 

DKK 595 million in year 2 will exhibit growth 

of 19%. The OECD guidelines have become the 

international standard for defining what is today 

called national “Gazelles”.  

Accordingly, the Danish business newspaper, 

Børsen, conducts an annual review of the 

fastest growing companies in Denmark based 

on a variation of the OECD method 

summarized in Figure 9 on the following page. 

If a company lives up to the Gazelle criteria, it 

will make it onto the Gazelle list if it achieves a 

positive growth in sales or gross profits 

consecutively over the last five financial years – 

in our case this period spans 2010-2014 - whilst 

doubling sales or gross profit during the period. 

The Børsen Gazelle committee conducts 

qualitative screenings of the companies making 

it onto the list in order to capture potential 

errors.  

Due to the international recognition of the 

OECD high-growth definition as well as the 

national recognition of the Børsen Gazelle list, 

which has been published since 1995, we 

identified 245 Børsen Gazelle companies 

figuring in our Total Population data and 

defined this as our high-growth subset. 
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Figure 9. Overview of Børsen Gazelle selection criteria 

 

 

5.3) Defining our dependent variable 

When reviewing previous empirical studies 

dealing with the determinants of corporate 

capital structure we found that there are 

multiple ways to define the dependent variable. 

The dependent variable ultimately seeks to 

capture capital structure, however various 

wordings are often used interchangeably to 

describe the same thing- i.e. leverage, 

indebtedness, gearing. In addition, the 

formulaic definition seems to vary significantly 

depending on the context in which the term is 

applied and the purpose of the analysis – i.e. 

total liabilities to total assets and total debt to 

total capital are two different ways to 

formulaically describe capital structure as a 

scaled dependent variable. In order to arrive at 

an appropriate dependent variable for this study 

Company registration criteria 
 A/S or ApS (Financial institutions and Holding Companies are excluded 

automatically) 
Size criteria 

 Minimum 1 million DKK in sales or 0.5 million DKK in gross profits for first 
financial year in investigated period 

Accounting period criteria 
 Minimum four consecutive financial reports 
 Accounting periods per FY below 12 months are excluded 
 Accounting periods per FY above 12 months are excluded 

Industry classification criteria 
 Financial institutions are excluded 
 Insurance companies are excluded 
 Financing- and insurance-service companies are excluded 
 Companies involved in Real Estate investing are excluded with the exception of 

real estate agencies/brokerages 
 Holding companies are excluded 
 Government institutions and defense are excluded 
 Public Elementary Schools, Public High Schools, and Public Professional Schools, 

and Public Higher Learning Institutions and Universities are excluded 
 Healthcare and Social Charity Organizations are excluded 
  Society Clubs (foreninger) and Unions are excluded 
 International Institutions are excluded 

Growth Criteria 
 Growth in top-line Revenue (Sales) or Gross Profit in each consecutive financial 

year 
 Positive Net Income 

Gazelle classification criteria 
 Revenue or Gross Profit has doubled over the reported period of the four most 

recent years  
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we will in the following section first offer a few 

terminological clarifications, next we will 

outline the various definitions applied in 

previous studies. We will also critically assess 

the benefits and drawbacks of the measures 

used in previous studies and present the 

reasoning behind our choice of dependent 

variable.  For a summary of the benefits and 

drawbacks of the three most commonly used 

dependent variables, please see Figure 10 

below. 

 

5.3.a) Terminological clarifications 

Throughout this study we define capital 

structure as the amount of financial debt scaled 

by total assets. On the balance sheet financial 

debt may take the form of long-term debt or 

short-term debt. However, and as discussed 

earlier, the firm’s capital structure also includes 

equity and various equity-like items such as 

preferred equity or convertible bonds or even 

non-balance sheet debt such a sale and lease-

back arrangements. In this study we will focus 

on the financial debt that figures on the balance 

sheet and is defined as being either short-term 

or long-term in nature. We analyze debt as a 

share of total assets and not in relation to equity 

for reasons defined in the following section.  

 
 

 

Figure 10. Overview of benefits and drawbacks of various leverage measures
 

Dependent variable  Pro’s (+) / Con’s (-) 
Total liabilities / total assets + The broadest definition of leverage; easily computed 
 - Not a good estimate of residual shareholder value or default risk; likely to 

overestimate leverage since total liabilities include non-interest bearing 
liabilities; purely based on book values 

Total debt / total assets + Widely used in previous empirical studies enabling comparison; the measure 
isolates financial leverage rather than total liabilities 

 - Based on book values; scaled by total assets which is not a direct source of 
financing 

Total debt / total capital + When based on market values of capital (debt + equity) it serves as an ideal 
measure of capital structure; used in Miller & Modigliani’s framework 

 - Not useful when market value of equity is not available; not used in previous 
empirical studies and would therefore not enable cross-study comparison 
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5.3.b) Calculating the dependent variable 

Traditionally, the most frequently used 

definition of capital structure in previous 

empirical studies is the ratio of total liabilities 

to total assets which was also used by 

Chittenden, Hall, Hutchinson in their seminal 

1996 study. While this measure is easily 

computed and may serve as a rough proxy for 

indebtedness, we find that it lacks precision. In 

accounting terms, total liabilities are made up 

of interest bearing liabilities, i.e. bank debt, 

bonds and notes, used for financing purposes, 

as well as non-interest bearing liabilities, i.e. 

accounts payable, accrued expenses, taxes 

payable and pension obligations, which are 

operational and not financial in nature. Since 

these latter, non-interest bearing, items bind the 

firm to make future payments they may as such 

be defined as debt in the simplest sense. 

However, non-interest bearing liabilities are not 

commonly used as sources of permanent 

financing (Damodaran, 2015). In the cases 

where accounts payable are used as means of 

financing it is usually of a temporary nature  

substituting the use of revolving credit facilities 

or other sources of short term financing 

(Damodaran, 2015). We note that while it is 

impossible to deduct from accounting data 

alone whether or not certain non-interest 

bearing liabilities are used for financing 

purposes or transactional purposes it is prudent 

to assume that non-interest bearing liabilities 

are operational and not financial in nature 

(Damodaran, 2015). For the reasons stated here, 

total liabilities may significantly overestimate 

the actual financial leverage of a firm. 

Therefore, we will not use total liabilities to 

total assets as our dependent variable. 

An improvement to the above measure would 

thus be total financial liabilities to total assets. 

This measure figures much more often in the 

recent studies on determinants of capital 

structure and was used by Hall, Hutchinson, 

Michaelas (2000) and Sogorb-Mira (2008). The 

measure is often calculated as Total liabilities 

minus accounts payables. 

 

Figure 11. Financial vs. Operating Liabilities 

 

 

Financial 
liabilities 

 Contractual agreements involving fixed interest payments and terms of repayment: Commercial 
paper, revolving credit facilities, short-term bank loans, long-term bank loans, corporate bonds  

Operational 
liabilities 

 Relate to normal operating practices: accounts payable, taxes payable, provisions, pension 
obligations, other accrued expenses 
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This measure benefits from being easy to 

compute and it isolates financial liabilities to a 

greater extent. In addition, using this measure 

will enable cross-study comparison. However, 

the denominator, total assets, is still affected by 

factors that have nothing to do with financing 

and we may underestimate true financial 

leverage when using this definition. This 

problem will be most severe when looking at 

asset-heavy firms, who may be able to obtain 

significant supplier credits.  

In our view, a firm’s capital structure is 

probably best represented by the ratio of total 

interest bearing liabilities to total capital. Here 

total capital is defined as the firm’s total 

sources of financing – i.e. total financial 

liabilities plus equity. However, because we are 

analyzing the capital structure of private firms 

we do not have market values of equity at our 

disposal and book values of equity tend to 

differ dramatically from their market values 

(Brealey, Myers and Allen, 2014). We therefore 

had three options; i) estimate the market value 

of equity for each company at varying points in 

time using valuation methods like the DCF 

method or relative valuation methods, ii) use 

the book value of equity, or iii) use a measure 

based on assets rather than equity. Because the 

bottom-up approach to estimating the market 

value of equity would be exceedingly time 

consuming and because the book value of 

equity approach would be significantly flawed 

and hinder cross-study comparability, we chose 

to pursue option iii. In addition to the ‘total debt 

/ total assets’ measure, we have also included 

the following dependent variables “Short-term 

Debt to Total Assets”, “Long-term Debt to Total 

Assets” and “Net Interest Bearing Debt (NIBD) to 

Total Assets”. The latter measure nets bank debt 

against cash on the firm’s balance sheet. 

 

5.4) Comparison of our two data sets 

In the following section we will assess the level 

and trends of the dependent and explanatory 

variables for the time period 2010-2014 across 

our two data sets. This will serve to identify any 

potential differences between  the population of 

private high-growth Danish firms and its wider 

counterpart. 

From Figure 12 on the following page, we can 

conclude that total leverage of both populations 

has decreased over the period. The decrease has 

been most pronounced for the high-growth 

population where total leverage has decreased 

by 11%-points. The leverage measure 

decreasing the least is short-term leverage, 

which has remained at 36-37% over the period 

for the total population while the high-growth 
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population’s short-term leverage measure has 

decreased by 5%-points to 39% in 2014. In 

effect, this means that short-term debt has been 

accounting for a larger share of the total debt 

financing of private Danish companies, as can 

be read from Figure 13 on the following page. 

 

 
Figure 12. Development of variables between 2010-2014 for Total and High-growth population 

Variables Population 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Dependent 
Variables 

 
     

Total Debt/ 
total assets 

Total          
High-growth 

48% 
53% 

47% 
47% 

46% 
44% 

45% 
39% 

45% 
42% 

NIBD/  
total assets 

Total  
High-growth 

19% 
18% 

16% 
15% 

15% 
13% 

14% 
12% 

14% 
12% 

Short-term debt/ 
total assets 

Total     
High-growth 

37% 
44% 

37% 
41% 

36% 
38% 

36% 
36% 

37% 
39% 

Long-term debt/ 
total assets 

Total  
High-growth 

11% 
9% 

10% 
7% 

9% 
6% 

9% 
4% 

8% 
3% 

Explanatory 
Variables 

 
     

RoA  
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

10% 
10% 

6% 
16% 

7% 
20% 

7% 
19% 

7% 
13% 

Asset Structure  
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

13% 
10% 

11% 
10% 

11% 
9% 

10% 
8% 

10% 
7% 

Size (Total Assets 
DKKm) 

Total          
High-growth 

400 
66 

378 
94 

404 
110 

402 
123 

401 
132 

Cash Conversion 
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

78% 
76% 

77% 
76% 

77% 
76% 

78% 
76% 

78% 
77% 

Liquidity 
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

10% 
13% 

10% 
12% 

10% 
14% 

10% 
13% 

11% 
13% 

Net Debtors 
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

-1% 
-14% 

-9% 
-16% 

-9% 
-15% 

-9% 
-15% 

-9% 
-14% 

Age  
(years) 

Total          
High-growth 

19 
10 

20 
11 

21 
12 

22 
13 

23 
14 

Tax Rate 
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

25% 
25% 

25% 
25% 

25% 
25% 

24% 
25% 

23% 
25% 

Depreciation 
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

5% 
5% 

5% 
4% 

5% 
4% 

4% 
4% 

4% 
4% 

Growth 
(%) 

Total          
High-growth 

n/a 
n/a 

6% 
66% 

5% 
32% 

3% 
28% 

5% 
15% 

Capex Total n/a -1% 0% 0% 0% 
(%) High-growth n/a 2% 3% 2% 2% 
Growth 
Opportunities 

Total  
High Growth 

3% 
3% 

3% 
2% 

3% 
2% 

3% 
2% 

3% 
3% 

(%)       
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Figure 13. Share of short-term leverage, 2010-2014 

 Population 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
% of short-term 
debt of total debt 

Total          
High-growth 

77% 
83% 

78% 
86% 

79% 
85% 

81% 
90% 

82% 
93% 

 

Accordingly, in 2014, 93% of debt financing of 

the high-growth firms took the form of short-

term debt while that number was 82% for the 

total population. We conclude that short-term 

debt is by far the predominant source of debt 

for private Danish companies. 

In March 2015 the Danish Chamber of 

Commerce conducted a study on the financing 

environment for Danish SME’s (Stæhr, 2015). 

According to this study, the general decrease in 

leverage we are observing may first and 

foremost be driven by the significant decline in 

corporate loans issued by the Danish banking 

sector starting in June 2008. This followed a 

change in corporate loan policy within the 

Danish banks, which has continued to be very 

tight. It was not until the fourth quarter of 2014 

that the market for corporate bank loans started 

to rebound slightly. This development is 

illustrated in Figure 1 in the appendix.  

 

The study also points out that while the amount 

of Danish bank loans has been on a steady 

decline mortgage financing for Danish firms 

has been increasing. Figure 2 in the appendix  

reveals the magnitude of this development. This 

is an important trend which offers a clue into 

why the leverage of high-growth firms has 

declined more than that of the total population. 

Mortgage loans are most often issued against 

collateral in fixed assets (Stæhr, 2015), why we 

should expect that companies without a large 

fixed asset base will on average receive less 

mortgage financing. If we look at the 

development in the explanatory variable Asset 

Structure in Figure 12, which denotes the 

average share of fixed assets to total assets in 

the two firm populations, we note that the high-

growth firms indeed carry a smaller portion of 

fixed assets and are thus likely to be poorer 

candidates for mortgage finance.  

Figure 14 below substantiates this expectation. 

 

Figure 14. Share of mortgage debt, 2010-2014 

 Population 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
% of mortgage 
debt of total debt 

Total          
High-growth 

6% 
3% 

11% 
9% 

13% 
10% 

7% 
4% 

6% 
3% 
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From this, we can see that mortgage debt takes 

up a consistently lower share of total debt in the 

high-growth population compared to the total 

population.  

The fact that the high-growth firms on average 

carry less fixed assets and less mortgage debt 

than the total population is curious given the 

similarity in the industry dispersion between the 

two populations outlined in Figure 15 below. 

We note that the asset-light knowledge and 

service industries do take up a slightly larger 

share of the high-growth population than is the 

case for the total population. The difference, 

however, is marginal when including the 

administrative services sector as well. In 

addition, the asset-heavy manufacturing and 

construction industries are in fact slightly more 

heavily represented in the high-growth 

population. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Industry dispersion within the Total population and the High-growth population 

Industry split Total population High-growth population 

Trade 30,9%  27,3%  

Manufacturing 22,3%  23,7%  

Construction 10,8% 11,4%  

Knowledge services 8,9% 11,0%  

IT 6,8% 10,6%  

Administrative services 6,0% 4,9%  

Transportation 5,7% 4,1% 

Hotel & restauration 4,1% 3,3% 

Non-lending financial institutions 1,5% 0,0%  

Agriculture 1,4% 2,4%  

Entertainment 1,0% 0,0% 

Energy & water 0,3% 0,8% 

Raw materials 0,3% 0,4% 

 100% 100% 
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Additional interesting developments identified 

in Figure 11 include the fact that the high-

growth population is on average younger than 

the total population and that it incurs more 

capital expenditures – a proxy for growth 

opportunities. Another proxy for growth 

opportunities in this study is the share of 

intangible assets to total assets. On this 

parameter, the high-growth firms in fact seem 

to have fewer growth opportunities than the 

total population. However, it is worth noting 

that goodwill is included in intangible assets. 

Goodwill is predominantly a bi-product of 

mergers and acquisitions and represents the 

difference between acquisition value and book 

value of the acquired companies figuring on the 

acquirer’s balance sheet. We believe it is a fair 

assumption, that the larger, more mature 

companies within the total population are better 

equipped to engage in mergers and acquisitions 

than the younger high-growth firms, why this 

measure may not be a particularly good 

measure for growth opportunities.  

On this note we also conclude, by referring to 

Figure 11 above, that the high-growth firms on 

average are substantially smaller than the firms 

in the total population when measured by size 

of total assets.  

In terms of past growth, we confirm that the 

high-growth firms indeed have been growing at 

an exceedingly higher pace than the total 

population. While the total population has been 

growing their annual gross profit at a rate of 

3%-6% over the period the high-growth firms 

grew at a rate of 15% in 2014 and 66% in 2011. 

There are no measures of growth rate for 2010, 

since we do not have a comparable gross profit 

figure for the year 2009. By looking at the 

development in size of the two populations, we 

also confirm that the high-growth firms have 

doubled their total asset base over the period 

while the asset base of the total population has 

remained flat.  

Turning to profitability, measured as return on 

assets, we also conclude that although the two 

populations were on average equally profitable 

in 2010, the high-growth population has grown 

increasingly profitable while the opposite is 

true for the total population. This development 

may also serve to explain the development in 

average effective tax rate of the two 

populations.  

In terms of the two populations’ average cash 

positions, we note that the high-growth firms on 

average hold a consistently larger share of cash 

and cash equivalents to total assets than the 

firms in the total population. As discussed in 

our hypothesis section, high-growth firms may 

do this in order to maintain financial flexibility 

and to make sure that they can meet their short-
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term debt and trade payable commitments. We 

also note that high-growth firms are on average 

significantly less able to finance their short-

term commitments by optimizing their working 

capital, which may be a contributing factor to 

the high cash positions of the high-growth 

firms. We conclude this by looking at the 

development in the Net Debtors measure of the 

two populations. This measure represents the 

difference between accounts payable and 

accounts receivables scaled by total assets. A 

positive number would indicate that a firm has 

a larger share of outstanding payments due to 

customers and suppliers in the future than it has 

outstanding payments. A positive number is 

thus good for cash flow generation and unlocks 

the ability to fund short-term commitments via 

working capital optimization. While both 

populations perform poorly on this measure, the 

fact that the total population performs relatively 

better is to be expected. The ability to optimize 

working capital is closely linked to size, market 

power and bargaining power (Brealey, Myers 

and Allen, 2014). A large firm placing large 

orders with a supplier is far better suited to 

require an extension on its payables or require 

an early payment from its supplier. Since we 

are purely looking at private firms in our study 

– which we expect are smaller on average than 

their public counterparties – it is possible that 

the bargaining power of the firms in our sample 

is on average lower. 

Our third and final variable related to the firms’ 

cash position is Cash Conversion. On this 

measure, both populations – on average – 

convert some 76-78% of their EBITDA into 

actual cash. On average, we are not expecting 

to see any large dispersion on this measure 

since tax payments is the single biggest cost 

item below operating income on the income 

statement. Relative performance within cash 

conversion will however diverge in the cases 

where leveraged firms benefit from the tax 

deductibility of interest payments. 

The firms in the total population have between 

2013 and 2014 been paying a slightly lower 

effective tax rate. Again, whether this 

development is due to lower profitability or 

larger interest tax shields is not easy to dissect 

from our data. We can only conclude that the 

discrepancy within effective tax rate for the two 

populations have widened over the two years. 

The Danish corporate tax rate was lowered in 

2014 to 24,5% (Danish Finance Ministry, 

2013), which should have an equal impact on 

the two populations, why the relatively high 

effective tax rate of the high-growth population 

is curious. 

Finally, in terms of the firm characteristic 

Depreciation, which is a proxy for the presence 
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of non-debt tax shields, we note that the two 

populations are very similar and that 

depreciation takes up around 4-5% of total 

assets over the period for both populations. 

Because the size of depreciation is relatively 

industry specific we can turn to Figure 15 for a 

cross-check.  Here we confirm that the two 

populations are very similar, albeit the high-

growth population is made up of a slightly 

larger share of Manufacturing, Construction, IT 

and Agriculture firms. These are all industries 

that tend to carry significant depreciation 

expenses due to investments in fixed assets. 

However, the fact that the total population on 

average holds a significantly larger depreciable 

fixed asset base may be the driving force 

behind the slightly higher share of depreciation 

within the total population in years 2011 and 

2012. 

 

5.5) Conclusion to the Description of Data 

section 

In this section we first described the source and 

quality of our data sample. We highlighted that 

there accounting data carries inherent 

weaknesses arising from the amount of 

estimation and subjective judgment going into 

the preparation of accounting data as well as the 

potential misalignment between historical costs 

of balance sheet items and their actual 

marketable value. However, we find comfort in 

the fact that accounting data is well-suited for 

scientific research since it is verifiable and 

well-suited for cross-study comparison.  

In addition, we conclude that the size of our 

data sample is large compared to similar studies 

in Europe and that we have included a range of 

explanatory variables that are comparable to 

previous empirical studies on this subject. In 

this section we also outlined our approach to 

selecting our data sample and touched upon the 

potential biases arising from excluding certain 

industries, state-owned enterprises and outliers 

from our final sample. For this reason, we know 

for certain that the sample population we use is 

not representative of the actual total population 

of private Danish firms. Rather, it is biased. 

However, our sample is, we believe, more 

representative of the population of private 

Danish firms who actually make financing 

decisions under the same set of rules as 

envisioned by the major capital structure 

theories utilized in this study. That is, a 

financial institution subject to the Basel 

committee rules on capital requirements would 

make financing decision based on adherence to 

the Basel rules – this is a uniquely different set 

of rules than those described by Modigliani and 

Miller or Myers where the dominant driver of 

decisions is enterprise value.
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Therefore we conclude that for the purpose of 

this study these adjustments were necessary and 

value adding. Finally, we commented on the 

average development within the dependent and 

explanatory variables in the two samples. We 

identified some interesting developments, 

which are in line with several points described 

in the Hypothesis section; for instance, that 

high-growth firms on average are younger, 

smaller, more profitable, carry a larger share of 

cash and cash equivalents, and invest more 

heavily in capital expenditure. In the following 

section we will present our research 

methodology and the econometric model we 

employ. 

 

6. Methodology 

This section will first describe our reasoning 

behind choosing to perform an econometric 

analysis. Next, we will describe which 

econometric models we have at our disposal 

and offer our reasoning behind our specific 

choice of model. In making this decision we 

conducted several statistical tests, which we 

will also present in the following section. 

  

6.1) Our chosen tool of analysis  

In order to reject or confirm our stated 

hypotheses, we need a tool of analysis. On a 

general level we had two options. Firstly, we 

could have chosen to address the hypotheses 

through interviews and case studies or 

alternatively, we could employ econometric 

analysis. One issue with the first alternative is 

that we would be looking at the behavior of a 

single firm or a limited number of firms 

through the eyes of a single group of 

individuals. This approach would not allow us 

to make generalizations about the broader 

population of private Danish firms. Although 

we would potentially learn much about the 

underlying motivations and reasoning behind 

capital structure decisions within a firm, we 

cannot conclude that what is true for one firm is 

also true for others. Whatsmore, it would be 

difficult to verify what we conclude and almost 

impossible to treat anything as facts (Loftus and 

Ketcham, 1994).  

Our second alternative, econometric analysis or 

regression analysis, measures the correlation 

coefficients between our explanatory and 

dependent variables. With this approach we are 

able to process large amounts of data, make 

broader generalizations and by using objective 

data, verifiable by other researchers, we can 

compare our results with other studies across 

geographies and time periods. Furthermore, 

because this is a first-of-its kind study on a 

Danish sample, we believe that it is appropriate 

to first conduct a broad econometric analysis 
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and potentially lay the ground for future 

qualitative research.  

In order to perform our analysis we employed 

Stata 12, which is a statistical general-purpose 

software created in 1985 by StataCorp and 

widely used within economic, sociologic, 

biomedicinal, and epidemiologic research 

(Princeton, 2015). We used this software to 

conduct analyses within four overall regression 

models: one using Total debt / total assets as 

the dependent variable, one using Total NIBD / 

total assets as the dependent variable, one using 

Short-term debt / total assets as the dependent 

variable and one using Long-term debt / total 

assets as the dependent variable. Within each 

model we performed analyses on both the Total 

population sample and the High-growth sample. 

In addition, we performed a further layer of 

similar regression analysis on each of the 

industry sub-groups making up the two main 

samples. The results from this latter industry-

level analysis are not discussed in depth, but are 

included in the appendix for reference. 

Similarly to accounting data, regression 

analysis is subject to several potential 

weaknesses and biases why there is no one-

size-fits-all approach. We will consider the 

most imminent weaknesses of regression 

analysis as they relate to our study in the next 

section.  

6.1a) Benefits and drawbacks of multivariate 

regression analysis 

Multivariate regression analysis is concerned 

with measuring the correlation coefficient 

between a number of independent explanatory 

variables and one dependent variable. The 

correlation coefficient, whether it is positive or 

negative, indicates the presence of a linear 

relationship between two variables 

(Weathington, Cunningham and Pittenger, 

2012). 

We can use this information to make 

predictions about one variable using the other. 

However, the quality of any regression analysis 

depends solely on the quality of the original 

data (Weathington, Cunningham and Pittenger, 

2012). The statistical software we employ does 

not assess the quality of the data inputs but 

merely executes commands stipulated by us. 

Therefore, we need to proceed with caution 

when using statistical software and devote 

considerable time to assessing the underlying 

data that is utilized (Weathington, Cunningham 

and Pittenger, 2012). Secondly, because we are 

conducting regression analysis over a time 

period of five years, our analysis may be 

subject to Parameter Instability. This is a 

common pitfall in longitudinal regression 

analyses and refers to the tendency for 

relationships between variables to change over 
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time due to changes in external factors such as 

the state of the economy or the particular 

conditions within the market. This is 

particularly relevant for our study, since the 

Danish lending market has undergone 

significant change over the last five years as 

discussed in the previous section.  

These are but few issues relating to the use of 

regression analysis and by no means 

exhaustive. In the following sections we will 

discuss the various models at our disposal and 

offer our reasoning behind our choice of model. 

 

6.2) Overview of the various types of regression 

analyses at our disposal 

In previous econometric studies on capital 

structure determinants three particular 

regression models have been employed: 

Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) models, Fixed 

effects models (FE) and Random effects model 

(RE), where the two latter models are referred 

to as Generalized Least Squared (GLS) models. 

The OLS model is perhaps the most commonly 

employed type of regression analysis (Park, 

2011). This method is used in several previous 

studies on the determinants of capital structure 

(Hall et al., 2000; Chittenden et al., 1996; 

Kester, 1986), but has interestingly not been the 

model of choice in the more recent studies.  

The OLS-estimation method determines the 

regression coefficients so that the regression 

line lies as close to the observed data as 

possible (Park, 2011). This approach is based 

on several assumptions presented in Figure 16 

below.

 

 

 

Figure 16. OLS model assumptions 

Assumption Explanation 

Linearity 
The dependent variable should be a linear function of the independent variables and the error 
term 

 

Exogeneity The expected value of errors is zero and errors are not correlated with any regressors  

Homoscedasticity Errors have the same variance 

Non-autocorrelation Errors are not related to one another 

Not stochastic Independent variables are fixed in repeated samples without measurement errors  

No multi-collinearity There is no exact linear relationship among independent variables 
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The OLS model is appropriate and sufficient for 

many types of analysis. However, when dealing  

with panel data, also known as longitudinal or 

cross-sectional time-series data - i.e. a dataset in 

which the behavior of entities are observed 

across time, the OLS approach may or may not 

be appropriate. The big advantage of working 

with panel data is that we will be able to control 

for individual-specific, time-invariant, and 

unobserved heterogeneity (Woodridge, 2002). 

This is important for our study, since we 

employ a dataset combining a time series 

dimension with a cross section, or multi-

variable, dimension. This means that we are 

analyzing 16 variables for 7,387 firms over 5 

time periods. It follows that there are certain 

data properties that need to be understood in 

order to decide which model is most 

appropriate. Firstly, if there is no individual 

heterogeneity over time, i.e. no cross-section or 

time specific effect, then the OLS model will 

provide consistent and efficient parameter 

estimates to use on panel data (Park, 2011). The 

regression formula would be: 

Yit = αi + β1Xit + Єit  

Where: 

 Yit: Dependent variable 

 αi: Intercept 

 β: Vector of the independent 

variables coefficient 

 Xit: Vector of the independent 

variable 

  Є it: Within-entity error term 

assuming no cross sectional or time 

specific effect (ui = 0) 

If, however, there is individual heterogeneity in 

the data, the OLS model will produce biased 

and inconsistent results (Park, 2011). If this is 

the case, the fixed effects model and the 

random effects model offer ways to deal with 

heterogeneity. 

The Fixed Effects model controls for any 

possible correlation among the independent 

variables by treating time-invariant effects (ui) 

as if they were known and fixed. This means 

that the second OLS assumption on exogeneity 

will not be violated. The simplest regression 

equation for a fixed effects model is: 

Yit = αi + β1Xit + it 

Where it is the between-entity time-invariant 

error term. An error term is here meant to 

represent the deviation between an observed 

variable as it behaves in our data set and the 

unobservable true value outside of our narrow 

dataset (Park, 2011). 
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One important assumption used in the FE 

model is that the time-invariant characteristics 

are unique to each entity in isolation, in our 

case one particular firm, and should not be 

correlated with other individual entities in our 

dataset. In other words, each entity is assumed 

to be unique, therefore the entity’s error term 

and the constant (which captures individual 

characteristics) should not be correlated with 

the others. If the error terms are correlated, then 

FE is not suitable since inferences may not be 

correct and you need to model that relationship 

using a random-effects model.  

The Random Effects model also assumes that 

there is variation across entities, but it allows 

for potential similarities across groups that are 

random and uncorrelated with the predictor or 

independent variables included in the model 

(Park, 2011). One advantage of the random 

effects model is that you can isolate the effects 

across invariant variables such as industries. 

The random effects equation is: 

Yit = αi + β1Xit + it + Єit 

Where it is the actual between-entity time-

invariant error term and Єit is the within-entity 

error term. 

The model most appropriate for our dataset can 

be determined through diagnostics testing 

which we shall present the results of in the 

following section. 

6.3) Deciding which specific regression model 

to use when analyzing our data 

To decide between the OLS, FE and RE 

models, we follow the diagnostics steps 

recommended by Park (2011) summarized in 

figure 17 below.  

Figure 17: Panel Data Modeling Process, Park (2011) 

 

Note: Grey diamonds denote tests while white boxes 
denote regression models. 

 

6.3.a) The Hausman test 

The first test we perform is the Hausman test. 

This tests the null-hypothesis that the preferred 

model is RE vis-à-vis the FE model (Green, 

2008). The Hausman test requires us to run 

both models and then test whether the unique 

Unobserved
Heterogeneity

Fixed Effects Model Random Effects Model

F-Test LM-Test

OLS Model

Hausman
Test

H0H0

H0Reject
H0
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errors ( it) in each model are correlated with the 

regressors. The null hypothesis (H0) is that they 

are not. We perform this test in Stata 12 and for 

both population samples in our study. First, we 

perform a random effects analysis and then we 

perform a fixed effects model. Finally, we 

perform a Hausman test comparing the two 

analyses. We present the Stata output results of 

the test on the Total population below.  

Directing our attention to the bottom line in 

Figure 18, we conclude that we fail to reject the 

null hypothesis (‘Prob>chi2’ > 0.05). This 

means that the differences in coefficients are 

not systematic. Hence, the random effects 

regression is appropriate for our Model 1. We 

also fail to reject the null hypothesis for our 

total population Model 2,3 and 4 and refer to 

the appendix for the Stata outputs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18. Stata output of Hausman Test 
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6.3.b) The Breusch-Pagen Lagrangian 

Multiplier test (LM) 

Now that we have verified that a RE regression 

model is more appropriate than a FE model for 

analyzing our data we may test for 

heteroscedasticity in our datasets. Here we are 

testing the null hypothesis that variances across 

entities is zero (i.e. no panel effect). That is, we 

are testing whether our data is homoscedastic or 

heteroscedastic. If we reject this hypothesis we 

confirm that there is significant variance across 

companies – heteroscedasticity - in our data set 

and a RE model is appropriate. If we fail to 

reject the hypothesis, i.e. that the data exerts 

homoscedasticity, a simple Ordinary Least 

Squares model would be sufficient. Our results 

from testing for heteroscedasticity in Model 1 

(total debt / total assets) for the total population 

are summarized in Figure 19 below. Again, 

directing our attention to the bottom line, we 

conclude that we can reject the null hypothesis 

and confirm that there is significant variance 

across firms in our dataset, i.e. that there is 

heteroscedasticity in our data, and that a 

random effects model is more appropriate. We 

also confirm heteroscedasticity in Models 2,3 & 

4. 

 

 

 

Figure 19. Stata output for Breusch Pagan Lagrangian Multiplier test 

 

 

 

 

 

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000
                             chibar2(01) = 17437.93
        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0381042       .1952029
                       e     .0181731       .1348078
               TotalDebt     .0660792       .2570587
                                                       
                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)
        Estimated results:

        TotalDebt[company,t] = Xb + u[company] + e[company,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects
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6.4) Final specification of our regression model 

This study will employ four GLS RE regression 

models. The formulaic definitions of the four 

models are presented  below. Please note, that 

all models involve the same explanatory 

variables and that the dependent variables 

differ. 

For easy comparison between our results and 

hypotheses we have included Figure 20 on the 

following page which provides a summary of 

the explanatory variables, including how how 

they are calculated and how they relate to the 

hypotheses we defined in section 4. 

 
 
 

Model 1:  
Total debt / total assets = αi + β1 * RoAit + β2 * ASit + β3 * Sizeit + β4 * CCit + β5 * Liqit + β5 * NDit + 
β6 * Ageit + β7 * Taxit + β7 * Depit + β8 * GRit + β9 * CXit + β10 * GOit + β11 * CIBit + it + Єit  

 
 
Model 2: 

NIBD debt / total assets = αi + β1 * RoAit + β2 * ASit + β3 * Sizeit + β4 * CCit + β5 * Liqit + β5 * NDit + 
β6 * Ageit + β7 * Taxit + β7 * Depit + β8 * GRit + β9 * CXit + β10 * GOit + β11 * CIBit + it + Єit  

 
 
Model 3: 

ST debt / total assets = αi + β1 * RoAit + β2 * ASit + β3 * Sizeit + β4 * CCit + β5 * Liqit + β5 * NDit + β6 

* Ageit + β7 * Taxit + β7 * Depit + β8 * GRit + β9 * CXit + β10 * GOit + β11 * CIBit + it + Єit  

 
 

Model 4: 
LT debt / total assets = αi + β1 * RoAit + β2 * ASit + β3 * Sizeit + β4 * CCit + β5 * Liqit + β5 * NDit + β6 

* Ageit + β7 * Taxit + β7 * Depit + β8 * GRit + β9 * CXit + β10 * GOit + β11 * CIBit + it + Єit  
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Figure 20. Summary of explanatory variables and how they relate to hypotheses 

Explanatory 
Variable 

Explanation Relating to Hypothesis 

RoA Return on Assets (EBITDA/Total Assets)  H1a: +, H1b: -, H1c: -- for ST 

AS Asset Structure (Fixes assets / total assets)  H2a: +, H2b: ++ for High-growth 

Size Natural log of total Assets H3a: +, H3b: + for LT & - for ST 

CC Cash Conversion ((Net income + depr.) / EBITDA) 
H4a: +, H4b: -, H4c: ++ for High-
growth, H4d: -- for Total Pop. 

Liq Liquidity (cash and cash equivalents / total assets) 
H4a: +, H4b: -, H4c: ++ for High-
growth, H4d: -- for Total Pop. 

ND 
Net Debtors ((Accounts payable – Accounts receivable) / 
total assets) 

H4a: +, H4b: -, H4c: ++ for High-
growth, H4d: -- for Total Pop. 

Age Natural log of years since incorporation H5a: +, H5b: - 

Tax Effective tax rate (Taxes paid / EBT) H6a: + 

Dep Depreciation expense (depreciation / total assets) H7a: - 

GR Growth Rate (Annual growth rate in gross profit) H8a: + 

CX Capital expenditure (change in fixed assets / total assets) H8b: -, H8c -- for LT 

GO Growth Opportunity (Intangible assets / total assets) H8b: -, H8c -- for LT 

CIB CIBOR (Change in average annual CIBOR rate) H9a: - 

Note: The +/- sign following the hypothesis number relates to the expected correlation coefficient between the explanatory 
variables and leverage. “++” or “- -“ denotes a particularly strong relationship. ST denotes Short-term debt model, LT 
denotes long-term debt model. 
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7. Presentation and Discussion of Empirical 

Results                                                               

In this section, we will first present the results 

of our overall regression analyses and then 

discuss each explanatory variable separately.  

We have summarized our results in Figure 21.  

 

 

Figure 21. Summary of results 

Model: Model 1: Total Debt Model 2: NIBD Model 3: ST Debt Model 4: LT Debt 

Population: Total Growth Total Growth Total Growth Total Growth 

RoA -.3541*** 
(-54.02) 

-.2728*** 
(-7.07) 

-.0903*** 
(-22.46) 

-.1506*** 
(-5.47) 

-.3156*** 
(-51.72) 

-.2536*** 
(-7.42)  

-.0344*** 
(-10.22) 

-.0159 
(-.80) 

AS .1497*** 
(15.81) 

.2440*** 
(3.93) 

.2492*** 
(38.91) 

.2376*** 
(5.40) 

-.1655*** 
(-19.37) 

-.1153** 
(-2.12) 

.3450*** 
(69.49) 

.3882*** 
(12.65) 

Size -.0153*** 
(-10.54) 

-.0314*** 
(-3.66) 

.0009 
(.85) 

-.0062 
(-1.01) 

-.0225*** 
(-17.30) 

-.0256** 
(-3.40)  

.0086*** 
(11.21) 

-.0005 
(-.12) 

CC 3.59e 
(.08) 

-.0057 
(-.75) 

-7.2e 
(-.26)

.0026 
(.50)

6.3e 
(.15)

-.0061 
(-.94)  

-3.41e 
(-0.15) 

-.0002 
(-.06)

Liq -.0036 
(-.34) 

.0863* 
(1.87) 

-.1640*** 
(-24.55) 

-.1533*** 
(-4.68) 

.0272** 
(2.78) 

.0984** 
(2.42) 

-.0133** 
(-2.42)  

-.0224 
(-.95)  

ND -.2778*** 
(-33.14) 

-.3039*** 
(7.99) 

-.0192*** 
(-3.58) 

-.0398 
(-1.15) 

-.2889*** 
(-37.58) 

-.2846*** 
(-8.49) 

.0049 
(1.12) 

-.0120 
(-.62) 

Age -.0458*** 
(-13.53) 

-.0217 
(-.75) 

-.0075** 
(-3.05) 

-.0209 
(-1.03) 

-.0343*** 
(-11.42) 

-.0199 
(-.80) 

-.0064*** 
(-3.55) 

.0005 
(.04) 

Tax 1.01e 
(0.89) 

.0096 
(.47) 

8.24e 
(1.20) 

-.0064 
(-.44) 

1.29e 
(1.21) 

.0174 
(.97) 

-3.41e 
(-0.59) 

-.0311** 
(-2.93) 

Dep .0132 
(0.91) 

.1616 
(.79) 

.0543*** 
(6.21) 

.1978 
(1.37) 

.0337 
(2.49) 

.5949** 
(3.31) 

-.0175** 
(-2.36) 

-.4495*** 
(-4.30) 

GR 5.33e*** 
(8.33) 

-1.06e 
(-.33) 

2.67e 
(.161) 

3.13e 
(.14) 

5.22e*** 
(8.75) 

-9.25e 
(-.32) 

1.48e 
(.45) 

-1.63e 
(-.01) 

CX .0044 
(1.62) 

.0068 
(.10) 

0.0004 
(.26) 

-.0457 
(-.96) 

.0034 
(1.36) 

.0675 
(1.14) 

.0002 
(.12) 

-.0977** 
(-2.83) 

GO .1341*** 
(6.37) 

.1931* 
(1.66) 

.0697*** 
(5.08) 

.0398 
(.48) 

.0161 
(.84) 

.0055 
(.05) 

.1626*** 
(14.85) 

.2685*** 
(4.55) 

CIB -.0145*** 
(-5.73) 

-.0360** 
(-.33) 

.0104*** 
(-6.90) 

-.0140 
(-1.61) 

-.0071** 
(-3.01) 

-.0242** 
(-2.24) 

-.0067*** 
(-5.22)  

-.0085 
(-1.34) 

Constant .7153*** 
(45.48) 

.7505*** 
(7.72) 

.1231*** 
(11.10) 

.2345** 
(3.41) 

7474*** 
(53.18) 

.6889*** 
(8.13) 

-.0553*** 
(-6.6)  

.0245 
(.52) 

R2 14.36% 11.82% 22.13% 27.64% 20.01% 14.28% 33.17% 33.57% 

Rho 67.70% 72.16% 76.93% 71.64% 64.51% 71.12% 69.83% 67.14% 

F-test/Wald 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Obs. 27034 973 27034 973 27034 973 27034 973 

Note: Correlation coefficients listed first with the z-statistics in parentheses underneath. ***, **, * denotes statistical 
significance at the .01, .05 and .10 level of confidence.  
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In Figure 21, we present regression results for 

the Total Debt, Net Interest Bearing Debt 

(NIBD), Short-term debt (ST Debt) and Long-

term debt (LT Debt) models and for each 

explanatory variable. Furthermore, for each 

model we present results for the Total 

population as well as for the Growth 

population. For each explanatory variable we 

provide the correlation coefficients of the 

relationship between the explanatory and 

dependent variable and denote each coefficient 

with stars depending on the degree of statistical 

significance. We also provide the z-score in 

parenthesis. The z-score indicates how many 

standard deviations an observation is from the 

mean of the distribution (Park, 2011). The z-

score can be interpreted as a relative measure of 

performance of one explanatory variable 

relative to the rest as it tests the null hypothesis: 

is the observation likely to be just one version 

of a random pattern (null hypothesis accepted) 

or is the observed pattern too unusual to be just 

another version of random chance (null 

hypothesis rejected). A high, either very 

positive or very negative, z-score indicates that 

the observation is not likely to be random.  

A summary of the rejection and confirmation of 

hypotheses is presented in Figure 22 at the end 

of this section. 

7.1.a) Overall assessment of the models 

The measure R2 can be viewed as a measure of 

how well the data fits the regression model 

employed, or put differently, how much of the 

variation in the dependent variable is explained 

by the explanatory variables included in the 

model. The R2 of our four econometric models 

lie within the range of previous empirical 

studies presented in Figure 5. Model 1 obtains 

the lowest R2 as the included variables describe 

only 14% and 12% of variability in the 

dependent variable, respectively for the total 

population and high-growth population. In 

comparison, the explanatory variables describe 

33% and 34% of LT Debt levels in Model 4. 

There is thus a fairly large difference in the 

explanatory power of the variables we have 

included in our models depending on the 

maturity of the debt. While these scores do 

indeed lie within the range of previous studies, 

they also reflect the fact that firm characteristics 

do not tell the whole story of variance in 

leverage in private Danish companies. We find, 

that the combined explanatory power of the 

independent variables differ the greatest 

between the two populations in Models 2 

(NIBD) and 3 (ST Debt). 

By looking at the individual rho scores of the 

models we note that 65% to 77% of the 

variance is explained by individual firm-
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specific effects. To some degree this indicates 

that a RE model was indeed more appropriate 

than a FE or OLS model. All models generated 

an F-test score, also known as a Wald test, that 

was significant at the 1% level. This tests 

whether all the coefficients in the model are 

different from zero and is a measure of 

“goodness-of-fit” (Park, 2011). A low value 

reflects a better “goodness-of-fit” than a high 

value.  

In the following sections we will discuss the 

results of each variable separately. 

 

7.1.b) Profitability 

As can be seen in Figure 21, the regression 

coefficients for the RoA variable are 

statistically significant in all models and for 

both sample populations with the exception of 

the growth population in Model 4. In all cases, 

the sign of the correlation coefficient is 

negative. For instance, in Model 1 for the Total 

population, leverage is expected to decrease by 

-.3541 for every one standard deviation increase 

in profitability. For the growth population, 

leverage is expected to fall by slightly less, 

namely by -.2728 for each one unit increase in 

profitability. This is a larger correlation 

coefficient than we have identified in any 

previous studies. Our results thus imply a 

statistically significant negative relationship 

between RoA and leverage and provides strong 

support for hypothesis H1b. Indeed more so 

than any previous study has found. Our results 

on this variable may therefore provide some 

support for the pecking order theory. However, 

this finding suggests nothing more than the fact 

that profitable privately owned Danish firms 

tend to be less leveraged. Whether this means 

that they prefer internal to external financing 

per say and that they tend to use retained profits 

as much as possible and then raise debt only 

when additional finance is essential, is not 

possible to conclude from our analysis alone. 

We can however say something about the 

relationship between profitability and the 

maturity structure of debt used in private 

Danish firms. By comparing the magnitude of 

the correlation coefficients of the ST Debt 

model and the LT Debt model, we see that the 

profitability effect is markedly larger in the ST 

Debt model for both populations. We thus 

provide support for hypothesis H1c. Again, 

while this observation does not confirm 

anything but the fact that there is a particularly 

strong inverse correlation between profitability 

and short-term leverage, this finding may 

indicate that there is an interesting dynamic 

going on which qualitative research could 

develop further. It is consistent with the 

Pecking Order Theory, that firms should wish 
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to obtain short-term debt financing before long-

term debt financing since the control required 

by lenders through collateral or covenants is 

lower in the case of short-term financing 

(Kricheff, 2012). The repercussions arising 

from information asymmetry should also be 

less significant in the case of short-term debt 

financing since lenders incur less risk when 

providing loans over shorter periods of time.  

We can also document a markedly stronger 

negative relationship between RoA and NIBD 

for the Growth population than for the Total 

population. While any hard conclusions beyond 

this point are unwarranted, this observation 

may suggest that as internal profits become 

available, growth firms will substitute bank 

debt and mortgage debt for other sources of 

financing to a larger extent than the broader 

population of private Danish firms.  

 

7.1.c) Asset structure 

In terms of the relationship between Asset 

Structure, we receive some interesting mixed 

results. For all models and both populations, we 

observe statistically significant results. 

However, we find support for hypothesis H2a in 

all models except in the ST Debt model. This 

offers support for both the Pecking Order 

Theory and the Static Trade-off Theory. For 

both the Total and Growth population, Asset 

Structure is inversely related to ST Debt. While 

we generally observe, that firms with a higher 

portion of fixed assets also are more leveraged, 

why do we observe this significantly inverse 

relationship when it comes to ST Debt? 

Chittenden et al. (1996) observe the same 

phenomenon. According to them, this reflects 

the situation where firms without fixed assets 

have less collateral and therefore need to make 

considerably more use of short-term financing 

where the requirements for collateral are less 

extensive (Kricheff, 2012; Chittenden et al., 

1996). Whether or not a positive relationship 

between Asset Structure and leverage is more 

pronounced for high-growth firms is not 

entirely clear. While this is certainly the case in 

Models 1 and 4 it is not the case in Models 2 

and 3.  

 

7.1.d) Size 

We also observe mixed results for the 

relationship between Size and leverage. While 

this relationship is statistically significant for 

Models 1 and 3 – and partly for Model 4 - it is 

insignificant in Model 2. The Total Debt and 

ST Debt models document a slightly negative 

relationship between size and leverage. The LT 

Debt model documents a statistically significant 

positive relationship between size and leverage 

for the Total population.  Due to these mixed 
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results, we do not confirm hypotheses H3a. We 

did however hypothesize a positive relationship 

between size and LT Debt combined with a 

negative relationship between short-term debt 

and leverage. We therefore confirm hypothesis 

H3b in support for both the Pecking Order 

Theory and the Static Trade-off Theory. Our 

results are not unprecedented. Most previous 

studies have indeed documented positive 

relationships, although the magnitude of the 

correlation coefficient for size is generally very 

low. However, Hall et al. (2000), Chittenden et 

al. (1996) and Kester (1986) all observe 

statistically significant negative correlations 

between Size and leverage. One explanation 

may be that small companies – which may have 

difficulty in obtaining long term debt – appear 

to compensate by using more short term bank 

borrowing. This resonates with the observation 

that the negative relationship between size and 

leverage is more pronounced for the high-

growth population than the total population, 

which on average is made up of much larger 

firms.  

 

7.1.e) Cash Position 

For our hypotheses on cash position, we 

employ three variables: Cash conversion, 

Liquidity and Net Debtors. For Cash 

Conversion we do not find any statistical 

significant relationships in any of our models. 

This, we believe, is due to the measure itself 

being flawed. The only material difference 

between firms’ cash conversion in our 

definition is the firm’s interest payments and 

tax payments. Because the share of tax 

payments will be largely similar across 

profitable firms, with minor discrepancies 

arising from interest tax shields, this measure 

does not adequately isolate a firm’s efficiency 

in generating cash from their earnings. Other 

definitions of cash conversion can of course be 

developed in the future which take into account 

working capital and capital expenditure, which 

would potentially yield statistically significant 

results.  

In terms of the explanatory variable Liquidity, 

we observe a statistically significant negative 

relationship between liquidity and NIBD for 

both populations and we find support for 

hypothesis H4b and therefore also the Pecking 

Order Theory in this case. The same picture 

emerges in the LT Debt model, albeit only for 

the total population. Our results for the high-

growth population are negative but insignificant 

here.  Again, this offers support for the pecking 

order theory, which predicts that firms without 

internal liquidity will seek external financing 

and vice versa. However, our results in the ST 

Debt model indicate support for the Trade-off 
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theory since we observe a positive relationship 

between liquidity and leverage for both 

populations. Furthermore, we also find support 

for hypothesis H4c in this model since the 

positive relationship between liquidity and 

leverage is more pronounced for the high-

growth population. At least one possible 

interpretation emerges. For instance, that 

liquidity may matter more for short-term 

lenders where repayment is required in the near 

term than for long-term lenders. For long-term 

lenders, however, current liquidity may not be 

as important. However, we need to consider one 

significant pitfall when interpreting our results 

on this variable. In accounting terms, the 

moment a firm obtains a loan, say a short-term 

bank loan, that firm will simultaneously record 

an increase in the firm’s cash account and an 

offsetting increase in the firms liabilities. In 

other words, unless the firm is taking out a loan 

to fund a purchase of equipment for instance, 

that loan will immediately lead to a larger cash 

balance. Since short-term loans are often used 

to fund ongoing operating costs and not 

necessarily a one-time capital investment 

(Kricheff, 2012), the firms taking out short-

term loans will inevitably also have larger cash 

balances. Therefore, a positive relationship 

between liquidity and short-term debt may to a 

certain degree be unavoidable. For the variable 

Net Debtors, we observe a statistically 

significant inverse relationship to leverage in 

our Total Debt model and Short-term debt 

model. We also observe negative correlation 

coefficients in the NIBD model, but in this case 

only the results from the Total population are 

statistically significant. These results indicate 

support for the pecking order theory. One 

interpretation may be that firms without the 

ability to finance short-term commitments with 

working capital optimization, i.e. firms with a 

surplus of accounts payable over accounts 

receivable, will be “forced” to seek external 

debt financing. We do not observe any 

markedly diverging results when comparing the 

two populations, although the results seem to be 

less significant for the high-growth population 

in Models 2 and 3. In conclusion, we find slight 

support for the Pecking Order Theory on the 

question of Cash position.  However, we also 

conclude that the results are mixed and that at 

least two of the three variables we use to 

describe the firm’s cash position are 

problematic.  

 

7.1.f) Age 

For the variable Age, we observe statistically 

significant results across all models for the 

Total population, while none of the analyses of 

the high-growth population are significant. This 
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is an interesting observation, and indicates that 

age is not a driving determinant of capital 

structure in high-growth firms. However, if we 

ignore statistical significance and focus on the 

sign of the correlation coefficient, age seems to 

be consistently negatively correlated to leverage 

with the exception being the high-growth 

population in the LT Debt model. This indicates 

support for hypothesis H5b and therefore also 

for the Pecking Order Theory. This may reflect 

the hypothesized situation that on average older 

firms in the total population are able to generate 

resources internally and thus avoid external 

borrowings whereas this is not the case, at least 

not to a statistically significant degree, for the 

younger growth firms. 

 

7.1.g) Tax 

The relationship between effective tax rate and 

leverage is statistically insignificant in all 

models except in the case of the Growth 

population in Model 4. The Pecking Order 

Theory does not offer any predictions for this 

relationship, but proponents of the Static Trade-

off Theory would expect a positive relationship. 

We receive mixed results in terms of correlation 

coefficients, with the only significant result 

being a negative correlation between tax and 

long-term debt in the case of the growth 

population. Therefore, we do not find support 

for hypothesis H6a and it follows that we do 

not find support for the Static Trade-off Theory 

on this observation. 

7.1.h) Non-interest tax shields 

We observe a statistically significant positive 

relationship between depreciation expense and 

leverage for the Total population in Model 2 

and a positive relationship for both populations 

in Model 3. This contradicts the Static Trade-

off Theory and hypothesis H7a. We do however 

find support for the hypothesis in Model 3, LT 

Debt, for both populations. This may indicate 

that firms who can benefit from non-debt tax 

shields do not express the same willingness to 

assume significant amounts of long-term debt. 

We also note that the magnitude of the 

correlation coefficient is particularly large for 

the Growth population, whereas it is miniscule 

for the Total population. These results indicate 

that the share of depreciation to total assets is a 

significant determinant of capital structure for 

high-growth firms and that there may be a 

substitution effect between tax-shields and non-

debt tax shields impacting leverage levels.  

As mentioned earlier, however, the size of a 

firm’s depreciation expense is closely linked to 

the size of that firm’s fixed asset base. If we 

look at the results from Model 4 and compare 

the results from the variables Asset Structure 
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and Depreciation it would appear that firms 

with a large share of non-depreciating fixed 

assets are highly-leveraged. The single largest 

fixed asset that is not depreciated is of course 

land. This suggests that firms owning land are 

more likely to obtain long-term debt financing 

– presumably in the form of mortgage loans.  

7.1.i) Growth 

This study has analyzed the role of growth on 

several levels. Now we will assess the results of 

our analysis in terms of three growth-related 

variables.  

Past growth appears to be a minor determinant 

of capital structure in Models 1 and 3. Not only 

do we observe little statistical significance – in 

fact, only the total population yields statistically 

significant results in Models 1 and 3 – but the 

correlation coefficients are correspondingly 

low. The statistically significant results we do 

observe indicate a slightly positive relationship 

between growth and leverage, which supports 

hypothesis H8a and thus also the Pecking Order 

Theory. It is to be expected, however, that 

growth does not have a particularly strong 

impact on the high-growth population. Since all 

firms in the growth population experience high 

growth it is unlikely that there should be a 

significant effect from any incremental 

differences in the degree of growth.  

Turning to proxies for future growth, we find 

that capital expenditure is not a significant 

determinant of leverage in most cases. For the 

growth population in Model 4 we do however 

observe a negative relation between capital 

expenditure and leverage, which is in line with 

hypothesis H8c and the Pecking Order Theory. 

In terms of our variable Growth Opportunities, 

we find that companies with a large share of 

intangible assets seem to be more highly 

leveraged. We find statistically significant 

support for this in Models 1 and 2 for the Total 

population and for both populations in Model 4. 

This contradicts our hypothesis. It is worth 

repeating however, that intangibles include 

goodwill, which is a bi-product of M&A 

activity. It is not unusual that firms must 

employ leverage to complete a take-over of 

another firm, why a positive correlation 

between intangible assets and leverage can be 

defended on this basis. In sum we find slight 

support for the Pecking Order Theory in terms 

of the negative relationship between growth and 

leverage. 

7.1.j) CIBOR 

We find strong support for hypothesis H9a. Our 

proxy for the market interest rate is statistically 

significant and negatively correlated with 

leverage for the Total population in all models 
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and in Models 3 and 1 for the Growth 

population. Where the results are not 

statistically significant, the correlation 

coefficients are nevertheless negative. The fact 

that this relationship is more statistically 

significant for the larger and more mature total 

population is interesting. This may indicate that 

larger and more mature firms are more 

concerned with the timing of their capital 

structure changes than smaller and younger 

growth firms.  

 

7.2) Conclusion of section 7.1 

We have summarized the various confirmations 

and rejections of our hypotheses in Figure 22 

below. Overall, we find an overweight of 

support for the Pecking Order Theory. 

Especially for the variable Profitability where 

we document a significantly negative 

relationship to leverage for both the total 

population and the high-growth population – 

more so than what previous studies have found. 

We find slightly more support for the Pecking 

Order Theory for the total population than for 

the high-growth population, which is evident 

when comparing the results for hypotheses H5b 

and H8a. Beyond that, we conclude that we 

have not identified material differences in 

results between the two populations indicating 

that the Pecking Order Theory applies to both 

groups. Our finding that the Pecking Order 

Theory seems to apply equally well to both 

populations carries some interesting 

implications for the theory. Paradoxically, our 

study simultaneously confirms but also 

challenges the Pecking Order Theory since 

agency costs did not seem to have a larger 

effect on the smaller and younger high-growth 

population, nor did information asymmetries 

appear to be a particular issue – albeit this is 

what the Pecking Order Theory seems to 

predict. Yes, the high-growth population did 

turn out to be less leveraged and these firms do 

tend to carry more liquid assets on their balance 

sheets, but these differences did not result in 

material differences in the econometric results 

we derived – if anything our results support the 

notion that high-growth firms are slightly less 

prone to behave in accordance to the Pecking 

Order Theory. A few previous studies 

document a similar pattern. Based on 157 large 

and mature firms, Shyam-Sunder and Myers 

(1999) conclude that the Pecking Order Theory 

provides a very good first-order description of 

capital structure. However, Frank and Goyal 

(2008) do not obtain results supporting pecking 

order when 

expanding the Shyam-Sunder and Myers (1999) 

test to a broader sample and a longer period, 
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and in particular, they find that pecking order 

works much worse for small and 

high-growth firms. Together with Fama and 

French (2002, 2005), they argue that 

since small and high-growth firms are more 

likely to suffer information asymmetry, 

their tendency to issue equity refutes the 

Pecking Order Theory. While our study in no 

way refutes the Pecking Order Theory’s 

applicability to high-growth firms, we do 

document that the Pecking Order “effect” is 

slightly less pronounced for this subset of firms. 

 
Figure 22. Summary of confirmation / rejection of hypotheses 

Hypothesis Explanation 

Total-
population: 

Confirm (√) / 
reject (x) 

Growth-
population: 

Confirm (√) / 
reject (x) 

H1a ToT & OTCS: Profitability is positively correlated with leverage  x x 

H1b POT: Profitability is negatively correlated with leverage  √ √ 

H1c 
POT: The inverse relationship between profitability and leverage is 
most significant and most pronounced in the case of short-term debt 

√ √ 

H2a ToT & POT: Collaterability is positively correlated with leverage √ √ 

H2b 
ToT & POT: The positive relationship between collaterability and 
leverage is more significant and pronounced for the high-growth firms 

(√) (√) 

H3a ToT & POT: Size is positively correlated with leverage n/a x 

H3b 
ToT & POT: Size is positively related to long-term debt and negatively 
related to short-term debt 

√ x 

H4a ToT: Cash Position is positively correlated with leverage n/a n/a 

H4b POT: Cash Position is negatively correlated with leverage n/a n/a 

H4c 
ToT: The positive relationship between cash position and leverage is 
more pronounced for high-growth firms 

n/a n/a 

H4d 
POT: The negative relationship between cash position and leverage is 
less pronounced for high-growth firms 

n/a n/a 

H5a ToT: Age is positively correlated with leverage x x 

H5b POT: Age is negatively correlated with leverage √ x 

H6a ToT: Tax is positively correlated with leverage x x 

H7a ToT: Non-debt tax shields are negatively correlated with leverage x x 

H8a POT: Past growth is positively correlated with leverage √ x 

H8b POT: Growth opportunities are negatively correlated with leverage x x 

H8c 
POT: The negative relationship between growth opportunities and 
leverage is stronger for long-term debt than short-term debt 

x (√) 

H9a N/A: Interest Rates are negatively correlated with leverage √ √ 
Note: Parenthesis denotes soft confirmation or rejection
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8. Conclusion of Dissertation 

This section offers our conclusions to the 

research questions outlined in Section 2.  

 

8.1) Concluding on our main research 

questions. 

The objective of the present analysis was to 

evaluate the applicability of the Static Trade-off 

Theory and the Pecking Order Theory within a 

total population of privately owned Danish 

firms as well as a high-growth subset. We have 

attempted to identify any uniqueness in the 

determinants of capital structure of Denmark’s 

fastest growing firms by comparing results 

from regression analyses conducted on both 

populations utilizing the same set of 

explanatory and dependent variables. We 

structured our analysis around five sub-

questions: 

1) Based on the major theories of capital 

structure how do we expect the firms in 

our data set to be financed? 

2) Utilizing account data, how do the 

characteristics of private high-growth 

firms differ from those of “average” 

Danish private firms? 

3) How do we best measure the 

determinants of capital structure for 

private Danish firms? 

4) In the context of multivariate regression 

analysis, which capital structure theory 

best describes the determinants of 

capital structure in private Danish 

firms? 

5) Do the major capital structure theories 

apply equally well to the financing 

behavior of privately held high-growth 

Danish firms as to their “average” 

counterparts? 

 

8.1.a) Sub-question 1: The theories of capital 

structure and how we expect the firms in our 

dataset to behave from a financing perspective 

Our review of the major contributions within 

research on corporate capital structure centered 

around four theories: The Static trade-off 

theory, the Pecking Order Theory, the 

Organizational Theory of Capital Structure and 

the Market Timing Theory of Capital Structure. 

Of these four theories we concluded that the 

predictions offered by the Static-trade Off 

Theory and the Pecking Order Theory are 

particularly well suited to be formulated as 

testable hypotheses addressable within the 

context of econometric models. Because this is 

a first-of-its-kind study into the determinants of 

capital structure of privately owned Danish 

firms, we concluded that an econometric 

analysis rather than a qualitative, case-based, 
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analysis was most relevant. Our reading of the 

two major capital structure theories employed 

in this study yielded various and also opposing 

predictions as to how the firms in our dataset 

would behave from a financing perspective. 

One major variable on which the two theories 

offer clear yet opposing predictions is 

profitability. From our reading and 

understanding of the Static Trade-off Theory 

we should expect a positive relationship 

between profitability and leverage, since 

profitable firms can take advantage of interest-

tax shields and obtain favorable financing terms 

which lower the potential cost of financial 

distress. From our reading of the Pecking Order 

Theory, however, we expected a negative 

relationship based on the premise that firms 

adhere to a financing hierarchy in which 

internally generated resources are preferred 

over external financing.  

We also highlighted the potential uniqueness of 

the financing environment for private firms. 

Previous research has indicated that private 

firms do not have the same access to financing 

as public firms and that tax-optimization may 

therefore not be a first-order priority for private 

firms. In addition, because information 

asymmetry is expected to be larger between 

lenders and privately owned firms, the Pecking 

Order Theory may be especially relevant for 

this category of firms.  

 

8.1.b) Sub-question 2: Are the accounting 

characteristics of private high-growth firms 

different from those of firms growing at a 

“normal” pace? 

By comparing the average levels and 

developments within the dependent and 

explanatory variables of our two sample 

populations, we found that high-growth firms 

differ from their broader counterparty on 

several levels. In terms of the level and 

development of leverage, both populations have 

been deleveraging consistently over the period. 

The decrease has been most pronounced for the 

high-growth population where total leverage 

has decreased by 11%-points. Whatsmore, we 

found that short-term debt takes up more than 

80% of total financing for both populations and 

that this share has been increasing over the 

measurement period, with the development 

being most pronounced for the high-growth 

population. In terms of the explanatory 

variables, we found that high-growth firms are 

on average younger, smaller, more profitable, 

carry a larger share of cash and cash 

equivalents, and invest more heavily in capital 

expenditure. 
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8.1.c) Sub-question 3: How do we best measure 

the determinants of capital structure in private 

Danish firms? 

We believe that there are various ways to 

effectively measure the determinants of capital 

structure. This can for instance be done 

qualitatively applying interviews and case 

studies, through event studies measuring 

dynamic decision making, or quantitatively 

through multivariate regression analyses. While 

there is no single “correct” way to measure the 

determinants of capital structure as all methods 

have their strengths and weaknesses, we chose 

to employ the latter approach. We did so while  

recognizing that our regression model results 

are highly sensitive to the quality of the 

underlying data and that there is a significant 

potential for Parameter Instability arising from 

the longitudinal nature of our dataset and the 

sensitivity to external factors such as the 

lending environment.  

We chose to apply an econometric approach for 

two main reasons. Firstly, because this is a first-

of-a-kind assessment of the determinants of 

capital structure on a Danish sample, we follow 

the recommendations of Weathington, 

Cunningham and Pittenger (2012), who argue 

that the broad quantitative regression analysis 

serves as a useful initial analysis. From thereon, 

qualitative assessments of the deeper 

psychological, case-specific and situational 

drivers behind capital structure determinants 

may be assessed. Secondly, because it is our 

hope to spur further research into comparative 

analysis of capital structure between 

geographies, we employ a methodological 

approach comparable to previous studies.  

Our decision to pursue a Random Effects GLS 

regression model is based on our assessment of 

various Hausman tests and Breusch-Pagen 

Lagrangian Multiplier tests applied to our data 

in accordance with GLS best-practices outlined 

by Park (2011).  

 

8.1.d) Sub-question 4: Which capital structure 

theories best describe the determinants of 

capital structure in private Danish companies? 

Based on our analysis of the internal firm-

specific determinants of capital structure, which 

manages to describe between 12% and 36% of 

the variance in the dependent variables, we find 

an overweight of support for the Pecking Order 

Theory. A major result was that profitability, or 

Return on Assets, is to a very high degree 

negatively correlated with leverage in all of our 

models. We also find strong support for the 

Pecking Order Theory within the variable Age, 

where we find a negative relationship in Models 

1, 2, 3, and partly 4. In addition, Liquidity is 

negatively related to leverage in Models 2, 4 
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and partly Model 1. Net Debtors is negatively 

related to leverage in Models 1, 2, 3 and partly 

4. These are the variables for which the Static 

Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order 

Theory predict opposite relationships. For the 

tax variable specific to the Static Trade-off 

Thoery, we do not find support for a 

statistically significant positive relationship 

between tax and leverage – rather we find a 

significantly negative relationship between Tax 

rate and leverage in model 4 for the high-

growth population. For the variables only 

relevant for the Pecking Order Theory, we 

conclude that Past Growth is a statistically 

significant determinant of leverage for the total 

population in Models 1 and 3. The relationship 

is positive, albeit only slightly, and offers minor 

support for the pecking order theory. Future 

growth opportunities, defined as Capex levels 

are insignificant. When defined as share of 

intangible assets to total assets, we find 

contradicting results to the pecking order 

theory.  

Although, we do not include anywhere near 

enough analysis to indicate support for the 

Organizational Theory of Capital Structure or 

the Market Timing Theory of capital structure, 

we do note that we find support for a 

statistically significant relationship between 

changes in the CIBOR rate and leverage. Our 

results indicate, that private Danish firms raise 

debt financing when the CIBOR rate decreases. 

Although we note, that the magnitude of the 

correlation coefficient is very small.  

 

8.1.e) Sub-question 5: Do the determinants of 

capital structure in high growth firms differ 

from those of a broader population of private 

firms growing at a “normal” pace? 

Firstly, we note that the combined explanatory 

power of the independent variables included in 

our models differ for the two populations. In 

Model 2 (NIBD), the Growth population 

reports a larger R2, however, fewer of the 

independent variables produce statistically 

significant correlation coefficients at the 90%, 

95% and 99% level.  In model 3 (ST Debt), the 

opposite is the case. 

Although the Pecking Order Theory “behavior” 

seems to be most pronounced for the Total 

Population and we do find various interesting 

differences in the relative importance of 

variables and their statistical significance 

between the two populations, we conclude that 

there are no material differences in the results. 

That is, the Pecking Order Theory seems to 

apply to both populations, albeit slightly more 

so in the case of the Total Population. In the 

following and final section we will offer our 
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final reflections on the limitations of this thesis 

and suggestions for further research. 

 

9. Limitations and suggestions for further 

research 

This study has utilized firm-specific accounting 

data and GLS regression analysis to assess the 

determinants of capital structure in privately 

owned Danish firms. We have thus confined 

our-selves to a limit set of explanatory variables 

and neglected the many additional determinants 

that may exist including but not limited to the 

development in the Danish GDP, the amount of 

investment opportunities in the business 

environment, the quality and experience of the 

management teams, ownership structure and 

many more relevant variables. It is by no means 

incomprehensible, that the theoretical 

frameworks of the Static Trade-off Theory and 

the Pecking Order Theory only describe a very 

narrow part of the actual financing decisions of 

firms. Management will most likely be 

considering a multitude of different factors 

which at times weigh heavier than say the value 

of interest tax shields or the relative preference 

for employing internally generated funds.  

It is also worth considering that the Static 

Trade-off Theory and the Pecking Order 

Theory predominantly take the point of view of 

the firm and to an almost naïve degree assumes 

that management is entirely in control of the 

firm’s capital structure. In reality, a firm’s 

capital structure is highly dependent on the 

lenders perception of the firm’s business risk 

(Kricheff, 2012). In other words a firm cannot 

always pick-and choose it’s self-determined 

“optimal” capital structure, but will to some 

degree have to accept whatever the market is 

willing to offer. By incorporating a measure of 

business risk could be one way to estimate this 

effect, as business risk is ultimately the most 

important parameter from the lender’s 

perspective (Kricheff, 2012). Kester, in his 

seminal 1986 study, attempted to include such a 

measure by using the volatility of RoA as a 

proxy for risk. This approach has not been used 

since and was not appropriate for our study 

since we employed a relatively short time 

period. However, risk could be estimated by 

assigning scores to companies based on a 

number of variables such as cyclicality, 

maturity of industry, industry entry barriers, 

size, and so forth.  

In addition, we believe that econometric, 

accounting-based studies like ours would 

benefit from being combined with qualitative 

and case-based studies. Due to data limitations 

it has not been possible to quantify 

management motivation or any other relevant 

strategic, political or psychological drivers of 
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capital structure decisions. We believe that the 

integration of these contextual and explanatory 

factors into our model would provide a more 

holistic view of the financing decision and 

essentially also provide for a more rigorous 

empirical evaluation of the major capital 

structure theories. Such an approach would 

potentially also lay the ground for future in-

depth examinations of how the incremental 

financing decision of private high-growth and 

non-high-growth changes through successive 

developmental stages of the firm – something 

the major capital structure theories in fact say 

little about. 

Whatsmore, accounting data is merely a 

reflection of reality based on various 

assumptions with ample room for error. For 

instance, the accounting item intangible assets 

consists of many items such as goodwill, patens 

and IP rights, which may affect capital structure 

in many contradicting ways. 

Future research should attempt to incorporate 

more realistic non-accounting data into the 

studies of capital structure determinants such as 

market values of equity and assets rather than 

book values. Because we have focused on 

privately owned firms, this was not feasible, but 

the lack of market data was a major drawback 

in some cases, for instance when estimating the 

effect of expected growth. 

In spite of such limitations this study did 

achieve to highlight some interesting 

relationships. Firstly, we documented that 

profitability is more negatively correlated to 

leverage in our study than in any other studies 

we came across is fascinating. It would be 

worthwhile to conduct in-depth case studies to 

unlock any insights into the potential 

uniqueness of the Danish business environment.   

Similarly, the tremendous reliance on short-

term debt financing that we documented also 

hints to some degree of uniqueness of the 

Danish - if not Scandinavian - business 

environment. Song (2005) documents a similar 

albeit not as pronounced preference for short-

term debt in Sweden where short-term debt on 

average takes up 50% of total debt financing.  

However, not only do Danish private firms 

seem to rely much more on short-term debt than 

firms in other geographies, but the interplay 

between explanatory variables and dependent 

variables across debt maturities were also quite 

unique. We found that Asset Structure is 

significantly negatively correlated with short-

term leverage while it is positively correlated 

with long-term leverage. Similar contradictory 

relationships emerged for the variables Size, 

Liquidity and Depreciation. 

Whether this uniqueness of our results relates to 

the fact that we are studying a Danish 
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population of firms, a private population of 

firms or a population of firms within the 

specific timeframe of 2010-2014 is uncertain. 

Dedicated comparative studies would be 

required to draw any firm conclusions on this 

point. We hope, however, that we have paved 

the way for such studies by introducing a first-

of-its kind study into the capital structure 

determinants of privately owned firms in 

Denmark. 
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Appendix 

 

Appendix Figure 1. Interview with Bisnode 

 

Hvorfra indsamler i jeres data? 

Under regnskabssæson modtager vi dagligt regnskaber i pdf format fra Erhvervsstyrelsen. Senere i 
år, vil vi overgå til en kombination af pdf regnskaber og regnskaber i xbrl format. 

Hvor ofte indsamler i data? 

Dagligt under regnskabssæsonen. 

Hvordan overfører i data fra regnskaber til jeres digitale/downloadable platform?  

Vi har et data capture selskab i Estland der indtaster disse regnskaber til digital format. 

Hvordan håndterer i ændringer i virksomhedernes regnskabspraksis? 

Vi har en intern regnskabsskabelon som regnskaberne indpasses i. 

Hvordan retter i regnskabsfejl som senere spottes og opdateres i virksomhedernes fysiske 
regnskaber? 

Vi indtaster udelukkende revisorgodkendte regnskaber. Hvis der er fejl i regnskabet modtager vi et 
omgjort regnskab. 

Hvorfor vises der ikke mere end 5 års regnskabsdata? 

Vi har kun tilladelse fra Datatilsynet til at vise 5 år tilbage. Tror det gælder for alle 
kreditvurderingsselskaber 

Hvorfor findes der ikke omsætningsdata for mindre virksomheder? 

Det bestemmes i Årsregnskabsloven og afhænger af hvilken regnskabsklasse man tilhører. 

Foretager Bisnode nogle skøn eller antagelser under konsolideringen/digitaliseringen af data? 

Når det gælder indtastning forholder vi os udelukkende til de faktuelle oplysninger. Herudfra har vi 
så forskellige modeller (score, rating estimeret omsætning). 
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Appendix Figure 2. The development of credit conditions in the Danish banking sector (Excerpt from Stæhr, 2015) 

 

 

Appendix Figure. Corporate loan development from the financial sector (Excerpt from Stæhr, 2015) 
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Appendix Figure 4. The Hausman test applied to Models 2, 3 and 4: 

Model 2: 

 

Model 3: 

 

Model 4: 
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Appendix Figure 5. The Breusch-Pagen Lagrangian Multiplier test applied to Models 2, 3 and 4: 

Model 2: 

 

Model 3: 

 

Model 4: 

 

 

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000
                             chibar2(01) = 22026.49
        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0210898       .1452232
                       e     .0063223       .0795129
               TotalNIBD     .0371926       .1928538
                                                       
                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)
        Estimated results:

        TotalNIBD[company,t] = Xb + u[company] + e[company,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000
                             chibar2(01) = 15618.79
        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0291351         .17069
                       e     .0160271       .1265984
                  STDebt      .056973       .2386902
                                                       
                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)
        Estimated results:

        STDebt[company,t] = Xb + u[company] + e[company,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects

                          Prob > chibar2 =   0.0000
                             chibar2(01) = 18780.42
        Test:   Var(u) = 0

                       u     .0109031       .1044181
                       e     .0047108       .0686353
                  LTDebt     .0237603       .1541438
                                                       
                                 Var     sd = sqrt(Var)
        Estimated results:

        LTDebt[company,t] = Xb + u[company] + e[company,t]

Breusch and Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects
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Appendix Figure 6. GLS regression outputs for the Total Population: 

 

 

       

 

      
    

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .67707866   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .1348078
          sigma_u    .19520288
                                                                                   
            _cons     .7152675   .0157256    45.48   0.000     .6844458    .7460892
            CIBOR    -.0144733   .0025271    -5.73   0.000    -.0194263   -.0095202
           Growth     5.33e-07   6.40e-08     8.33   0.000     4.08e-07    6.59e-07
            CapEx     .0044518   .0027482     1.62   0.105    -.0009346    .0098381
GrowthOpportunity      .134073   .0210389     6.37   0.000     .0928375    .1753086
       NetDebtors      -.27784   .0083827   -33.14   0.000    -.2942698   -.2614103
     Depreciation     .0131559   .0144356     0.91   0.362    -.0151373    .0414492
          TaxRate     1.01e-06   1.14e-06     0.89   0.375    -1.22e-06    3.24e-06
        Liquidity    -.0035644   .0105994    -0.34   0.737    -.0243387      .01721
              Age    -.0457527   .0033825   -13.53   0.000    -.0523823    -.039123
      CashConvers     3.59e-09   4.53e-08     0.08   0.937    -8.51e-08    9.23e-08
             Size     -.015352   .0014564   -10.54   0.000    -.0182064   -.0124976
   AssetStructure     .1496894   .0094669    15.81   0.000     .1311346    .1682443
              RoA    -.3541426   .0065557   -54.02   0.000    -.3669915   -.3412936
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   4913.22

       overall = 0.1436                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1418                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.1586                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      7151
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =     27034

                                                                                   
              rho     .7693606   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07951293
          sigma_u    .14522319
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1231238   .0110907    11.10   0.000     .1013864    .1448612
            CIBOR      -.01041   .0015095    -6.90   0.000    -.0133685   -.0074515
           Growth     2.67e-09   3.92e-08     0.07   0.946    -7.42e-08    7.96e-08
            CapEx     .0004278   .0016515     0.26   0.796    -.0028091    .0036647
GrowthOpportunity      .069749   .0137406     5.08   0.000     .0428179    .0966802
       NetDebtors    -.0192305   .0053714    -3.58   0.000    -.0297582   -.0087027
     Depreciation     .0542479   .0087299     6.21   0.000     .0371376    .0713582
          TaxRate     8.24e-07   6.85e-07     1.20   0.229    -5.18e-07    2.17e-06
        Liquidity    -.1640326   .0066804   -24.55   0.000    -.1771259   -.1509393
              Age    -.0074994   .0024589    -3.05   0.002    -.0123188   -.0026799
      CashConvers    -7.20e-09   2.73e-08    -0.26   0.792    -6.07e-08    4.63e-08
             Size     .0008702   .0010187     0.85   0.393    -.0011265    .0028668
   AssetStructure     .2491876   .0064048    38.91   0.000     .2366345    .2617408
              RoA    -.0902513   .0040188   -22.46   0.000    -.0981279   -.0823746
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   3895.48

       overall = 0.2213                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2458                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.0793                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      7151
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =     27034

                                                                                   
              rho    .64512055   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .12659836
          sigma_u    .17069001
                                                                                   
            _cons     .7474449    .014055    53.18   0.000     .7198977    .7749922
            CIBOR    -.0071496   .0023756    -3.01   0.003    -.0118056   -.0024936
           Growth     5.22e-07   5.97e-08     8.75   0.000     4.05e-07    6.39e-07
            CapEx     .0035029   .0025775     1.36   0.174    -.0015489    .0085547
GrowthOpportunity     .0161094   .0191831     0.84   0.401    -.0214889    .0537076
       NetDebtors    -.2889088   .0076876   -37.58   0.000    -.3039762   -.2738413
     Depreciation     .0336965   .0135062     2.49   0.013     .0072248    .0601682
          TaxRate     1.29e-06   1.07e-06     1.21   0.227    -8.03e-07    3.38e-06
        Liquidity     .0271629    .009774     2.78   0.005     .0080063    .0463195
              Age    -.0342538   .0029993   -11.42   0.000    -.0401324   -.0283751
      CashConvers     6.36e-09   4.24e-08     0.15   0.881    -7.67e-08    8.95e-08
             Size    -.0225381   .0013029   -17.30   0.000    -.0250918   -.0199845
   AssetStructure    -.1655285   .0085448   -19.37   0.000     -.182276    -.148781
              RoA     -.315653   .0061035   -51.72   0.000    -.3276157   -.3036904
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   5608.77

       overall = 0.2001                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2170                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.1546                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      7151
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =     27034

                                                                                   
              rho    .69829532   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06863527
          sigma_u    .10441812
                                                                                   
            _cons     -.055366   .0083083    -6.66   0.000      -.07165    -.039082
            CIBOR    -.0067328    .001289    -5.22   0.000    -.0092592   -.0042064
           Growth     1.48e-08   3.29e-08     0.45   0.653    -4.96e-08    7.92e-08
            CapEx     .0001718   .0014038     0.12   0.903    -.0025797    .0029232
GrowthOpportunity     .1626403   .0109519    14.85   0.000      .141175    .1841055
       NetDebtors     .0048502   .0043459     1.12   0.264    -.0036677    .0133681
     Depreciation    -.0174657   .0073853    -2.36   0.018    -.0319406   -.0029908
          TaxRate    -3.41e-07   5.82e-07    -0.59   0.558    -1.48e-06    8.00e-07
        Liquidity    -.0132556   .0054748    -2.42   0.015     -.023986   -.0025251
              Age    -.0063796   .0017976    -3.55   0.000    -.0099028   -.0028564
      CashConvers    -3.48e-09   2.31e-08    -0.15   0.880    -4.88e-08    4.19e-08
             Size     .0086126   .0007686    11.21   0.000     .0071061    .0101191
   AssetStructure     .3449454   .0049639    69.49   0.000     .3352163    .3546745
              RoA    -.0343989   .0033647   -10.22   0.000    -.0409935   -.0278043
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   6031.79

       overall = 0.3317                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3741                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.0813                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      7151
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =     27034
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Appendix Figure 7. GLS regression outputs for the Total Agriculture & Fishing population: 

 

 

         

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .82317603   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09108554
          sigma_u    .19652835
                                                                                  
            _cons     .6888026   .1120357     6.15   0.000     .4692168    .9083885
            CIBOR    -.0209899   .0157659    -1.33   0.183    -.0518905    .0099107
           Growth    -.0002302   .0000639    -3.60   0.000    -.0003553    -.000105
            CapEx    -.0421799   .0480249    -0.88   0.380    -.1363071    .0519473
GrowthOpportunity    -.1494791   .0890871    -1.68   0.093    -.3240867    .0251285
       NetDebtors    -.3324948   .0765216    -4.35   0.000    -.4824745   -.1825152
     Depreciation    -.3961537   .0930535    -4.26   0.000    -.5785352   -.2137721
          TaxRate     2.39e-06   2.63e-06     0.91   0.364    -2.76e-06    7.54e-06
        Liquidity     .0539522   .0930587     0.58   0.562    -.1284395    .2363439
              Age    -.0865109   .0261354    -3.31   0.001    -.1377353   -.0352865
      CashConvers    -.0009935   .0013163    -0.75   0.450    -.0035735    .0015864
             Size    -.0039549   .0101148    -0.39   0.696    -.0237795    .0158698
   AssetStructure     .2580715   .0580667     4.44   0.000     .1442628    .3718801
              RoA    -.5116734    .059911    -8.54   0.000    -.6290968     -.39425
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    160.64

       overall = 0.2229                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2190                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.3618                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        97
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       349

                                                                                   
              rho    .76731626   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09290679
          sigma_u    .16871419
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0059641   .1017138    -0.06   0.953    -.2053194    .1933912
            CIBOR    -.0136614    .015868    -0.86   0.389    -.0447622    .0174393
           Growth    -.0000185   .0000639    -0.29   0.772    -.0001438    .0001067
            CapEx    -.0229698   .0475809    -0.48   0.629    -.1162266     .070287
GrowthOpportunity    -.0032602   .0859033    -0.04   0.970    -.1716277    .1651073
       NetDebtors      .016352   .0738572     0.22   0.825    -.1284054    .1611093
     Depreciation    -.0305793   .0913227    -0.33   0.738    -.2095684    .1484098
          TaxRate     2.17e-06   2.64e-06     0.82   0.412    -3.01e-06    7.34e-06
        Liquidity    -.3201407   .0912715    -3.51   0.000    -.4990295   -.1412519
              Age    -.0260719   .0227635    -1.15   0.252    -.0706874    .0185437
      CashConvers     .0014667   .0013135     1.12   0.264    -.0011077    .0040411
             Size      .020018   .0093191     2.15   0.032      .001753    .0382831
   AssetStructure     .3353438   .0539671     6.21   0.000     .2295702    .4411175
              RoA    -.0669117     .05869    -1.14   0.254     -.181942    .0481186
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    103.98

       overall = 0.3223                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3606                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.1787                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        97
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       349

                                                                                   
              rho    .71042553   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10065383
          sigma_u    .15765562
                                                                                   
            _cons     .7713642   .1019936     7.56   0.000     .5714604    .9712681
            CIBOR     .0030603   .0173792     0.18   0.860    -.0310022    .0371229
           Growth    -.0001204   .0000696    -1.73   0.083    -.0002568    .0000159
            CapEx     .0271587    .051346     0.53   0.597    -.0734777    .1277951
GrowthOpportunity    -.0180886   .0901111    -0.20   0.841    -.1947031    .1585259
       NetDebtors    -.3175778   .0775582    -4.09   0.000     -.469589   -.1655665
     Depreciation    -.1776174   .0975132    -1.82   0.069    -.3687399     .013505
          TaxRate     1.52e-06   2.88e-06     0.53   0.598    -4.13e-06    7.17e-06
        Liquidity     .0814005   .0973511     0.84   0.403    -.1094042    .2722053
              Age    -.0530772    .022105    -2.40   0.016    -.0964023   -.0097521
      CashConvers     -.000986   .0014242    -0.69   0.489    -.0037774    .0018054
             Size    -.0208241   .0094108    -2.21   0.027     -.039269   -.0023792
   AssetStructure    -.1675807   .0548202    -3.06   0.002    -.2750263   -.0601351
              RoA     -.405706   .0625359    -6.49   0.000    -.5282741   -.2831379
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    130.48

       overall = 0.2622                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3909                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.2434                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        97
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       349

                                                                                   
              rho    .77092767   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07710667
          sigma_u    .14145309
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0236363   .0845019    -0.28   0.780     -.189257    .1419844
            CIBOR    -.0239386    .013103    -1.83   0.068    -.0496199    .0017427
           Growth    -.0001079   .0000528    -2.04   0.041    -.0002113   -4.40e-06
            CapEx    -.0760754   .0393281    -1.93   0.053     -.153157    .0010063
GrowthOpportunity    -.0497214   .0711299    -0.70   0.485    -.1891334    .0896906
       NetDebtors     .0038354   .0611514     0.06   0.950     -.116019    .1236899
     Depreciation    -.0572609   .0755316    -0.76   0.448    -.2053002    .0907783
          TaxRate     7.88e-07   2.18e-06     0.36   0.718    -3.49e-06    5.06e-06
        Liquidity    -.0758276   .0754933    -1.00   0.315    -.2237918    .0721366
              Age    -.0305983   .0189555    -1.61   0.106    -.0677504    .0065537
      CashConvers     .0002765   .0010853     0.25   0.799    -.0018506    .0024035
             Size     .0109081    .007737     1.41   0.159    -.0042562    .0260723
   AssetStructure     .4509019   .0447846    10.07   0.000     .3631257    .5386782
              RoA    -.0281262   .0485476    -0.58   0.562    -.1232778    .0670253
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    159.48

       overall = 0.4280                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4623                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.2511                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        97
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       349
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Appendix Figure 8. GLS regression outputs for the Total Raw Materials population: 

 

 

         

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .82682134   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10581755
          sigma_u    .23121518
                                                                                  
            _cons    -.1697654   .5649387    -0.30   0.764    -1.277025    .9374941
            CIBOR     .0204736    .039648     0.52   0.606    -.0572351    .0981823
           Growth    -6.27e-06   .0000106    -0.59   0.554     -.000027    .0000145
            CapEx     .2000163   .2078029     0.96   0.336      -.20727    .6073026
GrowthOpportunity    -.5493549    .558624    -0.98   0.325    -1.644238    .5455279
       NetDebtors     .4034099   .2904488     1.39   0.165    -.1658592    .9726791
     Depreciation     1.462798   .9409175     1.55   0.120    -.3813667    3.306962
          TaxRate     .0174717   .0536408     0.33   0.745    -.0876624    .1226057
        Liquidity    -.1765383   .1934275    -0.91   0.361    -.5556493    .2025727
              Age     .0243441   .0831325     0.29   0.770    -.1385926    .1872808
      CashConvers    -.0124777   .0121181    -1.03   0.303    -.0362288    .0112734
             Size     .0662774    .034887     1.90   0.057    -.0020999    .1346547
   AssetStructure    -.6575172   .2136838    -3.08   0.002     -1.07633   -.2387047
              RoA    -.8174932   .2461328    -3.32   0.001    -1.299905   -.3350818
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     46.74

       overall = 0.2129                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1707                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.4968                         Obs per group: min =         3

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        20
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        79

                                                                                   
              rho    .84348875   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .05273766
          sigma_u    .12242997
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.1555305   .2938069    -0.53   0.597    -.7313815    .4203205
            CIBOR    -.0225724   .0199424    -1.13   0.258    -.0616589    .0165141
           Growth     2.77e-06   5.35e-06     0.52   0.604    -7.71e-06    .0000133
            CapEx      -.11944   .1052316    -1.14   0.256    -.3256903    .0868102
GrowthOpportunity     .6581128   .2836751     2.32   0.020     .1021197    1.214106
       NetDebtors    -.0328301   .1474751    -0.22   0.824    -.3218761    .2562158
     Depreciation    -.5912974   .4828086    -1.22   0.221    -1.537585    .3549899
          TaxRate     .0008379   .0269859     0.03   0.975    -.0520535    .0537294
        Liquidity    -.0185027   .0978779    -0.19   0.850    -.2103398    .1733344
              Age     .0761389   .0440911     1.73   0.084    -.0102781    .1625559
      CashConvers    -.0028266   .0060985    -0.46   0.643    -.0147793    .0091262
             Size    -.0043688   .0179962    -0.24   0.808    -.0396407    .0309031
   AssetStructure     .2073184   .1113064     1.86   0.063    -.0108383     .425475
              RoA    -.1029441    .125544    -0.82   0.412    -.3490059    .1431176
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.5508
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     11.72

       overall = 0.2243                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2378                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1128                         Obs per group: min =         3

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        20
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        79

                                                                                   
              rho    .75734495   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10524837
          sigma_u    .18593776
                                                                                   
            _cons     .7817203   .4932092     1.58   0.113     -.184952    1.748393
            CIBOR    -.0116028   .0390072    -0.30   0.766    -.0880554    .0648499
           Growth    -3.66e-06   .0000103    -0.35   0.723    -.0000239    .0000166
            CapEx     .0832127   .1997614     0.42   0.677    -.3083125    .4747378
GrowthOpportunity     .2201933   .5293618     0.42   0.677    -.8173368    1.257723
       NetDebtors    -.2025871   .2749976    -0.74   0.461    -.7415724    .3363982
     Depreciation      1.32115   .8585149     1.54   0.124    -.3615079    3.003809
          TaxRate     .1296648   .0527212     2.46   0.014     .0263333    .2329964
        Liquidity    -.0272454   .1856498    -0.15   0.883    -.3911123    .3366215
              Age    -.0457871   .0681446    -0.67   0.502     -.179348    .0877739
      CashConvers     .0068881   .0118867     0.58   0.562    -.0164094    .0301856
             Size     -.023251   .0312381    -0.74   0.457    -.0844766    .0379746
   AssetStructure    -.2898117   .1847812    -1.57   0.117    -.6519763    .0723529
              RoA    -.5053053   .2296802    -2.20   0.028    -.9554703   -.0551404
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0239
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     24.89

       overall = 0.2533                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2542                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2914                         Obs per group: min =         3

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        20
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        79

                                                                                   
              rho    .69175457   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08635183
          sigma_u    .12935978
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.7922849   .3633592    -2.18   0.029    -1.504456    -.080114
            CIBOR     .0411971   .0315697     1.30   0.192    -.0206783    .1030725
           Growth    -1.25e-06   8.27e-06    -0.15   0.880    -.0000175     .000015
            CapEx     .0678118   .1589103     0.43   0.670    -.2436467    .3792703
GrowthOpportunity    -.5076672   .4142623    -1.23   0.220    -1.319606    .3042721
       NetDebtors       .57897   .2147563     2.70   0.007     .1580554    .9998847
     Depreciation     .0715084    .652599     0.11   0.913    -1.207562    1.350579
          TaxRate    -.1079735   .0426186    -2.53   0.011    -.1915044   -.0244427
        Liquidity    -.2040075   .1467612    -1.39   0.165    -.4916542    .0836392
              Age      .088313   .0480888     1.84   0.066    -.0059394    .1825654
      CashConvers    -.0150781    .009584    -1.57   0.116    -.0338623    .0037061
             Size     .0700465   .0234026     2.99   0.003     .0241782    .1159148
   AssetStructure    -.2314989   .1347674    -1.72   0.086    -.4956381    .0326404
              RoA    -.2580858   .1778809    -1.45   0.147     -.606726    .0905543
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     45.51

       overall = 0.3578                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3443                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.4462                         Obs per group: min =         3

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        20
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        79
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Appendix Figure 9. GLS regression outputs for the Total Manufacturing population: 

 

 

        

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .75845545   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09706416
          sigma_u    .17199877
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6232421   .0325033    19.17   0.000     .5595367    .6869475
            CIBOR    -.0164145   .0038102    -4.31   0.000    -.0238823   -.0089468
           Growth      .000064   .0001805     0.35   0.723    -.0002898    .0004178
            CapEx     .0681531   .0146714     4.65   0.000     .0393977    .0969085
GrowthOpportunity     .0206829   .0486748     0.42   0.671    -.0747178    .1160837
       NetDebtors    -.2604152    .018005   -14.46   0.000    -.2957043   -.2251261
     Depreciation    -.0198621   .0556203    -0.36   0.721    -.1288758    .0891516
          TaxRate     4.79e-08   1.35e-06     0.04   0.972    -2.59e-06    2.68e-06
        Liquidity    -.0115259   .0230277    -0.50   0.617    -.0566593    .0336076
              Age    -.0403983   .0064889    -6.23   0.000    -.0531163   -.0276803
      CashConvers    -9.03e-07   1.21e-06    -0.75   0.454    -3.27e-06    1.46e-06
             Size    -.0091038   .0028883    -3.15   0.002    -.0147648   -.0034428
   AssetStructure     .1665783   .0183699     9.07   0.000      .130574    .2025826
              RoA    -.2377133   .0130319   -18.24   0.000    -.2632555   -.2121712
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    792.12

       overall = 0.1412                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1542                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.0980                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      1619
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      6304

                                                                                   
              rho    .77354906   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08153634
          sigma_u     .1506982
                                                                                   
            _cons     .3096597   .0281899    10.98   0.000     .2544085    .3649109
            CIBOR    -.0135237   .0032013    -4.22   0.000    -.0197981   -.0072493
           Growth     .0000486   .0001519     0.32   0.749     -.000249    .0003463
            CapEx    -.0227844    .012374    -1.84   0.066     -.047037    .0014682
GrowthOpportunity     .0326409   .0414774     0.79   0.431    -.0486534    .1139351
       NetDebtors    -.0696092   .0152448    -4.57   0.000    -.0994885   -.0397299
     Depreciation    -.1221733   .0469474    -2.60   0.009    -.2141886    -.030158
          TaxRate     6.91e-07   1.13e-06     0.61   0.542    -1.53e-06    2.91e-06
        Liquidity    -.1906582   .0194786    -9.79   0.000    -.2288355   -.1524808
              Age    -.0105218   .0056574    -1.86   0.063    -.0216102    .0005666
      CashConvers    -8.37e-07   1.01e-06    -0.83   0.409    -2.82e-06    1.15e-06
             Size    -.0118039   .0025025    -4.72   0.000    -.0167087    -.006899
   AssetStructure     .2495904   .0157585    15.84   0.000     .2187043    .2804765
              RoA    -.1761344   .0109935   -16.02   0.000    -.1976812   -.1545875
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    920.91

       overall = 0.2289                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2518                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.0872                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      1619
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      6304

                                                                                   
              rho    .73166688   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09156601
          sigma_u    .15120072
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6131857   .0289323    21.19   0.000     .5564795    .6698919
            CIBOR    -.0080129    .003576    -2.24   0.025    -.0150217   -.0010041
           Growth     .0000885    .000169     0.52   0.601    -.0002428    .0004197
            CapEx     .0630752   .0136797     4.61   0.000     .0362636    .0898869
GrowthOpportunity    -.0882668   .0445605    -1.98   0.048    -.1756038   -.0009299
       NetDebtors    -.2537739   .0166656   -15.23   0.000    -.2864379     -.22111
     Depreciation    -.0092322   .0517689    -0.18   0.858    -.1106975     .092233
          TaxRate     1.22e-06   1.26e-06     0.97   0.332    -1.25e-06    3.69e-06
        Liquidity     .0020317   .0213516     0.10   0.924    -.0398166    .0438801
              Age    -.0277684   .0057273    -4.85   0.000    -.0389937    -.016543
      CashConvers    -1.02e-06   1.13e-06    -0.90   0.368    -3.23e-06    1.20e-06
             Size    -.0127979   .0025738    -4.97   0.000    -.0178425   -.0077532
   AssetStructure    -.1724998    .016632   -10.37   0.000     -.205098   -.1399017
              RoA    -.1911972    .012142   -15.75   0.000    -.2149951   -.1673993
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    751.92

       overall = 0.1394                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1506                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.0896                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      1619
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      6304

                                                                                   
              rho    .73882942   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06432368
          sigma_u    .10818844
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0102842   .0205331    -0.50   0.616    -.0505283      .02996
            CIBOR    -.0071431   .0025031    -2.85   0.004    -.0120492    -.002237
           Growth     7.44e-06   .0001184     0.06   0.950    -.0002246    .0002395
            CapEx    -.0058642   .0095922    -0.61   0.541    -.0246645    .0129361
GrowthOpportunity     .1766756   .0313994     5.63   0.000     .1151339    .2382174
       NetDebtors     -.007565   .0117093    -0.65   0.518    -.0305148    .0153849
     Depreciation    -.0213889   .0363191    -0.59   0.556    -.0925731    .0497953
          TaxRate    -9.54e-07   8.82e-07    -1.08   0.280    -2.68e-06    7.75e-07
        Liquidity     -.009874   .0149948    -0.66   0.510    -.0392633    .0195152
              Age    -.0100012   .0040735    -2.46   0.014    -.0179851   -.0020173
      CashConvers    -1.33e-07   7.91e-07    -0.17   0.867    -1.68e-06    1.42e-06
             Size     .0053805   .0018262     2.95   0.003     .0018011    .0089598
   AssetStructure     .3764889   .0117534    32.03   0.000     .3534527     .399525
              RoA    -.0389505    .008516    -4.57   0.000    -.0556416   -.0222593
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   1359.28

       overall = 0.3219                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3632                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.0890                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      1619
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      6304
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Appendix Figure 10. GLS regression outputs for the Total Energy & Water population: 

 

 

        

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .91733876   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06013928
          sigma_u    .20034208
                                                                                   
            _cons     .9200401   .2930853     3.14   0.002     .3456034    1.494477
            CIBOR     .0413134   .0225799     1.83   0.067    -.0029424    .0855692
           Growth    -.0344498   .0098895    -3.48   0.000    -.0538328   -.0150668
            CapEx     .0770085     .06368     1.21   0.227     -.047802     .201819
GrowthOpportunity     1.439215   .7941666     1.81   0.070    -.1173227    2.995753
       NetDebtors    -.0980426   .1965427    -0.50   0.618    -.4832592     .287174
     Depreciation     .0702369   .4597653     0.15   0.879    -.8308865    .9713604
          TaxRate     .0288407   .0628494     0.46   0.646    -.0943418    .1520232
        Liquidity     .5967792   .3578647     1.67   0.095    -.1046227    1.298181
              Age     .0724386   .0558085     1.30   0.194     -.036944    .1818213
      CashConvers    -.0010088    .001913    -0.53   0.598    -.0047581    .0027406
             Size    -.0698665   .0194886    -3.58   0.000    -.1080634   -.0316695
   AssetStructure     .1531506   .1271858     1.20   0.229     -.096129    .4024303
              RoA    -.1255508   .2208166    -0.57   0.570    -.5583435    .3072418
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     79.80

       overall = 0.4443                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4802                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.5267                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        91

                                                                                   
              rho    .80817256   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09965994
          sigma_u     .2045584
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2447096   .3594466     0.68   0.496    -.4597929     .949212
            CIBOR     .0229112   .0337138     0.68   0.497    -.0431666    .0889889
           Growth    -.0114464   .0147714    -0.77   0.438    -.0403978     .017505
            CapEx     .0217114   .0930471     0.23   0.815    -.1606577    .2040804
GrowthOpportunity     1.981977   .9178688     2.16   0.031     .1829876    3.780967
       NetDebtors    -.0515185   .2529846    -0.20   0.839    -.5473593    .4443223
     Depreciation    -.6423381   .6239121    -1.03   0.303    -1.865183    .5805071
          TaxRate     .0779168    .094526     0.82   0.410    -.1073507    .2631843
        Liquidity    -.3978524   .4889787    -0.81   0.416    -1.356233    .5605283
              Age     .0452442   .0575267     0.79   0.432    -.0675062    .1579945
      CashConvers     .0001226   .0028511     0.04   0.966    -.0054654    .0057107
             Size    -.0334772   .0247947    -1.35   0.177    -.0820739    .0151195
   AssetStructure     .3062469   .1568192     1.95   0.051    -.0011131     .613607
              RoA     .0486144   .3153958     0.15   0.878      -.56955    .6667787
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.4783
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     12.61

       overall = 0.1121                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3282                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.0856                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        91

                                                                                   
              rho    .80040148   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .05929184
          sigma_u    .11873267
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2322852   .2242424     1.04   0.300    -.2072218    .6717922
            CIBOR     .0291413   .0212483     1.37   0.170    -.0125047    .0707873
           Growth    -.0127367   .0093064    -1.37   0.171    -.0309769    .0055036
            CapEx    -.0076466   .0585718    -0.13   0.896    -.1224452     .107152
GrowthOpportunity     1.480672   .5707707     2.59   0.009     .3619821    2.599362
       NetDebtors    -.0654502   .1580354    -0.41   0.679     -.375194    .2442935
     Depreciation     .6952573   .3910454     1.78   0.075    -.0711776    1.461692
          TaxRate     .4516403   .0595827     7.58   0.000     .3348605    .5684202
        Liquidity     .6402735   .3067218     2.09   0.037     .0391097    1.241437
              Age     .0598112   .0356154     1.68   0.093    -.0099937     .129616
      CashConvers     .0003807   .0017967     0.21   0.832    -.0031409    .0039022
             Size     -.014653   .0154796    -0.95   0.344    -.0449924    .0156863
   AssetStructure    -.2085157   .0976768    -2.13   0.033    -.3999587   -.0170727
              RoA    -.2875848   .1981191    -1.45   0.147    -.6758911    .1007216
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    169.90

       overall = 0.6812                                        max =         4
       between = 0.6713                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.6926                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        91

                                                                                   
              rho     .7833511   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0572184
          sigma_u     .1088017
                                                                                   
            _cons     .5567286   .2586675     2.15   0.031     .0497496    1.063708
            CIBOR     .0266848   .0250428     1.07   0.287    -.0223983    .0757678
           Growth    -.0217771   .0109585    -1.99   0.047    -.0432554   -.0002988
            CapEx     .0939507   .0688511     1.36   0.172    -.0409951    .2288964
GrowthOpportunity     .0439569   .6540613     0.07   0.946     -1.23798    1.325893
       NetDebtors     -.157794   .1827462    -0.86   0.388    -.5159699    .2003819
     Depreciation    -.0609458   .4554238    -0.13   0.894      -.95356    .8316684
          TaxRate    -.4248573   .0702324    -6.05   0.000    -.5625103   -.2872043
        Liquidity    -.0741394   .3578962    -0.21   0.836     -.775603    .6273243
              Age      .023763   .0404484     0.59   0.557    -.0555143    .1030404
      CashConvers    -.0023154   .0021171    -1.09   0.274    -.0064649     .001834
             Size    -.0487215   .0178778    -2.73   0.006    -.0837613   -.0136817
   AssetStructure     .3357815   .1122446     2.99   0.003     .1157862    .5557768
              RoA     .2657848   .2317894     1.15   0.252     -.188514    .7200836
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     67.24

       overall = 0.2406                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2290                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.5728                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        91
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Appendix Figure 11. GLS regression outputs for the Total Construction population: 

 

 

       

 

       

 

  

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .72128998   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09729074
          sigma_u    .15651291
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6168995   .0464104    13.29   0.000     .5259368    .7078622
            CIBOR    -.0026212   .0056533    -0.46   0.643    -.0137015    .0084592
           Growth     2.88e-06   2.71e-06     1.06   0.287    -2.42e-06    8.19e-06
            CapEx     -.026538   .0253284    -1.05   0.295    -.0761808    .0231049
GrowthOpportunity     .3025592   .0956282     3.16   0.002     .1151313    .4899871
       NetDebtors    -.2590884   .0185288   -13.98   0.000    -.2954041   -.2227728
     Depreciation    -.2906411   .0887792    -3.27   0.001    -.4646451    -.116637
          TaxRate     .0073865   .0038232     1.93   0.053    -.0001068    .0148799
        Liquidity     .0659048   .0246683     2.67   0.008     .0175559    .1142537
              Age    -.0385654    .009127    -4.23   0.000    -.0564539    -.020677
      CashConvers     1.52e-08   8.26e-08     0.18   0.854    -1.47e-07    1.77e-07
             Size    -.0120721    .004861    -2.48   0.013    -.0215996   -.0025447
   AssetStructure     .2380429   .0282475     8.43   0.000     .1826788     .293407
              RoA    -.3006139   .0168492   -17.84   0.000    -.3336376   -.2675901
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    574.77

       overall = 0.1121                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1051                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.1848                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       779
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2957

                                                                                   
              rho    .70709517   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07597761
          sigma_u    .11804873
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1941321   .0356404     5.45   0.000     .1242783    .2639859
            CIBOR    -.0077968   .0044374    -1.76   0.079     -.016494    .0009004
           Growth     5.54e-07   2.12e-06     0.26   0.794    -3.61e-06    4.72e-06
            CapEx    -.0944549   .0198381    -4.76   0.000    -.1333369   -.0555728
GrowthOpportunity     .2466253   .0740926     3.33   0.001     .1014065    .3918441
       NetDebtors    -.0020522   .0144449    -0.14   0.887    -.0303637    .0262592
     Depreciation    -.4782313   .0693328    -6.90   0.000    -.6141211   -.3423414
          TaxRate     .0007924    .002999     0.26   0.792    -.0050855    .0066703
        Liquidity    -.1673941   .0192373    -8.70   0.000    -.2050985   -.1296898
              Age    -.0231422   .0069618    -3.32   0.001    -.0367871   -.0094972
      CashConvers     3.64e-08   6.48e-08     0.56   0.574    -9.06e-08    1.63e-07
             Size    -.0017649   .0037433    -0.47   0.637    -.0091016    .0055718
   AssetStructure     .3622132   .0218455    16.58   0.000     .3193967    .4050297
              RoA    -.1748275   .0131881   -13.26   0.000    -.2006757   -.1489793
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    773.82

       overall = 0.2975                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3136                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.1664                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       779
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2957

                                                                                   
              rho     .6652601   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0956367
          sigma_u    .13482381
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6532369    .041805    15.63   0.000     .5713006    .7351731
            CIBOR     .0024858   .0055351     0.45   0.653    -.0083628    .0133344
           Growth     1.68e-06   2.64e-06     0.64   0.524    -3.49e-06    6.86e-06
            CapEx    -.0074515   .0245913    -0.30   0.762    -.0556495    .0407466
GrowthOpportunity     -.049289   .0889687    -0.55   0.580    -.2236644    .1250864
       NetDebtors     -.257166   .0176519   -14.57   0.000     -.291763    -.222569
     Depreciation     .0202779   .0851681     0.24   0.812    -.1466486    .1872044
          TaxRate      .011324   .0037331     3.03   0.002     .0040073    .0186408
        Liquidity     .0517262   .0235312     2.20   0.028      .005606    .0978465
              Age    -.0258792   .0080269    -3.22   0.001    -.0416117   -.0101466
      CashConvers     1.43e-08   8.07e-08     0.18   0.860    -1.44e-07    1.72e-07
             Size    -.0181434   .0044202    -4.10   0.000    -.0268068   -.0094801
   AssetStructure    -.1569287   .0261017    -6.01   0.000    -.2080872   -.1057702
              RoA    -.2567573   .0163096   -15.74   0.000    -.2887236   -.2247911
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    552.91

       overall = 0.1661                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1800                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.1507                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       779
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2957

                                                                                   
              rho    .60639134   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0513456
          sigma_u    .06373051
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0431557   .0204862    -2.11   0.035    -.0833079   -.0030036
            CIBOR    -.0041488   .0029407    -1.41   0.158    -.0099124    .0016147
           Growth     1.23e-06   1.40e-06     0.88   0.378    -1.51e-06    3.97e-06
            CapEx    -.0250753   .0129518    -1.94   0.053    -.0504605    .0003098
GrowthOpportunity     .3349791   .0448142     7.47   0.000     .2471449    .4228134
       NetDebtors     .0122473   .0090999     1.35   0.178    -.0055882    .0300828
     Depreciation    -.3404823   .0442329    -7.70   0.000    -.4271772   -.2537873
          TaxRate    -.0031084   .0019767    -1.57   0.116    -.0069827    .0007659
        Liquidity    -.0040696   .0121489    -0.33   0.738     -.027881    .0197418
              Age     -.009211   .0038599    -2.39   0.017    -.0167763   -.0016457
      CashConvers     7.42e-09   4.27e-08     0.17   0.862    -7.63e-08    9.11e-08
             Size     .0076403   .0021807     3.50   0.000     .0033662    .0119144
   AssetStructure     .4251928   .0130704    32.53   0.000     .3995753    .4508104
              RoA    -.0196456    .008554    -2.30   0.022    -.0364111   -.0028801
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   1348.65

       overall = 0.4537                                        max =         4
       between = 0.5090                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.1972                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       779
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2957
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Appendix Figure 12. GLS regression outputs for the Total Trade population: 

 

 

      

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .72317914   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .11571984
          sigma_u    .18703865
                                                                                  
            _cons     .5798786   .0302957    19.14   0.000     .5205001    .6392571
            CIBOR    -.0140669   .0038376    -3.67   0.000    -.0215884   -.0065454
           Growth     5.62e-07   5.63e-08     9.98   0.000     4.51e-07    6.72e-07
            CapEx     .0016707   .0027408     0.61   0.542    -.0037012    .0070426
GrowthOpportunity     .1687472   .0454676     3.71   0.000     .0796323    .2578621
       NetDebtors    -.2959128    .013601   -21.76   0.000    -.3225702   -.2692553
     Depreciation    -.0339844   .0361053    -0.94   0.347    -.1047495    .0367808
          TaxRate     3.19e-07   2.11e-06     0.15   0.880    -3.82e-06    4.45e-06
        Liquidity     -.106667   .0190065    -5.61   0.000    -.1439191   -.0694149
              Age     -.049935   .0055991    -8.92   0.000     -.060909    -.038961
      CashConvers     1.51e-08   7.30e-08     0.21   0.837    -1.28e-07    1.58e-07
             Size     .0003406   .0026607     0.13   0.898    -.0048743    .0055555
   AssetStructure     .0959514   .0175892     5.46   0.000     .0614772    .1304255
              RoA    -.2904672   .0135277   -21.47   0.000     -.316981   -.2639533
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   1301.41

       overall = 0.1456                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1550                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.1219                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      2240
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      8681

                                                                                   
              rho    .80454451   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07397185
          sigma_u    .15007819
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1856914   .0231196     8.03   0.000     .1403777     .231005
            CIBOR    -.0107926   .0024805    -4.35   0.000    -.0156543   -.0059308
           Growth    -4.54e-09   3.72e-08    -0.12   0.903    -7.75e-08    6.84e-08
            CapEx     .0006824     .00178     0.38   0.701    -.0028064    .0041712
GrowthOpportunity     .1029424    .031669     3.25   0.001     .0408723    .1650125
       NetDebtors    -.0300562   .0095373    -3.15   0.002     -.048749   -.0113634
     Depreciation    -.0898337    .023719    -3.79   0.000    -.1363221   -.0433453
          TaxRate    -1.71e-07   1.37e-06    -0.12   0.901    -2.86e-06    2.51e-06
        Liquidity    -.1829499   .0129271   -14.15   0.000    -.2082866   -.1576133
              Age    -.0225686   .0044137    -5.11   0.000    -.0312194   -.0139179
      CashConvers    -3.13e-08   4.74e-08    -0.66   0.508    -1.24e-07    6.15e-08
             Size     .0017267    .001999     0.86   0.388    -.0021913    .0056447
   AssetStructure     .2562369   .0128526    19.94   0.000     .2310462    .2814275
              RoA    -.1281502   .0089763   -14.28   0.000    -.1457434    -.110557
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   1057.49

       overall = 0.2071                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2283                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.0679                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      2240
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      8681

                                                                                  
              rho    .68530764   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .11151359
          sigma_u    .16456122
                                                                                  
            _cons     .6273371   .0271867    23.08   0.000     .5740521    .6806222
            CIBOR    -.0107718    .003682    -2.93   0.003    -.0179884   -.0035552
           Growth     5.48e-07   5.34e-08    10.26   0.000     4.43e-07    6.53e-07
            CapEx     .0008297   .0026232     0.32   0.752    -.0043117    .0059712
GrowthOpportunity     .0568803   .0421505     1.35   0.177    -.0257333    .1394938
       NetDebtors     -.303594    .012571   -24.15   0.000    -.3282327   -.2789553
     Depreciation    -.0165374    .034368    -0.48   0.630    -.0838975    .0508226
          TaxRate     6.95e-07   2.02e-06     0.34   0.731    -3.26e-06    4.65e-06
        Liquidity    -.0852903   .0177963    -4.79   0.000    -.1201704   -.0504101
              Age    -.0378305   .0049731    -7.61   0.000    -.0475776   -.0280833
      CashConvers     2.48e-08   6.99e-08     0.35   0.723    -1.12e-07    1.62e-07
             Size    -.0088297   .0023977    -3.68   0.000    -.0135291   -.0041303
   AssetStructure    -.2131275   .0160051   -13.32   0.000    -.2444969   -.1817581
              RoA    -.2548207    .012811   -19.89   0.000    -.2799298   -.2297116
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   1585.87

       overall = 0.2314                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2647                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.1097                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      2240
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      8681

                                                                                   
              rho    .72800316   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .05765016
          sigma_u    .09431597
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0569546   .0152025    -3.75   0.000     -.086751   -.0271582
            CIBOR    -.0030553   .0019086    -1.60   0.109    -.0067961    .0006856
           Growth     1.91e-08   2.80e-08     0.68   0.495    -3.58e-08    7.41e-08
            CapEx     .0003328   .0013636     0.24   0.807    -.0023397    .0030054
GrowthOpportunity     .1313288   .0227131     5.78   0.000     .0868119    .1758457
       NetDebtors     .0002567   .0067969     0.04   0.970    -.0130651    .0135785
     Depreciation    -.0354736    .017975    -1.97   0.048     -.070704   -.0002432
          TaxRate    -5.85e-07   1.05e-06    -0.56   0.577    -2.64e-06    1.47e-06
        Liquidity     -.016027   .0094821    -1.69   0.091    -.0346116    .0025577
              Age    -.0059583   .0028138    -2.12   0.034    -.0114732   -.0004433
      CashConvers    -3.96e-09   3.63e-08    -0.11   0.913    -7.52e-08    6.72e-08
             Size     .0085963   .0013343     6.44   0.000     .0059811    .0112114
   AssetStructure     .3472688   .0088087    39.42   0.000      .330004    .3645336
              RoA    -.0268433    .006739    -3.98   0.000    -.0400515    -.013635
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =   1771.67

       overall = 0.3248                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3660                                        avg =       3.9
R-sq:  within  = 0.0699                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =      2240
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      8681
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Appendix Figure 13. GLS regression outputs for the Total Hotel & Restauration population 

 

 

      

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .52110607   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .19688978
          sigma_u    .20538398
                                                                                   
            _cons     1.107072   .0932931    11.87   0.000     .9242206    1.289923
            CIBOR    -.0333729   .0200307    -1.67   0.096    -.0726324    .0058865
           Growth    -3.41e-06   .0001055    -0.03   0.974    -.0002103    .0002035
            CapEx    -.0617583   .0746058    -0.83   0.408    -.2079829    .0844663
GrowthOpportunity      .190615   .1349174     1.41   0.158    -.0738182    .4550483
       NetDebtors    -.2800598   .0753844    -3.72   0.000    -.4278105   -.1323091
     Depreciation     .0696834    .186586     0.37   0.709    -.2960184    .4353852
          TaxRate    -.0001767   .0017376    -0.10   0.919    -.0035823    .0032289
        Liquidity     .0045909   .0629885     0.07   0.942    -.1188644    .1280461
              Age    -.0649153   .0233493    -2.78   0.005     -.110679   -.0191516
      CashConvers     3.56e-07   3.71e-06     0.10   0.924    -6.92e-06    7.64e-06
             Size    -.0525728   .0111552    -4.71   0.000    -.0744365   -.0307091
   AssetStructure     .1821463   .0535366     3.40   0.001     .0772165    .2870762
              RoA    -.4154146   .0411763   -10.09   0.000    -.4961186   -.3347106
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    176.59

       overall = 0.1152                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1068                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1838                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       287
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1000

                                                                                   
              rho    .73378516   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08611811
          sigma_u    .14297589
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0033964   .0543832    -0.06   0.950    -.1099855    .1031927
            CIBOR      -.01941   .0087498    -2.22   0.027    -.0365592   -.0022607
           Growth     .0000443   .0000472     0.94   0.347    -.0000481    .0001368
            CapEx    -.1258802   .0345755    -3.64   0.000    -.1936469   -.0581135
GrowthOpportunity     .2073409   .0700015     2.96   0.003     .0701405    .3445414
       NetDebtors    -.0626911   .0374464    -1.67   0.094    -.1360848    .0107025
     Depreciation    -.1679461   .0927851    -1.81   0.070    -.3498015    .0139093
          TaxRate     .0005295   .0007653     0.69   0.489    -.0009706    .0020295
        Liquidity    -.1099622   .0311572    -3.53   0.000    -.1710291   -.0488952
              Age    -.0120142   .0143812    -0.84   0.403    -.0402008    .0161725
      CashConvers     4.90e-07   1.66e-06     0.30   0.768    -2.76e-06    3.74e-06
             Size     .0108409   .0065364     1.66   0.097    -.0019703    .0236521
   AssetStructure     .3180912     .03023    10.52   0.000     .2588414     .377341
              RoA    -.0962236    .019219    -5.01   0.000    -.1338921   -.0585552
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    293.43

       overall = 0.3589                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3934                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1334                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       287
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1000

                                                                                  
              rho     .4612679   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .19814741
          sigma_u    .18334901
                                                                                  
            _cons     1.196567   .0876759    13.65   0.000     1.024725    1.368408
            CIBOR     -.014589   .0201881    -0.72   0.470    -.0541568    .0249789
           Growth    -.0000583   .0001055    -0.55   0.580    -.0002651    .0001484
            CapEx     .0781133     .07395     1.06   0.291    -.0668259    .2230526
GrowthOpportunity     .1076402   .1293354     0.83   0.405    -.1458525    .3611328
       NetDebtors    -.2257644   .0730681    -3.09   0.002    -.3689752   -.0825535
     Depreciation     .2961724   .1808656     1.64   0.102    -.0583178    .6506625
          TaxRate    -.0010399   .0017443    -0.60   0.551    -.0044588    .0023789
        Liquidity    -.0363478   .0611141    -0.59   0.552    -.1561294    .0834337
              Age     -.069851   .0217402    -3.21   0.001     -.112461    -.027241
      CashConvers     9.81e-07   3.71e-06     0.26   0.791    -6.29e-06    8.26e-06
             Size    -.0600376   .0104412    -5.75   0.000    -.0805019   -.0395732
   AssetStructure    -.1162818   .0504228    -2.31   0.021    -.2151086   -.0174549
              RoA    -.3536523   .0405953    -8.71   0.000    -.4332175    -.274087
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    196.73

       overall = 0.1946                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2405                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1438                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       287
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1000

                                                                                   
              rho    .71259221   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07536324
          sigma_u    .11866724
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.1516829   .0464564    -3.27   0.001    -.2427358     -.06063
            CIBOR    -.0165422   .0077307    -2.14   0.032    -.0316941   -.0013902
           Growth      .000044   .0000416     1.06   0.291    -.0000376    .0001255
            CapEx    -.1158743   .0303585    -3.82   0.000    -.1753758   -.0563728
GrowthOpportunity     .1210278   .0608052     1.99   0.047     .0018517    .2402039
       NetDebtors    -.0500328   .0326814    -1.53   0.126    -.1140872    .0140217
     Depreciation    -.1638795   .0809606    -2.02   0.043    -.3225594   -.0051997
          TaxRate     .0004686   .0006759     0.69   0.488    -.0008561    .0017933
        Liquidity     .0250852    .027205     0.92   0.356    -.0282355     .078406
              Age     .0052322   .0121899     0.43   0.668    -.0186596    .0291241
      CashConvers    -1.16e-06   1.46e-06    -0.79   0.429    -4.02e-06    1.71e-06
             Size     .0161591   .0055878     2.89   0.004     .0052072    .0271111
   AssetStructure     .2856738   .0259813    11.00   0.000     .2347513    .3365962
              RoA    -.0439181   .0168804    -2.60   0.009    -.0770031    -.010833
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    228.53

       overall = 0.3877                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4317                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.0335                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       287
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1000
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Appendix Figure 14. GLS regression outputs for the Total Transportation Population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

  

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .78681062   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10034509
          sigma_u      .192774
                                                                                  
            _cons     .3608977   .0673707     5.36   0.000     .2288536    .4929417
            CIBOR     .0002385   .0082598     0.03   0.977    -.0159503    .0164273
           Growth    -2.84e-06   2.98e-06    -0.95   0.341    -8.68e-06    3.01e-06
            CapEx    -.0007563   .0189888    -0.04   0.968    -.0379736     .036461
GrowthOpportunity    -.0616093    .087659    -0.70   0.482    -.2334177    .1101992
       NetDebtors    -.4095085    .034702   -11.80   0.000    -.4775231   -.3414939
     Depreciation     -.144058   .0705936    -2.04   0.041     -.282419   -.0056971
          TaxRate     -.003027   .0052287    -0.58   0.563     -.013275     .007221
        Liquidity    -.0153308   .0428023    -0.36   0.720    -.0992217    .0685602
              Age    -.0377569    .014303    -2.64   0.008    -.0657903   -.0097235
      CashConvers     6.29e-07   5.11e-07     1.23   0.219    -3.73e-07    1.63e-06
             Size     .0089783   .0055908     1.61   0.108    -.0019795    .0199361
   AssetStructure     .2958787   .0296797     9.97   0.000     .2377077    .3540498
              RoA    -.2909878   .0296961    -9.80   0.000     -.349191   -.2327846
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    355.47

       overall = 0.1605                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1459                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.2116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       402
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1495

                                                                                   
              rho     .7587818   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08374681
          sigma_u    .14853257
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0484152   .0531335     0.91   0.362    -.0557246    .1525549
            CIBOR    -.0107147   .0068743    -1.56   0.119    -.0241881    .0027587
           Growth    -2.63e-08   2.48e-06    -0.01   0.992    -4.88e-06    4.83e-06
            CapEx    -.0329038   .0157137    -2.09   0.036    -.0637021   -.0021056
GrowthOpportunity    -.1620599   .0714253    -2.27   0.023    -.3020509   -.0220688
       NetDebtors     -.029217   .0284146    -1.03   0.304    -.0849086    .0264747
     Depreciation    -.2442613    .058183    -4.20   0.000     -.358298   -.1302247
          TaxRate      -.00044   .0043471    -0.10   0.919    -.0089602    .0080802
        Liquidity    -.0809279   .0351563    -2.30   0.021     -.149833   -.0120227
              Age    -.0137014   .0111023    -1.23   0.217    -.0354616    .0080588
      CashConvers     7.24e-07   4.25e-07     1.70   0.088    -1.09e-07    1.56e-06
             Size     .0078006    .004434     1.76   0.079    -.0008899    .0164911
   AssetStructure     .2270279   .0237988     9.54   0.000      .180383    .2736727
              RoA    -.1500248   .0245367    -6.11   0.000    -.1981158   -.1019337
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    193.94

       overall = 0.2170                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2449                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.0655                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       402
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1495

                                                                                  
              rho    .71227682   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09584871
          sigma_u    .15080761
                                                                                  
            _cons     .4860073   .0559338     8.69   0.000      .376379    .5956356
            CIBOR      .007573   .0078446     0.97   0.334    -.0078021    .0229482
           Growth     8.45e-06   2.81e-06     3.00   0.003     2.94e-06     .000014
            CapEx    -.0348279   .0177708    -1.96   0.050    -.0696581    2.28e-06
GrowthOpportunity    -.0446243   .0786847    -0.57   0.571    -.1988435    .1095949
       NetDebtors    -.3708635   .0315415   -11.76   0.000    -.4326836   -.3090434
     Depreciation    -.0732803   .0652857    -1.12   0.262     -.201238    .0546774
          TaxRate     .0019761   .0049506     0.40   0.690    -.0077268     .011679
        Liquidity    -.0287265   .0392245    -0.73   0.464    -.1056052    .0481522
              Age     -.007043   .0114366    -0.62   0.538    -.0294583    .0153723
      CashConvers     1.06e-06   4.84e-07     2.19   0.028     1.13e-07    2.01e-06
             Size    -.0101366   .0046972    -2.16   0.031    -.0193429   -.0009303
   AssetStructure    -.0946516    .025614    -3.70   0.000    -.1448541    -.044449
              RoA    -.2649941   .0276553    -9.58   0.000    -.3191976   -.2107907
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    302.67

       overall = 0.1177                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1024                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.1975                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       402
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1495

                                                                                   
              rho     .8053912   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06248879
          sigma_u    .12712305
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.1181506   .0430552    -2.74   0.006    -.2025373    -.033764
            CIBOR    -.0087502   .0050795    -1.72   0.085    -.0187057    .0012054
           Growth    -.0000109   1.84e-06    -5.91   0.000    -.0000145   -7.26e-06
            CapEx     .0325282   .0117236     2.77   0.006     .0095503     .055506
GrowthOpportunity     .0506946   .0546699     0.93   0.354    -.0564565    .1578456
       NetDebtors    -.0164008   .0215689    -0.76   0.447    -.0586751    .0258734
     Depreciation    -.0180772   .0436864    -0.41   0.679     -.103701    .0675466
          TaxRate    -.0048882   .0032174    -1.52   0.129    -.0111942    .0014177
        Liquidity     .0134484   .0265486     0.51   0.612     -.038586    .0654827
              Age    -.0235779   .0092523    -2.55   0.011     -.041712   -.0054438
      CashConvers    -4.32e-07   3.15e-07    -1.37   0.170    -1.05e-06    1.85e-07
             Size     .0171514   .0035559     4.82   0.000     .0101821    .0241208
   AssetStructure     .4198497   .0187259    22.42   0.000     .3831476    .4565519
              RoA    -.0178213   .0183485    -0.97   0.331    -.0537837     .018141
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    800.82

       overall = 0.4429                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4609                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.2974                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       402
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1495
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Appendix Figure 15. GLS regression outputs for the Total IT population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .48934265   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .21835281
          sigma_u    .21374725
                                                                                  
            _cons     1.075192   .0788763    13.63   0.000     .9205973    1.229787
            CIBOR    -.0127194   .0164221    -0.77   0.439    -.0449061    .0194672
           Growth    -.0000232   .0000667    -0.35   0.727     -.000154    .0001075
            CapEx    -.1554823    .084883    -1.83   0.067      -.32185    .0108853
GrowthOpportunity    -.1011256   .0587768    -1.72   0.085     -.216326    .0140747
       NetDebtors    -.2927425   .0482788    -6.06   0.000    -.3873671   -.1981179
     Depreciation     .0471905     .02877     1.64   0.101    -.0091976    .1035786
          TaxRate     .0016424   .0038499     0.43   0.670    -.0059032     .009188
        Liquidity    -.1067285   .0459754    -2.32   0.020    -.1968387   -.0166183
              Age    -.0074646   .0183696    -0.41   0.684    -.0434682    .0285391
      CashConvers     1.55e-07   4.00e-07     0.39   0.699    -6.30e-07    9.39e-07
             Size    -.0534544   .0069252    -7.72   0.000    -.0670275   -.0398813
   AssetStructure     .1467033   .0620454     2.36   0.018     .0250966      .26831
              RoA    -.4578162   .0220242   -20.79   0.000    -.5009829   -.4146496
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    615.43

       overall = 0.2035                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1451                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.3116                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       485
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1797

                                                                                   
              rho    .55050661   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07704432
          sigma_u    .08526293
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1362164   .0291162     4.68   0.000     .0791497    .1932831
            CIBOR    -.0088776   .0056173    -1.58   0.114    -.0198873    .0021322
           Growth     -.000021   .0000229    -0.92   0.360    -.0000659    .0000239
            CapEx    -.0739413   .0293415    -2.52   0.012    -.1314496   -.0164331
GrowthOpportunity     .0714597    .021326     3.35   0.001     .0296616    .1132578
       NetDebtors    -.0394357   .0171675    -2.30   0.022    -.0730833    -.005788
     Depreciation     .1358539    .009901    13.72   0.000     .1164484    .1552595
          TaxRate    -.0009864   .0013228    -0.75   0.456     -.003579    .0016063
        Liquidity    -.0967203    .016327    -5.92   0.000    -.1287206     -.06472
              Age    -.0104174   .0068683    -1.52   0.129    -.0238789    .0030441
      CashConvers    -5.64e-09   1.38e-07    -0.04   0.967    -2.75e-07    2.64e-07
             Size    -.0078357   .0025616    -3.06   0.002    -.0128564   -.0028151
   AssetStructure     .2406118   .0228141    10.55   0.000      .195897    .2853266
              RoA     -.022191    .007714    -2.88   0.004    -.0373102   -.0070719
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    463.48

       overall = 0.2499                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2691                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.1781                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       485
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1797

                                                                                  
              rho    .46417581   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .21184938
          sigma_u    .19717747
                                                                                  
            _cons     1.064776   .0744691    14.30   0.000     .9188195    1.210733
            CIBOR     -.004952   .0159847    -0.31   0.757    -.0362814    .0263773
           Growth    -.0000187   .0000648    -0.29   0.773    -.0001456    .0001083
            CapEx    -.1064381   .0822555    -1.29   0.196    -.2676559    .0547796
GrowthOpportunity    -.1446349   .0558272    -2.59   0.010    -.2540543   -.0352155
       NetDebtors    -.2940483   .0462186    -6.36   0.000    -.3846351   -.2034615
     Depreciation     .0513803    .027926     1.84   0.066    -.0033537    .1061142
          TaxRate    -.0027657   .0037395    -0.74   0.460    -.0100949    .0045635
        Liquidity    -.0299275   .0440369    -0.68   0.497    -.1162382    .0563833
              Age     .0180839    .017262     1.05   0.295     -.015749    .0519167
      CashConvers     1.69e-07   3.89e-07     0.43   0.664    -5.93e-07    9.31e-07
             Size    -.0604331   .0065308    -9.25   0.000    -.0732333    -.047633
   AssetStructure    -.0648582   .0586348    -1.11   0.269    -.1797803     .050064
              RoA    -.4477761   .0212165   -21.11   0.000    -.4893597   -.4061925
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    660.97

       overall = 0.2290                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1816                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.3230                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       485
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1797

                                                                                   
              rho    .60861929   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07282604
          sigma_u    .09081547
                                                                                   
            _cons     -.031921   .0295699    -1.08   0.280    -.0898768    .0260349
            CIBOR    -.0096449   .0052851    -1.82   0.068    -.0200034    .0007137
           Growth    -4.92e-06   .0000216    -0.23   0.820    -.0000473    .0000375
            CapEx    -.0316089   .0278776    -1.13   0.257    -.0862481    .0230303
GrowthOpportunity     .0905291   .0212127     4.27   0.000     .0489529    .1321053
       NetDebtors    -.0109144   .0167275    -0.65   0.514    -.0436998     .021871
     Depreciation      -.00184   .0093618    -0.20   0.844    -.0201887    .0165087
          TaxRate     .0039496    .001249     3.16   0.002     .0015016    .0063976
        Liquidity    -.0452222   .0158885    -2.85   0.004    -.0763631   -.0140813
              Age    -.0208195   .0070764    -2.94   0.003     -.034689   -.0069501
      CashConvers    -8.60e-09   1.30e-07    -0.07   0.947    -2.63e-07    2.46e-07
             Size     .0100472   .0026031     3.86   0.000     .0049453    .0151492
   AssetStructure     .2262617   .0230213     9.83   0.000     .1811408    .2713826
              RoA    -.0055174   .0074094    -0.74   0.456    -.0200396    .0090048
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    193.42

       overall = 0.1802                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2044                                        avg =       3.7
R-sq:  within  = 0.0493                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       485
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1797
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Appendix Figure 16. GLS regression outputs for the Total Non-lending Financial Institutions’s population 

 

 

      

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .77735726   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .11647249
          sigma_u    .21763534
                                                                                  
            _cons     .4160884   .1599758     2.60   0.009     .1025416    .7296351
            CIBOR    -.0096684   .0220298    -0.44   0.661     -.052846    .0335092
           Growth     7.27e-07   2.35e-06     0.31   0.757    -3.88e-06    5.33e-06
            CapEx    -.0336853   .1234537    -0.27   0.785    -.2756501    .2082794
GrowthOpportunity    -.5996143    .956118    -0.63   0.531    -2.473571    1.274343
       NetDebtors     -.784454   .2322998    -3.38   0.001    -1.239753   -.3291547
     Depreciation    -.2213683   .3402243    -0.65   0.515    -.8881957    .4454591
          TaxRate    -.0000225   .0010328    -0.02   0.983    -.0020467    .0020018
        Liquidity     .0659226    .087975     0.75   0.454    -.1065052    .2383503
              Age    -.0665741   .0334209    -1.99   0.046    -.1320779   -.0010703
      CashConvers    -5.64e-09   8.75e-08    -0.06   0.949    -1.77e-07    1.66e-07
             Size     .0009946    .011012     0.09   0.928    -.0205885    .0225778
   AssetStructure     .1429501    .105142     1.36   0.174    -.0631244    .3490246
              RoA    -.0174901   .1648556    -0.11   0.916    -.3406011    .3056208
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0763
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     20.83

       overall = 0.0601                                        max =         4
       between = 0.0436                                        avg =       3.4
R-sq:  within  = 0.0812                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        88
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       298

                                                                                   
              rho    .77078343   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07735786
          sigma_u    .14185597
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1047294   .1021849     1.02   0.305    -.0955493    .3050082
            CIBOR    -.0193325   .0142899    -1.35   0.176    -.0473403    .0086752
           Growth    -2.14e-06   1.52e-06    -1.41   0.159    -5.13e-06    8.41e-07
            CapEx    -.0883868   .0799384    -1.11   0.269    -.2450632    .0682897
GrowthOpportunity     .1041399   .6190274     0.17   0.866    -1.109132    1.317411
       NetDebtors    -.1564279   .1504288    -1.04   0.298    -.4512629     .138407
     Depreciation     .3053353   .2205695     1.38   0.166     -.126973    .7376436
          TaxRate     .0001958   .0006699     0.29   0.770    -.0011171    .0015087
        Liquidity    -.0739794   .0567687    -1.30   0.193    -.1852441    .0372852
              Age    -.0228021   .0213284    -1.07   0.285    -.0646049    .0190007
      CashConvers     2.27e-09   5.67e-08     0.04   0.968    -1.09e-07    1.13e-07
             Size     .0032756   .0070389     0.47   0.642    -.0105203    .0170715
   AssetStructure     .2425757   .0677608     3.58   0.000     .1097671    .3753844
              RoA    -.0709839    .106813    -0.66   0.506    -.2803336    .1383657
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0138
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     26.67

       overall = 0.1221                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1246                                        avg =       3.4
R-sq:  within  = 0.0725                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        88
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       298

                                                                                   
              rho    .78387658   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0977604
          sigma_u    .18618123
                                                                                   
            _cons      .605792   .1383017     4.38   0.000     .3347257    .8768582
            CIBOR    -.0010338   .0187495    -0.06   0.956    -.0377822    .0357146
           Growth     1.47e-06   2.00e-06     0.73   0.464    -2.45e-06    5.39e-06
            CapEx    -.2149469   .1052571    -2.04   0.041     -.421247   -.0086468
GrowthOpportunity    -.7157247   .8152669    -0.88   0.380    -2.313619    .8821691
       NetDebtors    -.7467136   .1980428    -3.77   0.000     -1.13487   -.3585569
     Depreciation    -.5648233   .2897211    -1.95   0.051    -1.132666    .0030196
          TaxRate    -.0001578   .0008791    -0.18   0.858    -.0018808    .0015652
        Liquidity     .0664018   .0752648     0.88   0.378    -.0811145    .2139181
              Age    -.0586352     .02892    -2.03   0.043    -.1153174    -.001953
      CashConvers    -1.15e-08   7.46e-08    -0.15   0.878    -1.58e-07    1.35e-07
             Size    -.0197069   .0095132    -2.07   0.038    -.0383524   -.0010614
   AssetStructure    -.1465025   .0900655    -1.63   0.104    -.3230275    .0300226
              RoA    -.3300755   .1404689    -2.35   0.019    -.6053894   -.0547616
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0003
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     38.01

       overall = 0.0848                                        max =         4
       between = 0.0671                                        avg =       3.4
R-sq:  within  = 0.1504                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        88
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       298

                                                                                   
              rho    .70383342   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07529143
          sigma_u    .11606799
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0374995   .0862948    -0.43   0.664    -.2066341    .1316351
            CIBOR    -.0104975   .0138762    -0.76   0.449    -.0376944    .0166994
           Growth    -7.80e-07   1.46e-06    -0.53   0.594    -3.65e-06    2.09e-06
            CapEx     .0999898   .0762766     1.31   0.190    -.0495096    .2494891
GrowthOpportunity    -.1939007   .5891155    -0.33   0.742    -1.348546    .9607444
       NetDebtors    -.0553654   .1435184    -0.39   0.700    -.3366563    .2259255
     Depreciation     .2537387   .2128937     1.19   0.233    -.1635253    .6710028
          TaxRate     .0001895   .0006496     0.29   0.771    -.0010838    .0014627
        Liquidity    -.0185727   .0522751    -0.36   0.722      -.12103    .0838846
              Age    -.0112372   .0178762    -0.63   0.530     -.046274    .0237996
      CashConvers     5.48e-10   5.42e-08     0.01   0.992    -1.06e-07    1.07e-07
             Size     .0103478   .0059785     1.73   0.083    -.0013698    .0220654
   AssetStructure     .2984453   .0616443     4.84   0.000     .1776246    .4192659
              RoA     .1609339   .1025095     1.57   0.116     -.039981    .3618488
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     43.69

       overall = 0.1620                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1621                                        avg =       3.4
R-sq:  within  = 0.1205                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        88
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       298
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Appendix Figure 17. GLS regression outputs for the Total Knowledge Services population 

 

 

      

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .61663458   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .15940658
          sigma_u     .2021686
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6802078   .0587728    11.57   0.000     .5650152    .7954004
            CIBOR    -.0189999   .0106492    -1.78   0.074    -.0398719     .001872
           Growth    -6.04e-06   7.66e-06    -0.79   0.430    -.0000211    8.98e-06
            CapEx    -.0144086   .0087675    -1.64   0.100    -.0315925    .0027754
GrowthOpportunity     .5150636   .0618771     8.32   0.000     .3937868    .6363404
       NetDebtors    -.2242775   .0263054    -8.53   0.000    -.2758352   -.1727198
     Depreciation      .122424   .1122041     1.09   0.275     -.097492      .34234
          TaxRate     2.92e-06   3.04e-06     0.96   0.338    -3.04e-06    8.88e-06
        Liquidity     .0609821   .0333228     1.83   0.067    -.0043293    .1262936
              Age    -.0450067   .0132816    -3.39   0.001    -.0710382   -.0189752
      CashConvers    -3.53e-07   3.93e-06    -0.09   0.928    -8.05e-06    7.35e-06
             Size    -.0171967   .0050841    -3.38   0.001    -.0271613   -.0072321
   AssetStructure     .1823188   .0503527     3.62   0.000     .0836294    .2810082
              RoA     -.212339   .0217308    -9.77   0.000    -.2549306   -.1697474
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    316.35

       overall = 0.1367                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1508                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.1186                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       609
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2203

                                                                                   
              rho    .65636633   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07933157
          sigma_u    .10964058
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0833209   .0310598     2.68   0.007     .0224447     .144197
            CIBOR    -.0056031   .0053407    -1.05   0.294    -.0160707    .0048645
           Growth    -1.60e-06   3.85e-06    -0.42   0.678    -9.15e-06    5.95e-06
            CapEx    -.0032985   .0044074    -0.75   0.454    -.0119369    .0053399
GrowthOpportunity     .1937619   .0321482     6.03   0.000     .1307525    .2567713
       NetDebtors     .0091089   .0134171     0.68   0.497    -.0171882    .0354059
     Depreciation     .0246262   .0569043     0.43   0.665    -.0869042    .1361565
          TaxRate     3.58e-08   1.53e-06     0.02   0.981    -2.96e-06    3.03e-06
        Liquidity    -.1687764   .0170486    -9.90   0.000    -.2021911   -.1353618
              Age    -.0110974   .0071246    -1.56   0.119    -.0250614    .0028665
      CashConvers     8.66e-07   1.97e-06     0.44   0.661    -3.00e-06    4.74e-06
             Size     .0027861   .0026892     1.04   0.300    -.0024847    .0080568
   AssetStructure     .2759142   .0263171    10.48   0.000     .2243337    .3274947
              RoA    -.0219631   .0110304    -1.99   0.046    -.0435823   -.0003438
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    347.50

       overall = 0.2484                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2943                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.0673                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       609
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2203

                                                                                   
              rho    .67918166   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .11245168
          sigma_u    .16361733
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6972017   .0454943    15.33   0.000     .6080345     .786369
            CIBOR    -.0009393   .0075775    -0.12   0.901    -.0157908    .0139123
           Growth    -3.48e-06   5.47e-06    -0.64   0.525    -.0000142    7.24e-06
            CapEx    -.0157945   .0062613    -2.52   0.012    -.0280665   -.0035225
GrowthOpportunity     .1244408   .0465569     2.67   0.008     .0331909    .2156906
       NetDebtors    -.2251508    .019217   -11.72   0.000    -.2628154   -.1874861
     Depreciation     .1245494   .0812346     1.53   0.125    -.0346675    .2837664
          TaxRate     3.43e-06   2.17e-06     1.58   0.114    -8.22e-07    7.69e-06
        Liquidity     .0662909   .0244605     2.71   0.007     .0183493    .1142325
              Age    -.0215645   .0105329    -2.05   0.041    -.0422086   -.0009204
      CashConvers    -3.96e-07   2.80e-06    -0.14   0.888    -5.89e-06    5.10e-06
             Size    -.0232305   .0039393    -5.90   0.000    -.0309515   -.0155095
   AssetStructure     -.117496   .0382461    -3.07   0.002    -.1924569   -.0425351
              RoA    -.1344457   .0157555    -8.53   0.000    -.1653259   -.1035656
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    325.48

       overall = 0.1914                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2350                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.0876                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       609
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2203

                                                                                   
              rho    .48411337   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10597849
          sigma_u    .10266304
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0331625   .0335618    -0.99   0.323    -.0989425    .0326175
            CIBOR    -.0169883   .0071076    -2.39   0.017    -.0309188   -.0030577
           Growth    -9.94e-09   5.07e-06    -0.00   0.998    -9.95e-06    9.93e-06
            CapEx      .000959   .0057967     0.17   0.869    -.0104024    .0123204
GrowthOpportunity     .4225336   .0367634    11.49   0.000     .3504787    .4945885
       NetDebtors    -.0044875   .0165153    -0.27   0.786     -.036857    .0278819
     Depreciation    -.0926423   .0717895    -1.29   0.197    -.2333471    .0480625
          TaxRate    -7.83e-07   2.01e-06    -0.39   0.697    -4.73e-06    3.16e-06
        Liquidity     .0090904   .0206957     0.44   0.660    -.0314725    .0496533
              Age     -.010522   .0072744    -1.45   0.148    -.0247797    .0037356
      CashConvers    -2.90e-07   2.60e-06    -0.11   0.911    -5.39e-06    4.81e-06
             Size     .0072128   .0028835     2.50   0.012     .0015613    .0128643
   AssetStructure     .3373143    .029355    11.49   0.000     .2797796     .394849
              RoA    -.0997502   .0138721    -7.19   0.000    -.1269389   -.0725614
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    368.65

       overall = 0.2139                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2579                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.0853                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       609
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      2203
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Appendix Figure 18. GLS regression outputs for the Total Admin Services population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .59587647   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .17668023
          sigma_u    .21454036
                                                                                  
            _cons      .850587   .0691241    12.31   0.000     .7151062    .9860678
            CIBOR    -.0170873   .0143489    -1.19   0.234    -.0452106     .011036
           Growth     2.76e-06   2.87e-06     0.96   0.336    -2.86e-06    8.38e-06
            CapEx     .0841518   .0192695     4.37   0.000     .0463844    .1219193
GrowthOpportunity    -.0472319   .0968472    -0.49   0.626     -.237049    .1425851
       NetDebtors    -.3101848   .0344996    -8.99   0.000    -.3778028   -.2425667
     Depreciation    -.2378215   .1773559    -1.34   0.180    -.5854326    .1097897
          TaxRate     3.39e-06   4.76e-06     0.71   0.476    -5.93e-06    .0000127
        Liquidity     .1354702   .0427813     3.17   0.002     .0516203      .21932
              Age    -.0473081   .0176794    -2.68   0.007    -.0819591   -.0126572
      CashConvers    -2.94e-08   1.10e-07    -0.27   0.790    -2.46e-07    1.87e-07
             Size    -.0217917   .0069077    -3.15   0.002    -.0353304   -.0082529
   AssetStructure     .1298912   .0547039     2.37   0.018     .0226735    .2371089
              RoA    -.6295105   .0256204   -24.57   0.000    -.6797256   -.5792953
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    716.58

       overall = 0.2414                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1774                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.3720                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       417
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1497

                                                                                   
              rho    .71567037   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07951927
          sigma_u    .12615889
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0849094   .0373706     2.27   0.023     .0116644    .1581544
            CIBOR    -.0161953   .0065347    -2.48   0.013    -.0290031   -.0033875
           Growth    -1.45e-07   1.32e-06    -0.11   0.913    -2.74e-06    2.45e-06
            CapEx     .0159994   .0090564     1.77   0.077    -.0017508    .0337497
GrowthOpportunity      .080787   .0500238     1.61   0.106    -.0172578    .1788318
       NetDebtors    -.0325845    .017125    -1.90   0.057    -.0661488    .0009798
     Depreciation    -.2085848   .0853038    -2.45   0.014    -.3757772   -.0413924
          TaxRate     5.02e-06   2.18e-06     2.30   0.021     7.49e-07    9.28e-06
        Liquidity    -.0987168   .0208494    -4.73   0.000    -.1395809   -.0578527
              Age     -.021014   .0099332    -2.12   0.034    -.0404828   -.0015452
      CashConvers    -2.68e-08   5.05e-08    -0.53   0.596    -1.26e-07    7.22e-08
             Size     .0039862   .0037324     1.07   0.286    -.0033292    .0113016
   AssetStructure     .3487865   .0279746    12.47   0.000     .2939572    .4036157
              RoA    -.0817974   .0118833    -6.88   0.000    -.1050882   -.0585066
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    387.57

       overall = 0.3158                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3393                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.1538                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       417
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1497

                                                                                  
              rho     .5826095   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .16912306
          sigma_u    .19981143
                                                                                  
            _cons     .7404873   .0656345    11.28   0.000      .611846    .8691286
            CIBOR    -.0120899   .0138596    -0.87   0.383    -.0392542    .0150745
           Growth     2.19e-06   2.76e-06     0.79   0.427    -3.22e-06    7.61e-06
            CapEx     .0908251    .018548     4.90   0.000     .0544717    .1271785
GrowthOpportunity     -.064711   .0922749    -0.70   0.483    -.2455665    .1161445
       NetDebtors    -.3852726   .0330013   -11.67   0.000     -.449954   -.3205912
     Depreciation     .0631396   .1702074     0.37   0.711    -.2704608      .39674
          TaxRate     2.02e-06   4.59e-06     0.44   0.660    -6.98e-06     .000011
        Liquidity     .2036307   .0410007     4.97   0.000     .1232708    .2839906
              Age    -.0353499   .0167289    -2.11   0.035     -.068138   -.0025618
      CashConvers    -2.33e-08   1.06e-07    -0.22   0.827    -2.32e-07    1.85e-07
             Size     -.018735    .006556    -2.86   0.004    -.0315845   -.0058856
   AssetStructure    -.1497018   .0521778    -2.87   0.004    -.2519684   -.0474351
              RoA    -.6181738   .0246922   -25.04   0.000    -.6665696   -.5697779
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    775.32

       overall = 0.2613                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2006                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.3922                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       417
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1497

                                                                                   
              rho    .66708373   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07595964
          sigma_u    .10752404
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0142641   .0332863     0.43   0.668    -.0509759    .0795041
            CIBOR    -.0077915   .0062679    -1.24   0.214    -.0200764    .0044933
           Growth     4.38e-07   1.26e-06     0.35   0.729    -2.04e-06    2.91e-06
            CapEx    -.0045204   .0085755    -0.53   0.598    -.0213282    .0122873
GrowthOpportunity      .079411   .0455609     1.74   0.081    -.0098868    .1687087
       NetDebtors     .0763889   .0158658     4.81   0.000     .0452924    .1074854
     Depreciation    -.2672712   .0800876    -3.34   0.001    -.4242401   -.1103023
          TaxRate     1.01e-06   2.08e-06     0.49   0.628    -3.07e-06    5.10e-06
        Liquidity    -.0469491    .019467    -2.41   0.016    -.0851037   -.0087945
              Age    -.0036958   .0086946    -0.43   0.671    -.0207369    .0133453
      CashConvers    -5.39e-09   4.83e-08    -0.11   0.911    -1.00e-07    8.93e-08
             Size     .0050521   .0033296     1.52   0.129    -.0014738     .011578
   AssetStructure     .2683486   .0255834    10.49   0.000     .2182061    .3184912
              RoA    -.0291819   .0113175    -2.58   0.010    -.0513638       -.007
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    229.66

       overall = 0.2232                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2353                                        avg =       3.6
R-sq:  within  = 0.0847                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       417
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =      1497
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Appendix Figure 19. GLS regression outputs for the Total Entertainment population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .64169334   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .16001786
          sigma_u    .21414345
                                                                                  
            _cons     .5917623   .1529156     3.87   0.000     .2920532    .8914715
            CIBOR    -.0556505   .0326773    -1.70   0.089    -.1196968    .0083958
           Growth     .0001673   .0001759     0.95   0.341    -.0001774    .0005121
            CapEx    -.0290747   .0471271    -0.62   0.537    -.1214421    .0632928
GrowthOpportunity     .5376818   .1519781     3.54   0.000     .2398102    .8355534
       NetDebtors    -.0628594   .1734562    -0.36   0.717    -.4028273    .2771086
     Depreciation      .401218   .1721269     2.33   0.020     .0638556    .7385805
          TaxRate     .0993735    .050172     1.98   0.048     .0010383    .1977088
        Liquidity    -.0305266    .118226    -0.26   0.796    -.2622454    .2011921
              Age    -.0562331   .0436265    -1.29   0.197    -.1417394    .0292733
      CashConvers    -.0039611   .0032829    -1.21   0.228    -.0103955    .0024733
             Size    -.0005601   .0148797    -0.04   0.970    -.0297239    .0286036
   AssetStructure     .0980242   .0827407     1.18   0.236    -.0641446     .260193
              RoA    -.0537275   .0674449    -0.80   0.426     -.185917     .078462
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0004
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     37.15

       overall = 0.1178                                        max =         4
       between = 0.0803                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.1570                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        71
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       249

                                                                                   
              rho    .75955063   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .1049871
          sigma_u    .18659607
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2713047   .1145241     2.37   0.018     .0468417    .4957678
            CIBOR    -.0203199   .0205664    -0.99   0.323    -.0606293    .0199895
           Growth     .0001849   .0001121     1.65   0.099    -.0000349    .0004047
            CapEx    -.0233228   .0299891    -0.78   0.437    -.0821003    .0354548
GrowthOpportunity      .566066   .0987719     5.73   0.000     .3724766    .7596554
       NetDebtors     .0998955   .1197431     0.83   0.404    -.1347966    .3345877
     Depreciation     -.081735   .1116871    -0.73   0.464    -.3006376    .1371677
          TaxRate     .0430291   .0321321     1.34   0.181    -.0199486    .1060068
        Liquidity    -.1242896   .0816159    -1.52   0.128    -.2842538    .0356746
              Age     .0046302   .0341813     0.14   0.892     -.062364    .0716244
      CashConvers    -.0029602   .0022179    -1.33   0.182    -.0073072    .0013868
             Size    -.0230266   .0104795    -2.20   0.028     -.043566   -.0024871
   AssetStructure     .2993492   .0594311     5.04   0.000     .1828664    .4158319
              RoA    -.0693029   .0469837    -1.48   0.140    -.1613893    .0227836
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     82.18

       overall = 0.2726                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2767                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.2526                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        71
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       249

                                                                                  
              rho    .70705396   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10727736
          sigma_u    .16666351
                                                                                  
            _cons     .8386365   .1125357     7.45   0.000     .6180706    1.059202
            CIBOR    -.0042633   .0219708    -0.19   0.846    -.0473253    .0387987
           Growth      .000111   .0001191     0.93   0.351    -.0001225    .0003445
            CapEx     .0063727   .0318781     0.20   0.842    -.0561072    .0688527
GrowthOpportunity      .485919   .1040414     4.67   0.000     .2820016    .6898365
       NetDebtors     .0328662   .1227049     0.27   0.789     -.207631    .2733634
     Depreciation    -.0841981   .1176984    -0.72   0.474    -.3148828    .1464866
          TaxRate     .0936681   .0340615     2.75   0.006     .0269087    .1604274
        Liquidity     .0367569   .0836147     0.44   0.660    -.1271249    .2006387
              Age    -.0434104   .0328477    -1.32   0.186    -.1077907    .0209699
      CashConvers    -.0024908   .0022929    -1.09   0.277    -.0069848    .0020033
             Size    -.0295154   .0106421    -2.77   0.006    -.0503734   -.0086573
   AssetStructure    -.0919871   .0597559    -1.54   0.124    -.2091065    .0251323
              RoA     .0082139   .0478893     0.17   0.864    -.0856475    .1020752
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     52.44

       overall = 0.1541                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1388                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.2054                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        71
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       249

                                                                                   
              rho      .831348   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08169551
          sigma_u    .18138188
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.2822597   .1040277    -2.71   0.007    -.4861503   -.0783692
            CIBOR    -.0273755   .0161825    -1.69   0.091    -.0590926    .0043416
           Growth     .0000341   .0000889     0.38   0.701    -.0001401    .0002082
            CapEx    -.0179475   .0237686    -0.76   0.450    -.0645331     .028638
GrowthOpportunity     .0240073   .0792064     0.30   0.762    -.1312344     .179249
       NetDebtors    -.0333358   .0999416    -0.33   0.739    -.2292178    .1625462
     Depreciation     .5625522   .0895986     6.28   0.000     .3869423    .7381622
          TaxRate     .0028468   .0255611     0.11   0.911     -.047252    .0529456
        Liquidity    -.0050933   .0682066    -0.07   0.940    -.1387758    .1285892
              Age    -.0153454   .0322687    -0.48   0.634     -.078591    .0479001
      CashConvers    -.0015347   .0018329    -0.84   0.402    -.0051272    .0020578
             Size     .0328987   .0088593     3.71   0.000     .0155348    .0502626
   AssetStructure     .2525345   .0511384     4.94   0.000     .1523052    .3527639
              RoA    -.0801493   .0396717    -2.02   0.043    -.1579044   -.0023943
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    133.49

       overall = 0.2984                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3025                                        avg =       3.5
R-sq:  within  = 0.3841                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        71
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       249
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Appendix Figure 20. GLS regression outputs for the Total Growth population 

 

 

      

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .72159739   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .11809823
          sigma_u    .19013156
                                                                                   
            _cons     .7505154   .0971929     7.72   0.000     .5600208    .9410101
            CIBOR    -.0359806   .0121894    -2.95   0.003    -.0598713   -.0120898
           Growth    -1.06e-06   3.24e-06    -0.33   0.743    -7.41e-06    5.29e-06
            CapEx     .0068145   .0668298     0.10   0.919    -.1241695    .1377985
GrowthOpportunity     .1931192   .1161919     1.66   0.096    -.0346128    .4208512
       NetDebtors    -.3039138   .0380325    -7.99   0.000    -.3784562   -.2293715
     Depreciation     .1616461   .2035252     0.79   0.427     -.237256    .5605483
          TaxRate     .0095591   .0203237     0.47   0.638    -.0302746    .0493929
        Liquidity     .0862702   .0460598     1.87   0.061    -.0040054    .1765457
              Age    -.0216651   .0287842    -0.75   0.452    -.0780811    .0347509
      CashConvers    -.0057258   .0073623    -0.78   0.437    -.0201557    .0087041
             Size    -.0313828   .0085854    -3.66   0.000    -.0482098   -.0145557
   AssetStructure     .2440135    .062036     3.93   0.000     .1224252    .3656018
              RoA    -.2728271   .0386088    -7.07   0.000    -.3484989   -.1971554
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    178.00

       overall = 0.1182                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1088                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1818                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       244
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       973

                                                                                   
              rho    .71641411   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08377385
          sigma_u    .13315216
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2344688    .068726     3.41   0.001     .0997683    .3691693
            CIBOR    -.0140319   .0086944    -1.61   0.107    -.0310727    .0030089
           Growth     3.13e-07   2.31e-06     0.14   0.892    -4.22e-06    4.84e-06
            CapEx    -.0457279   .0476117    -0.96   0.337     -.139045    .0475893
GrowthOpportunity      .039777   .0826313     0.48   0.630    -.1221774    .2017313
       NetDebtors    -.0311649    .027045    -1.15   0.249    -.0841721    .0218424
     Depreciation     .1978199   .1449047     1.37   0.172    -.0861881     .481828
          TaxRate    -.0064013   .0144949    -0.44   0.659    -.0348108    .0220083
        Liquidity    -.1533825   .0327687    -4.68   0.000    -.2176081   -.0891569
              Age     -.020871   .0203133    -1.03   0.304    -.0606843    .0189422
      CashConvers     .0026162   .0052515     0.50   0.618    -.0076766     .012909
             Size    -.0061606   .0060829    -1.01   0.311    -.0180828    .0057616
   AssetStructure     .2376436   .0439916     5.40   0.000     .1514217    .3238656
              RoA    -.1505734   .0275043    -5.47   0.000    -.2044809    -.096666
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    172.11

       overall = 0.2764                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3203                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.0894                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       244
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       973

                                                                                   
              rho     .7112075   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10494396
          sigma_u    .16468827
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6889456   .0847238     8.13   0.000     .5228901    .8550012
            CIBOR    -.0242038   .0108111    -2.24   0.025    -.0453932   -.0030145
           Growth    -9.25e-07   2.87e-06    -0.32   0.748    -6.56e-06    4.71e-06
            CapEx     .0675368   .0591324     1.14   0.253    -.0483605    .1834341
GrowthOpportunity     .0054966     .10244     0.05   0.957    -.1952821    .2062752
       NetDebtors    -.2846131   .0335255    -8.49   0.000    -.3503218   -.2189045
     Depreciation      .594948   .1798476     3.31   0.001     .2424533    .9474428
          TaxRate     .0174127   .0180216     0.97   0.334    -.0179089    .0527344
        Liquidity      .098367     .04064     2.42   0.016      .018714      .17802
              Age    -.0199071   .0249926    -0.80   0.426    -.0688917    .0290776
      CashConvers    -.0061332   .0065301    -0.94   0.348     -.018932    .0066656
             Size    -.0255507   .0075132    -3.40   0.001    -.0402763    -.010825
   AssetStructure    -.1153254   .0543831    -2.12   0.034    -.2219142   -.0087365
              RoA    -.2535711   .0341566    -7.42   0.000    -.3205168   -.1866253
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    191.63

       overall = 0.1428                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1403                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1812                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       244
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       973

                                                                                   
              rho    .67140989   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06285888
          sigma_u    .08985314
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0245179   .0468957     0.52   0.601    -.0673959    .1164317
            CIBOR    -.0085471   .0063717    -1.34   0.180    -.0210355    .0039412
           Growth    -1.63e-08   1.69e-06    -0.01   0.992    -3.34e-06    3.30e-06
            CapEx    -.0977056   .0345414    -2.83   0.005    -.1654056   -.0300056
GrowthOpportunity     .2685266     .05898     4.55   0.000      .152928    .3841253
       NetDebtors    -.0120333   .0192895    -0.62   0.533    -.0498401    .0257734
     Depreciation    -.4494551   .1044515    -4.30   0.000    -.6541762   -.2447339
          TaxRate    -.0311362    .010609    -2.93   0.003    -.0519295    -.010343
        Liquidity    -.0223534   .0234666    -0.95   0.341     -.068347    .0236402
              Age     .0005261   .0136402     0.04   0.969    -.0262082    .0272603
      CashConvers    -.0002203   .0038482    -0.06   0.954    -.0077626    .0073219
             Size    -.0005081   .0042108    -0.12   0.904    -.0087612    .0077449
   AssetStructure     .3881965   .0306779    12.65   0.000     .3280689    .4483241
              RoA    -.0158505   .0199259    -0.80   0.426    -.0549046    .0232036
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    229.36

       overall = 0.3357                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3898                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.0995                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =       244
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       973
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Appendix Figure 21. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Agriculture & Fishing population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06100589
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                  
            _cons     1.707011   .3871164     4.41   0.000     .9482772    2.465745
            CIBOR     .0138492   .0579588     0.24   0.811    -.0997479    .1274462
           Growth    -.0935913   .0646597    -1.45   0.148     -.220322    .0331393
            CapEx    -.2994433   .2269992    -1.32   0.187    -.7443536     .145467
GrowthOpportunity     53.27606    13.0654     4.08   0.000     27.66834    78.88378
       NetDebtors    -.3533367   .1568624    -2.25   0.024    -.6607814   -.0458921
     Depreciation     3.579347   2.925944     1.22   0.221    -2.155399    9.314093
          TaxRate    -1.094798   .2883472    -3.80   0.000    -1.659948   -.5296474
        Liquidity    -.2455798   .6543687    -0.38   0.707    -1.528119    1.036959
              Age    -.1371661   .0308407    -4.45   0.000    -.1976128   -.0767194
      CashConvers    -.0243922   .1148027    -0.21   0.832    -.2494013     .200617
             Size    -.0918106   .0353878    -2.59   0.009    -.1611695   -.0224517
   AssetStructure     .4985261   .2522492     1.98   0.048     .0041268    .9929254
              RoA    -.5305566   .2374075    -2.23   0.025    -.9958668   -.0652464
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    179.18

       overall = 0.9471                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9956                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.6626                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         6
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        24

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .03390359
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons      1.45614   .3605395     4.04   0.000     .7494961    2.162785
            CIBOR    -.0236881   .0539797    -0.44   0.661    -.1294863    .0821102
           Growth     .0795824   .0602206     1.32   0.186    -.0384478    .1976125
            CapEx    -.4540257    .211415    -2.15   0.032    -.8683914     -.03966
GrowthOpportunity     15.43422   12.16842     1.27   0.205    -8.415445    39.28388
       NetDebtors    -.4394541   .1460933    -3.01   0.003    -.7257916   -.1531165
     Depreciation     3.876311   2.725068     1.42   0.155    -1.464725    9.217346
          TaxRate    -.6124074   .2685512    -2.28   0.023    -1.138758   -.0860568
        Liquidity    -.5913082    .609444    -0.97   0.332    -1.785797    .6031801
              Age    -.1642982   .0287234    -5.72   0.000     -.220595   -.1080014
      CashConvers    -.0995629   .1069211    -0.93   0.352    -.3091244    .1099986
             Size    -.0873181   .0329583    -2.65   0.008    -.1519153   -.0227209
   AssetStructure     1.028707   .2349314     4.38   0.000     .5682497    1.489164
              RoA    -1.110781   .2211087    -5.02   0.000    -1.544146   -.6774158
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    255.97

       overall = 0.9624                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9932                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.8037                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         6
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        24

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08029498
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     .5950252   .5000868     1.19   0.234    -.3851269    1.575177
            CIBOR     .0486651   .0748726     0.65   0.516    -.0980825    .1954127
           Growth     .0220357    .083529     0.26   0.792    -.1416782    .1857496
            CapEx     .1609341   .2932434     0.55   0.583    -.4138124    .7356807
GrowthOpportunity     12.81788   16.87822     0.76   0.448    -20.26283     45.8986
       NetDebtors    -.1488249   .2026389    -0.73   0.463    -.5459898      .24834
     Depreciation    -.2804646    3.77981    -0.07   0.941    -7.688756    7.127827
          TaxRate    -.1050632   .3724943    -0.28   0.778    -.8351386    .6250123
        Liquidity     -.180002   .8453303    -0.21   0.831    -1.836819    1.476815
              Age    -.0466769   .0398408    -1.17   0.241    -.1247635    .0314097
      CashConvers     .0241075    .148305     0.16   0.871    -.2665651      .31478
             Size    -.0145177   .0457149    -0.32   0.751    -.1041173    .0750819
   AssetStructure    -.3272214   .3258619    -1.00   0.315    -.9658991    .3114563
              RoA    -.0704883   .3066891    -0.23   0.818    -.6715879    .5306112
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0003
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     38.05

       overall = 0.7919                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9227                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3505                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         6
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        24

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .04134918
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     1.075526   .5520576     1.95   0.051    -.0064871    2.157539
            CIBOR    -.0608286   .0826536    -0.74   0.462    -.2228268    .1011695
           Growth    -.0795345   .0922097    -0.86   0.388    -.2602621    .1011931
            CapEx    -.5584721   .3237183    -1.73   0.084    -1.192948    .0760042
GrowthOpportunity     37.15514   18.63227     1.99   0.046     .6365594    73.67371
       NetDebtors    -.2257443   .2236978    -1.01   0.313     -.664184    .2126954
     Depreciation     3.411605   4.172621     0.82   0.414    -4.766583    11.58979
          TaxRate    -.9032479   .4112053    -2.20   0.028    -1.709195   -.0973004
        Liquidity    -.0262262     .93318    -0.03   0.978    -1.855225    1.802773
              Age    -.1116955   .0439812    -2.54   0.011    -.1978971   -.0254939
      CashConvers    -.0682103   .1637174    -0.42   0.677    -.3890906      .25267
             Size    -.0696917   .0504658    -1.38   0.167    -.1686028    .0292194
   AssetStructure     .9715714   .3597267     2.70   0.007     .2665201    1.676623
              RoA    -.5382039   .3385613    -1.59   0.112    -1.201772    .1253641
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     87.30

       overall = 0.8972                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9720                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2474                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         6
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        24
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Appendix Figure 2. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Manufacturing population 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .74009153   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .11297346
          sigma_u    .19063777
                                                                                  
            _cons     .9966018    .191308     5.21   0.000     .6216451    1.371559
            CIBOR    -.0531353   .0247518    -2.15   0.032     -.101648   -.0046226
           Growth     .0188882   .0231752     0.82   0.415    -.0265345    .0643108
            CapEx    -.0773259   .1174946    -0.66   0.510     -.307611    .1529591
GrowthOpportunity    -.2045386   .4135491    -0.49   0.621     -1.01508    .6060028
       NetDebtors    -.2805121   .0937056    -2.99   0.003    -.4641717   -.0968526
     Depreciation     1.207768   .3547039     3.41   0.001     .5125617    1.902975
          TaxRate    -.1612803   .0578812    -2.79   0.005    -.2747254   -.0478352
        Liquidity     .1296037   .1090012     1.19   0.234    -.0840348    .3432422
              Age    -.1106147   .0573844    -1.93   0.054    -.2230861    .0018567
      CashConvers    -.0428437    .029077    -1.47   0.141    -.0998336    .0141461
             Size    -.0205342   .0176207    -1.17   0.244    -.0550702    .0140018
   AssetStructure     .1219475    .122824     0.99   0.321    -.1187831    .3626781
              RoA    -.4744946   .0817929    -5.80   0.000    -.6348057   -.3141834
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     95.47

       overall = 0.3010                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3009                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3079                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        58
Random-effects GLS regression                  Number of obs      =       232

                                                                                   
              rho    .73842169   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10546625
          sigma_u    .17720047
                                                                                   
            _cons     .6005113   .1760835     3.41   0.001      .255394    .9456286
            CIBOR     .0023426   .0228566     0.10   0.918    -.0424556    .0471408
           Growth     .0071766    .021398     0.34   0.737    -.0347628     .049116
            CapEx    -.0914636   .1084552    -0.84   0.399    -.3040319    .1211047
GrowthOpportunity    -.0041016   .3813522    -0.01   0.991    -.7515383    .7433351
       NetDebtors    -.0418957    .086462    -0.48   0.628    -.2113582    .1275668
     Depreciation     .8649276   .3274345     2.64   0.008     .2231677    1.506687
          TaxRate     -.115177   .0534437    -2.16   0.031    -.2199247   -.0104293
        Liquidity    -.2416139   .1005876    -2.40   0.016     -.438762   -.0444659
              Age    -.0615155   .0528021    -1.17   0.244    -.1650057    .0419747
      CashConvers      .030932   .0268473     1.15   0.249    -.0216877    .0835517
             Size     -.024336   .0162244    -1.50   0.134    -.0561353    .0074632
   AssetStructure     .1173233   .1131893     1.04   0.300    -.1045237    .3391703
              RoA    -.2028352    .075509    -2.69   0.007    -.3508302   -.0548402
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     58.87

       overall = 0.3085                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3420                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1695                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        58
Random-effects GLS regression Number of obs      =       232

                                                                                  
              rho    .76414149   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10123837
          sigma_u    .18222428
                                                                                  
            _cons     .9750784    .182797     5.33   0.000     .6168028    1.333354
            CIBOR    -.0565495   .0225202    -2.51   0.012    -.1006884   -.0124106
           Growth    -.0018855   .0211226    -0.09   0.929     -.043285    .0395139
            CapEx    -.0314392   .1075281    -0.29   0.770    -.2421905     .179312
GrowthOpportunity    -.5155484   .3838921    -1.34   0.179    -1.267963    .2368663
       NetDebtors    -.2640884   .0862256    -3.06   0.002    -.4330874   -.0950895
     Depreciation     1.644334   .3242577     5.07   0.000       1.0088    2.279867
          TaxRate    -.0970245    .052738    -1.84   0.066    -.2003892    .0063401
        Liquidity     .1910346   .1001338     1.91   0.056     -.005224    .3872933
              Age    -.1608135   .0550678    -2.92   0.003    -.2687444   -.0528826
      CashConvers    -.0062793   .0265021    -0.24   0.813    -.0582224    .0456638
             Size    -.0072384   .0167355    -0.43   0.665    -.0400394    .0255627
   AssetStructure    -.3311799    .115106    -2.88   0.004    -.5567836   -.1055762
              RoA    -.3776697   .0747084    -5.06   0.000    -.5240956   -.2312438
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    103.16

       overall = 0.2663                                        max =         4
       between = 0.2507                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3474                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        58
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       232

                                                                                   
              rho    .72803901   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .05593629
          sigma_u    .09152034
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0059947   .0895084     0.07   0.947    -.1694386    .1814281
            CIBOR     .0068303   .0118531     0.58   0.564    -.0164013    .0300618
           Growth     .0165194   .0110877     1.49   0.136     -.005212    .0382509
            CapEx    -.0869387    .056106    -1.55   0.121    -.1969045     .023027
GrowthOpportunity     .6117875   .1960548     3.12   0.002     .2275272    .9960479
       NetDebtors    -.0381294   .0446157    -0.85   0.393    -.1255746    .0493158
     Depreciation    -.5859624   .1694429    -3.46   0.001    -.9180644   -.2538604
          TaxRate    -.0679526   .0276961    -2.45   0.014     -.122236   -.0136692
        Liquidity    -.0478304    .051945    -0.92   0.357    -.1496407    .0539799
              Age     .0506556   .0267917     1.89   0.059     -.001855    .1031663
      CashConvers    -.0313951   .0139116    -2.26   0.024    -.0586612   -.0041289
             Size    -.0112497   .0082651    -1.36   0.173     -.027449    .0049495
   AssetStructure     .4819661   .0579644     8.31   0.000     .3683579    .5955744
              RoA    -.0665928   .0390886    -1.70   0.088    -.1432051    .0100194
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    136.17

       overall = 0.4163                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4298                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3739                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        58
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       232
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Appendix Figure 23. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Construction population 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .74400999   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0919025
          sigma_u    .15667698
                                                                                   
            _cons     1.236345   .2771356     4.46   0.000     .6931697    1.779521
            CIBOR    -.0064303   .0309056    -0.21   0.835    -.0670043    .0541436
           Growth     .0074677   .0234378     0.32   0.750    -.0384695    .0534049
            CapEx     -.035839   .1813591    -0.20   0.843    -.3912962    .3196183
GrowthOpportunity     1.072224   .6000688     1.79   0.074    -.1038896    2.248337
       NetDebtors    -.0179387   .1013246    -0.18   0.859    -.2165311    .1806538
     Depreciation    -.9249273   .6239098    -1.48   0.138    -2.147768    .2979135
          TaxRate    -.0369267   .0592942    -0.62   0.533    -.1531413    .0792878
        Liquidity    -.2044551   .1330919    -1.54   0.124    -.4653104    .0564003
              Age     .0126932   .0894672     0.14   0.887    -.1626592    .1880457
      CashConvers     .0750009   .0697595     1.08   0.282    -.0617252     .211727
             Size    -.0955378   .0241482    -3.96   0.000    -.1428675   -.0482082
   AssetStructure     .1516861   .1378356     1.10   0.271    -.1184667    .4218389
              RoA    -.1371216   .1274361    -1.08   0.282    -.3868917    .1126485
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0008
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     35.20

       overall = 0.3571                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3885                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2226                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        28
Random-effects GLS regression                  Number of obs      =       112

                                                                                   
              rho    .66117141   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .05308169
          sigma_u     .0741501
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2495064   .1634912     1.53   0.127    -.0709304    .5699432
            CIBOR    -.0271314   .0206989    -1.31   0.190    -.0677005    .0134377
           Growth    -.0006139   .0156082    -0.04   0.969    -.0312055    .0299777
            CapEx    -.2716092   .1199058    -2.27   0.024    -.5066203    -.036598
GrowthOpportunity    -.7449888   .3967924    -1.88   0.060    -1.522688      .03271
       NetDebtors     .0887425   .0663052     1.34   0.181    -.0412133    .2186983
     Depreciation    -.7542079   .4008238    -1.88   0.060    -1.539808    .0313922
          TaxRate    -.0637883   .0397138    -1.61   0.108     -.141626    .0140493
        Liquidity    -.2510963   .0876401    -2.87   0.004    -.4228678   -.0793249
              Age    -.0373451   .0514924    -0.73   0.468    -.1382684    .0635781
      CashConvers     .1366362   .0467967     2.92   0.004     .0449163     .228356
             Size    -.0135687    .014831    -0.91   0.360    -.0426369    .0154994
   AssetStructure     .4507788   .0826293     5.46   0.000     .2888282    .6127293
              RoA    -.0530597   .0836881    -0.63   0.526    -.2170853    .1109659
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     73.23

       overall = 0.6875                                        max =         4
       between = 0.7620                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1784                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        28
Random-effects GLS regression Number of obs      =       112

                                                                                  
              rho    .65302113   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08906878
          sigma_u    .12219055
                                                                                  
            _cons     1.006549   .2228053     4.52   0.000     .5698589     1.44324
            CIBOR    -.0015445   .0285297    -0.05   0.957    -.0574617    .0543727
           Growth     .0001516   .0214989     0.01   0.994    -.0419855    .0422888
            CapEx     .1508653   .1650926     0.91   0.361    -.1727104    .4744409
GrowthOpportunity      .955031   .5461744     1.75   0.080    -.1154512    2.025513
       NetDebtors    -.0104529   .0911677    -0.11   0.909    -.1891383    .1682324
     Depreciation    -.3332339    .550175    -0.61   0.545    -1.411557    .7450893
          TaxRate    -.0209054   .0547367    -0.38   0.703    -.1281874    .0863766
        Liquidity    -.2192526   .1205962    -1.82   0.069    -.4556167    .0171116
              Age     .0915809   .0700376     1.31   0.191    -.0456902    .2288521
      CashConvers     .0562452   .0645073     0.87   0.383    -.0701867     .182677
             Size    -.0888732    .020272    -4.38   0.000    -.1286055   -.0491409
   AssetStructure    -.2377269   .1127414    -2.11   0.035     -.458696   -.0167578
              RoA    -.0957235   .1151193    -0.83   0.406    -.3213532    .1299061
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0001
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     42.58

       overall = 0.4217                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4721                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2256                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        28
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       112

                                                                                   
              rho    .83946244   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .02123716
          sigma_u    .04856336
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1588756   .1008562     1.58   0.115    -.0387989      .35655
            CIBOR    -.0081309   .0092625    -0.88   0.380    -.0262851    .0100232
           Growth     .0078737   .0070551     1.12   0.264    -.0059541    .0217015
            CapEx    -.1986979   .0556066    -3.57   0.000    -.3076849    -.089711
GrowthOpportunity     .0999216   .1822293     0.55   0.583    -.2572413    .4570844
       NetDebtors    -.0025389   .0310859    -0.08   0.935     -.063466    .0583883
     Depreciation    -.3064318   .1960056    -1.56   0.118    -.6905956    .0777321
          TaxRate    -.0033126   .0177603    -0.19   0.852     -.038122    .0314969
        Liquidity     .0000574   .0407292     0.00   0.999    -.0797703    .0798852
              Age    -.0812884   .0340816    -2.39   0.017    -.1480872   -.0144897
      CashConvers     .0242235   .0208365     1.16   0.245    -.0166153    .0650623
             Size     .0023477   .0080454     0.29   0.770     -.013421    .0181163
   AssetStructure     .3634761   .0481552     7.55   0.000     .2690936    .4578585
              RoA     .0139027   .0390227     0.36   0.722    -.0625803    .0903857
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     76.75

       overall = 0.7750                                        max =         4
       between = 0.8045                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.0659                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        28
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       112
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Appendix Figure 24. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Trade population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho    .74041186   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09391638
          sigma_u    .15861184
                                                                                  
            _cons      .824219    .181455     4.54   0.000     .4685737    1.179864
            CIBOR    -.0470828   .0190568    -2.47   0.013    -.0844335   -.0097321
           Growth     .0483168   .0169674     2.85   0.004     .0150614    .0815722
            CapEx    -.1540848   .1845575    -0.83   0.404    -.5158109    .2076413
GrowthOpportunity     .2645039   .2486127     1.06   0.287    -.2227681    .7517759
       NetDebtors    -.3548556    .060128    -5.90   0.000    -.4727043    -.237007
     Depreciation     .0628792   .5291863     0.12   0.905    -.9743069    1.100065
          TaxRate     -.106651   .0415684    -2.57   0.010    -.1881237   -.0251783
        Liquidity     .0790346   .0850468     0.93   0.353    -.0876541    .2457233
              Age     -.128838   .0467135    -2.76   0.006    -.2203948   -.0372811
      CashConvers    -.0057828   .0112211    -0.52   0.606    -.0277758    .0162102
             Size    -.0091737   .0153607    -0.60   0.550    -.0392801    .0209328
   AssetStructure     .6689939   .1640901     4.08   0.000     .3473833    .9906045
              RoA    -.3424723   .0678198    -5.05   0.000    -.4753966    -.209548
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    120.35

       overall = 0.3146                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3138                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3280                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        67
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       268

                                                                                   
              rho    .63960664   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .08405326
          sigma_u    .11197541
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2318397   .1397823     1.66   0.097    -.0421284    .5058079
            CIBOR    -.0356261   .0169814    -2.10   0.036    -.0689091   -.0023431
           Growth    -.0003385   .0150148    -0.02   0.982    -.0297669    .0290899
            CapEx    -.3685137   .1560841    -2.36   0.018    -.6744329   -.0625944
GrowthOpportunity     .1404407   .1941273     0.72   0.469    -.2400418    .5209232
       NetDebtors     -.053906     .05009    -1.08   0.282    -.1520806    .0442687
     Depreciation      .016808   .4525217     0.04   0.970    -.8701183    .9037343
          TaxRate    -.0248091   .0369504    -0.67   0.502    -.0972306    .0476124
        Liquidity    -.1046221    .072381    -1.45   0.148    -.2464863    .0372421
              Age    -.0393376   .0341285    -1.15   0.249    -.1062282     .027553
      CashConvers    -.0009274   .0099897    -0.09   0.926    -.0205068     .018652
             Size    -.0000501    .012231    -0.00   0.997    -.0240223    .0239222
   AssetStructure     .6425448   .1309213     4.91   0.000     .3859439    .8991458
              RoA    -.1998815    .057577    -3.47   0.001    -.3127304   -.0870325
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     68.49

       overall = 0.3775                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4481                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1035                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        67
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       268

                                                                                  
              rho    .66574094   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .09840308
          sigma_u    .13887361
                                                                                  
            _cons     .4540279   .1700956     2.67   0.008     .1206466    .7874092
            CIBOR    -.0233259     .01995    -1.17   0.242    -.0624271    .0157753
           Growth     .0487888   .0176733     2.76   0.006     .0141497     .083428
            CapEx     .0670251   .1857356     0.36   0.718      -.29701    .4310602
GrowthOpportunity     .0365403   .2356936     0.16   0.877    -.4254108    .4984913
       NetDebtors    -.3665206   .0598985    -6.12   0.000    -.4839195   -.2491217
     Depreciation     .6629711   .5375646     1.23   0.217    -.3906361    1.716578
          TaxRate    -.0331647   .0434452    -0.76   0.445    -.1183158    .0519864
        Liquidity     .0854243   .0860975     0.99   0.321    -.0833237    .2541723
              Age    -.0594352   .0420416    -1.41   0.157    -.1418351    .0229648
      CashConvers    -.0079366   .0117406    -0.68   0.499    -.0309479    .0150746
             Size     .0047567   .0147874     0.32   0.748     -.024226    .0337394
   AssetStructure     .2136382   .1581835     1.35   0.177    -.0963956    .5236721
              RoA    -.2847117   .0685265    -4.15   0.000    -.4190212   -.1504021
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     71.61

       overall = 0.1626                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1408                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2587                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        67
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       268

                                                                                   
              rho    .76654887   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .04820567
          sigma_u    .08735143
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1883521     .09879     1.91   0.057    -.0052728     .381977
            CIBOR    -.0222464   .0099319    -2.24   0.025    -.0417125   -.0027803
           Growth     .0010696   .0088572     0.12   0.904    -.0162902    .0184294
            CapEx    -.1859037   .0976407    -1.90   0.057     -.377276    .0054685
GrowthOpportunity     .2243438   .1344568     1.67   0.095    -.0391867    .4878744
       NetDebtors     .0327347   .0318775     1.03   0.304    -.0297442    .0952135
     Depreciation    -.4344966   .2785705    -1.56   0.119    -.9804848    .1114916
          TaxRate    -.0544404   .0216713    -2.51   0.012    -.0969154   -.0119655
        Liquidity    -.0366222   .0448171    -0.82   0.414    -.1244621    .0512177
              Age    -.0586115   .0258657    -2.27   0.023    -.1093074   -.0079157
      CashConvers     .0036378    .005848     0.62   0.534    -.0078241    .0150997
             Size     .0013252   .0082512     0.16   0.872    -.0148467    .0174972
   AssetStructure     .3980127    .088119     4.52   0.000     .2253027    .5707227
              RoA    -.0366503   .0357673    -1.02   0.306    -.1067529    .0334523
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     48.79

       overall = 0.3415                                        max =         4
       between = 0.3853                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.0692                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        67
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       268
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Appendix Figure 25. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Hotel & Restauration population 

 

 

      

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07412874
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                  
            _cons     1.867299   .5787217     3.23   0.001     .7330257    3.001573
            CIBOR    -.0181966   .0855914    -0.21   0.832    -.1859527    .1495595
           Growth     .1404084   .1169785     1.20   0.230    -.0888652    .3696821
            CapEx     .7197831   .3119269     2.31   0.021     .1084177    1.331149
GrowthOpportunity    -.3501045   1.655914    -0.21   0.833    -3.595636    2.895427
       NetDebtors    -.2128873   .3490552    -0.61   0.542     -.897023    .4712484
     Depreciation     3.698319   1.580863     2.34   0.019     .5998835    6.796754
          TaxRate      .238318   .3118752     0.76   0.445    -.3729462    .8495821
        Liquidity     .0332315   .3259033     0.10   0.919    -.6055272    .6719901
              Age    -.2250239   .1865393    -1.21   0.228    -.5906341    .1405864
      CashConvers     .1064538   .0741526     1.44   0.151    -.0388827    .2517903
             Size    -.1401679   .0321224    -4.36   0.000    -.2031267   -.0772091
   AssetStructure    -.3808948   .2897842    -1.31   0.189    -.9488614    .1870718
              RoA    -.2237566   .5534738    -0.40   0.686    -1.308545    .8610321
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     55.39

       overall = 0.7547                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9498                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.0908                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         8
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        32

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0722743
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     .5364011   .4609296     1.16   0.245    -.3670043    1.439807
            CIBOR    -.0330557   .0681703    -0.48   0.628     -.166667    .1005556
           Growth     .0886106   .0931689     0.95   0.342     -.093997    .2712182
            CapEx     .5211951   .2484378     2.10   0.036      .034266    1.008124
GrowthOpportunity     .5528805   1.318872     0.42   0.675    -2.032061    3.137822
       NetDebtors     -.830566   .2780091    -2.99   0.003    -1.375454   -.2856782
     Depreciation     2.976551   1.259097     2.36   0.018     .5087667    5.444336
          TaxRate    -.0400158   .2483966    -0.16   0.872    -.5268642    .4468327
        Liquidity     .1475054   .2595694     0.57   0.570    -.3612414    .6562521
              Age    -.0041047   .1485714    -0.03   0.978    -.2952992    .2870898
      CashConvers     .0047463   .0590597     0.08   0.936    -.1110086    .1205013
             Size    -.0602457   .0255843    -2.35   0.019      -.11039   -.0101014
   AssetStructure     -.021993    .230802    -0.10   0.924    -.4743566    .4303706
              RoA    -.8291513   .4408206    -1.88   0.060    -1.693144    .0348412
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     53.05

       overall = 0.7466                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9644                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3323                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         8
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        32

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07385251
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     1.759873   .3798356     4.63   0.000     1.015409    2.504337
            CIBOR    -.0080563   .0561767    -0.14   0.886    -.1181606     .102048
           Growth     .0478953   .0767771     0.62   0.533    -.1025851    .1983757
            CapEx     .3286165   .2047287     1.61   0.108    -.0726443    .7298774
GrowthOpportunity    -.9817265   1.086835    -0.90   0.366    -3.111884    1.148431
       NetDebtors     .3154037   .2290973     1.38   0.169    -.1336189    .7644262
     Depreciation      1.59869   1.037577     1.54   0.123     -.434923    3.632303
          TaxRate     .3258864   .2046948     1.59   0.111     -.075308    .7270808
        Liquidity    -.2120565   .2139019    -0.99   0.322    -.6312965    .2071835
              Age    -.3343371   .1224323    -2.73   0.006    -.5743001   -.0943741
      CashConvers     .0927467    .048669     1.91   0.057    -.0026429    .1881362
             Size    -.0954317   .0210831    -4.53   0.000    -.1367538   -.0541096
   AssetStructure    -.3057162   .1901957    -1.61   0.108    -.6784928    .0670605
              RoA     .4142552   .3632645     1.14   0.254    -.2977302     1.12624
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     64.37

       overall = 0.7815                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9563                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1251                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         8
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        32

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .05529313
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0931217   .3130371     0.30   0.766    -.5204198    .7066633
            CIBOR    -.0191676   .0462974    -0.41   0.679    -.1099087    .0715736
           Growth     .0806973    .063275     1.28   0.202    -.0433194     .204714
            CapEx     .3511302   .1687248     2.08   0.037     .0204357    .6818248
GrowthOpportunity      1.11097   .8957027     1.24   0.215    -.6445749    2.866515
       NetDebtors    -.6655147   .1888079    -3.52   0.000    -1.035571    -.295458
     Depreciation     1.932612   .8551069     2.26   0.024     .2566334    3.608591
          TaxRate    -.1133227   .1686968    -0.67   0.502    -.4439624     .217317
        Liquidity     .2322818   .1762848     1.32   0.188      -.11323    .5777937
              Age     .1013719   .1009012     1.00   0.315    -.0963908    .2991346
      CashConvers    -.0038235     .04011    -0.10   0.924    -.0824377    .0747906
             Size    -.0364176   .0173754    -2.10   0.036    -.0704728   -.0023625
   AssetStructure    -.0234077   .1567476    -0.15   0.881    -.3306273    .2838119
              RoA    -.6908881   .2993802    -2.31   0.021    -1.277663   -.1041136
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     45.62

       overall = 0.7171                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9702                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3770                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =         8
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        32
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Appendix Figure 26. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Transportation population 

 

 

       

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                  
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07373868
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                  
            _cons     .1171014   .4435409     0.26   0.792    -.7522228    .9864255
            CIBOR     .1250578   .0814115     1.54   0.125    -.0345058    .2846215
           Growth     .0045314   .0069715     0.65   0.516    -.0091326    .0181954
            CapEx     .4256261   .2963925     1.44   0.151    -.1552925    1.006545
GrowthOpportunity     .5185406   .5342398     0.97   0.332    -.5285502    1.565631
       NetDebtors     .0817789    .164513     0.50   0.619    -.2406607    .4042186
     Depreciation     1.671883   .9510635     1.76   0.079    -.1921672    3.535933
          TaxRate     .2502733   .1678497     1.49   0.136    -.0787061    .5792527
        Liquidity    -.1634357   .3334945    -0.49   0.624    -.8170729    .4902015
              Age     .1883098   .1078734     1.75   0.081    -.0231181    .3997377
      CashConvers     .1308111   .3424365     0.38   0.702    -.5403522    .8019743
             Size    -.0344147   .0262052    -1.31   0.189    -.0857759    .0169465
   AssetStructure    -.0234909   .2509711    -0.09   0.925    -.5153851    .4684034
              RoA    -.2925765   .4244972    -0.69   0.491    -1.124576    .5394227
                                                                                  
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     55.58

       overall = 0.6813                                        max =         4
       between = 0.8222                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1936                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        10
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        40

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .04557097
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.9899243   .3647952    -2.71   0.007     -1.70491   -.2749388
            CIBOR     .0222539   .0669578     0.33   0.740    -.1089811    .1534888
           Growth     .0003077   .0057338     0.05   0.957    -.0109304    .0115458
            CapEx     .0232193   .2437713     0.10   0.924    -.4545638    .5010023
GrowthOpportunity     .2122209   .4393915     0.48   0.629    -.6489706    1.073413
       NetDebtors     .1101165   .1353056     0.81   0.416    -.1550776    .3753106
     Depreciation    -.3664076   .7822129    -0.47   0.639    -1.899517    1.166702
          TaxRate     .2281903   .1380499     1.65   0.098    -.0423825    .4987631
        Liquidity     .0217375   .2742863     0.08   0.937    -.5158538    .5593288
              Age      .273547   .0887217     3.08   0.002     .0996558    .4474383
      CashConvers     .0962878   .2816408     0.34   0.732     -.455718    .6482936
             Size     .0371304   .0215527     1.72   0.085    -.0051122     .079373
   AssetStructure     .1728088    .206414     0.84   0.402    -.2317551    .5773728
              RoA       -.4198   .3491325    -1.20   0.229    -1.104087    .2644871
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     54.04

       overall = 0.6752                                        max =         4
       between = 0.8607                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.1855                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        10
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        40

                                                                                  
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .07349424
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                  
            _cons     .6072986   .3503679     1.73   0.083    -.0794098    1.294007
            CIBOR     .0582334   .0643097     0.91   0.365    -.0678113    .1842782
           Growth     .0032177   .0055071     0.58   0.559    -.0075759    .0140114
            CapEx     .2398034   .2341304     1.02   0.306    -.2190837    .6986906
GrowthOpportunity    -.5885728    .422014    -1.39   0.163    -1.415705    .2385594
       NetDebtors    -.0697691   .1299544    -0.54   0.591     -.324475    .1849368
     Depreciation     1.417399    .751277     1.89   0.059    -.0550773    2.889874
          TaxRate     .0646949   .1325901     0.49   0.626     -.195177    .3245668
        Liquidity    -.4836906   .2634385    -1.84   0.066    -1.000021    .0326394
              Age     .1285267   .0852128     1.51   0.131    -.0384873    .2955407
      CashConvers    -.1004177   .2705021    -0.37   0.710    -.6305921    .4297567
             Size    -.0554908   .0207003    -2.68   0.007    -.0960627   -.0149189
   AssetStructure    -.3188489   .1982505    -1.61   0.108    -.7074127    .0697149
              RoA     .1788271   .3353246     0.53   0.594     -.478397    .8360512
                                                                                  
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                  

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0001
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     40.62

       overall = 0.6097                                        max =         4
       between = 0.7830                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3030                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        10
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        40

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .02847416
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.4728888   .3538606    -1.34   0.181    -1.166443    .2206652
            CIBOR     .0586282   .0649508     0.90   0.367     -.068673    .1859294
           Growth     .0002866    .005562     0.05   0.959    -.0106147    .0111878
            CapEx     .1157515   .2364644     0.49   0.624    -.3477101    .5792132
GrowthOpportunity     1.268404   .4262209     2.98   0.003     .4330268    2.103782
       NetDebtors      .126743   .1312499     0.97   0.334     -.130502     .383988
     Depreciation     .1412726   .7587663     0.19   0.852    -1.345882    1.628427
          TaxRate     .1400711   .1339119     1.05   0.296    -.1223914    .4025336
        Liquidity     .2030515   .2660647     0.76   0.445    -.3184257    .7245287
              Age     .0449073   .0860623     0.52   0.602    -.1237716    .2135862
      CashConvers     .2624783   .2731987     0.96   0.337    -.2729813    .7979378
             Size     .0170671   .0209067     0.82   0.414    -.0239093    .0580435
   AssetStructure     .4126897   .2002268     2.06   0.039     .0202524     .805127
              RoA     -.198128   .3386674    -0.59   0.559    -.8619038    .4656478
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     72.07

       overall = 0.7349                                        max =         4
       between = 0.8034                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2757                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        10
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        40
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Appendix Figure 27. GLS regression outputs for the Growth IT population 

 

 

      

 

      

 

  

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .49925299   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .17811321
          sigma_u    .17784731
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.2044575   .4820258    -0.42   0.671    -1.149211    .7402957
            CIBOR    -.0813504   .0620194    -1.31   0.190    -.2029062    .0402054
           Growth    -.0148874   .0537579    -0.28   0.782     -.120251    .0904762
            CapEx    -.7149954   .5695772    -1.26   0.209    -1.831346    .4013554
GrowthOpportunity      .465493   .3527991     1.32   0.187    -.2259806    1.156967
       NetDebtors    -.6139243   .2120169    -2.90   0.004     -1.02947   -.1983788
     Depreciation    -1.086662   .7260941    -1.50   0.135     -2.50978    .3364564
          TaxRate    -.6092601   .2336407    -2.61   0.009    -1.067187   -.1513328
        Liquidity     .2192956   .1709037     1.28   0.199    -.1156696    .5542607
              Age     .2389346   .1610871     1.48   0.138    -.0767903    .5546596
      CashConvers     .0206961   .0840787     0.25   0.806    -.1440951    .1854872
             Size     .0002542   .0403081     0.01   0.995    -.0787482    .0792566
   AssetStructure     .7151337   .3210339     2.23   0.026     .0859188    1.344349
              RoA    -.0165273   .1721057    -0.10   0.923    -.3538482    .3207936
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0311
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     24.00

       overall = 0.1959                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1859                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2469                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       100

                                                                                   
              rho     .5895343   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .04832131
          sigma_u    .05791017
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0232778   .1429732     0.16   0.871    -.2569445    .3035001
            CIBOR      .002787   .0166487     0.17   0.867    -.0298438    .0354179
           Growth     .0067689   .0144156     0.47   0.639    -.0214852     .035023
            CapEx    -.4107376   .1537463    -2.67   0.008    -.7120748   -.1094005
GrowthOpportunity     .0672893   .0979589     0.69   0.492    -.1247067    .2592852
       NetDebtors    -.0428476   .0601381    -0.71   0.476    -.1607161    .0750209
     Depreciation    -.4243766   .2020402    -2.10   0.036     -.820368   -.0283852
          TaxRate      .080945   .0627769     1.29   0.197    -.0420954    .2039853
        Liquidity    -.0624544   .0484195    -1.29   0.197    -.1573548    .0324461
              Age     .0191332   .0488104     0.39   0.695    -.0765334    .1147998
      CashConvers    -.0357312   .0226946    -1.57   0.115    -.0802118    .0087494
             Size      .001582   .0117157     0.14   0.893    -.0213803    .0245443
   AssetStructure     .2767542   .0943751     2.93   0.003     .0917823     .461726
              RoA    -.1304834   .0476235    -2.74   0.006    -.2238236   -.0371431
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0001
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     40.78

       overall = 0.3749                                        max =         4
       between = 0.4064                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2865                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       100

                                                                                   
              rho    .61759345   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .12554034
          sigma_u    .15954088
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2432602   .3999521     0.61   0.543    -.5406316    1.027152
            CIBOR    -.0569995   .0450448    -1.27   0.206    -.1452857    .0312868
           Growth     .0520531   .0389797     1.34   0.182    -.0243456    .1284519
            CapEx    -.4302796   .4166399    -1.03   0.302    -1.246879    .3863196
GrowthOpportunity     .4674223   .2676262     1.75   0.081    -.0571154    .9919601
       NetDebtors    -.3790638     .16541    -2.29   0.022    -.7032614   -.0548662
     Depreciation    -.5582868   .5525264    -1.01   0.312    -1.641219    .5246451
          TaxRate    -.3959794   .1698262    -2.33   0.020    -.7288326   -.0631262
        Liquidity     .2101119   .1331507     1.58   0.115    -.0508586    .4710824
              Age      .208803   .1374941     1.52   0.129    -.0606805    .4782865
      CashConvers    -.0430257   .0614726    -0.70   0.484    -.1635098    .0774584
             Size    -.0343562   .0324881    -1.06   0.290    -.0980317    .0293194
   AssetStructure     .4803687   .2631422     1.83   0.068    -.0353806    .9961179
              RoA    -.1460101   .1300228    -1.12   0.261      -.40085    .1088298
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0265
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     24.54

       overall = 0.1471                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1170                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2877                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       100

                                                                                   
              rho    .04625009   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .12454012
          sigma_u    .02742511
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.3550555   .1994138    -1.78   0.075    -.7458994    .0357885
            CIBOR     -.023419    .041573    -0.56   0.573    -.1049005    .0580626
           Growth    -.0514614   .0352633    -1.46   0.144    -.1205763    .0176535
            CapEx    -.4682152   .3609756    -1.30   0.195    -1.175714     .239284
GrowthOpportunity     .1389039   .1804035     0.77   0.441    -.2146805    .4924884
       NetDebtors    -.1915732   .0975754    -1.96   0.050    -.3828174    -.000329
     Depreciation    -.7453822   .3791945    -1.97   0.049     -1.48859   -.0021746
          TaxRate     -.345935   .1493496    -2.32   0.021    -.6386548   -.0532151
        Liquidity    -.0405644   .0797623    -0.51   0.611    -.1968956    .1157667
              Age     .0051073   .0601694     0.08   0.932    -.1128226    .1230373
      CashConvers     .0833279   .0514506     1.62   0.105    -.0175135    .1841692
             Size     .0345663   .0169042     2.04   0.041     .0014347    .0676979
   AssetStructure     .3753559   .1379152     2.72   0.006     .1050472    .6456647
              RoA     .1340698   .0915112     1.47   0.143    -.0452889    .3134285
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0158
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     26.24

       overall = 0.2542                                        max =         4
       between = 0.5571                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.0736                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        25
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       100
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Appendix Figure 28. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Knowledge Service population 

 

 

        

 

           

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho    .70044726   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .10045642
          sigma_u    .15361328
                                                                                   
            _cons     .3087641   .2718914     1.14   0.256    -.2241332    .8416614
            CIBOR    -.0445056   .0322077    -1.38   0.167    -.1076315    .0186202
           Growth     .0642806   .0205348     3.13   0.002     .0240332     .104528
            CapEx     .3814829   .3676633     1.04   0.299     -.339124     1.10209
GrowthOpportunity     .0172106   .2559038     0.07   0.946    -.4843516    .5187727
       NetDebtors    -.2563096   .0836392    -3.06   0.002    -.4202395   -.0923797
     Depreciation     1.418889   .8743751     1.62   0.105    -.2948548    3.132632
          TaxRate     .1343074   .0298547     4.50   0.000     .0757934    .1928215
        Liquidity     .1896677   .1053934     1.80   0.072    -.0168995     .396235
              Age      .022996   .0835748     0.28   0.783    -.1408075    .1867996
      CashConvers    -.0101813    .008996    -1.13   0.258    -.0278131    .0074506
             Size    -.0001747   .0240672    -0.01   0.994    -.0473455    .0469961
   AssetStructure    -.5696072   .4393165    -1.30   0.195    -1.430652    .2914374
              RoA     -.450455   .0998138    -4.51   0.000    -.6460865   -.2548234
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     65.51

       overall = 0.2418                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1356                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.4655                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        27
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       108

                                                                                   
              rho    .38124749   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .06341738
          sigma_u    .04977982
                                                                                   
            _cons     .0981566   .1177572     0.83   0.405    -.1326432    .3289565
            CIBOR    -.0033101   .0201634    -0.16   0.870    -.0428296    .0362093
           Growth     .0169015    .012496     1.35   0.176    -.0075902    .0413932
            CapEx    -.0986078   .2137716    -0.46   0.645    -.5175925    .3203769
GrowthOpportunity     .3244209   .1294317     2.51   0.012     .0707394    .5781025
       NetDebtors    -.0629373   .0465873    -1.35   0.177    -.1542468    .0283722
     Depreciation     .8366167   .4980096     1.68   0.093    -.1394643    1.812698
          TaxRate     .0061276   .0186338     0.33   0.742    -.0303939     .042649
        Liquidity    -.1146804   .0546171    -2.10   0.036     -.221728   -.0076327
              Age    -.0209541   .0325778    -0.64   0.520    -.0848054    .0428972
      CashConvers     .0043257   .0055517     0.78   0.436    -.0065555    .0152069
             Size    -.0011418   .0110483    -0.10   0.918    -.0227961    .0205126
   AssetStructure     .0043249   .2388199     0.02   0.986    -.4637535    .4724033
              RoA    -.1281672    .057917    -2.21   0.027    -.2416824    -.014652
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     58.50

       overall = 0.4763                                        max =         4
       between = 0.5896                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2834                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        27
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       108

                                                                                   
              rho    .65368761   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0956963
          sigma_u    .13147594
                                                                                   
            _cons     .2014263   .2390014     0.84   0.399     -.267008    .6698605
            CIBOR    -.0324192   .0301179    -1.08   0.282    -.0914493    .0266109
           Growth     .0654865   .0191725     3.42   0.001      .027909     .103064
            CapEx     .4685926   .3403664     1.38   0.169    -.1985132    1.135698
GrowthOpportunity    -.2934985   .2320478    -1.26   0.206    -.7483039    .1613069
       NetDebtors    -.2395717   .0772077    -3.10   0.002    -.3908959   -.0882475
     Depreciation     1.518742   .8084738     1.88   0.060    -.0658379    3.103321
          TaxRate     .0597447     .02797     2.14   0.033     .0049245    .1145648
        Liquidity     .1348763   .0962296     1.40   0.161    -.0537303    .3234828
              Age     .0151595   .0720397     0.21   0.833    -.1260357    .1563546
      CashConvers    -.0091276   .0084162    -1.08   0.278     -.025623    .0073678
             Size     .0180368   .0215119     0.84   0.402    -.0241259    .0601994
   AssetStructure     -.542367   .4029321    -1.35   0.178    -1.332099    .2473654
              RoA    -.3883958   .0926429    -4.19   0.000    -.5699724   -.2068191
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     50.17

       overall = 0.2315                                        max =         4
       between = 0.1453                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.3911                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        27
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       108

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .03939386
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons    -.0281241   .0446524    -0.63   0.529    -.1156413    .0593931
            CIBOR     .0002639   .0122624     0.02   0.983      -.02377    .0242977
           Growth    -.0015006   .0067786    -0.22   0.825    -.0147863    .0117851
            CapEx    -.2840987   .1138848    -2.49   0.013    -.5073088   -.0608885
GrowthOpportunity      .404498   .0559051     7.24   0.000      .294926      .51407
       NetDebtors     .0128777   .0212278     0.61   0.544     -.028728    .0544833
     Depreciation    -.7564742   .2412996    -3.13   0.002    -1.229413   -.2835357
          TaxRate     .0018269   .0105044     0.17   0.862    -.0187613    .0224152
        Liquidity     -.000702   .0229095    -0.03   0.976    -.0456039    .0441999
              Age     .0141145   .0112216     1.26   0.208    -.0078795    .0361085
      CashConvers    -.0009546   .0030753    -0.31   0.756    -.0069821     .005073
             Size    -.0002518   .0041827    -0.06   0.952    -.0084497    .0079462
   AssetStructure     .3220143   .1112359     2.89   0.004      .103996    .5400327
              RoA     .0135619   .0283467     0.48   0.632    -.0419967    .0691205
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     65.71

       overall = 0.4114                                        max =         4
       between = 0.7448                                        avg =       4.0
R-sq:  within  = 0.2016                         Obs per group: min =         4

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        27
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =       108
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Appendix Figure 29. GLS regression outputs for the Growth Admin Services population 

 

 

      

 

      

  

 

 

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e    .12233116
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     .5351235   .5729962     0.93   0.350    -.5879284    1.658175
            CIBOR     -.014563    .103715    -0.14   0.888    -.2178407    .1887147
           Growth     2.57e-06   5.27e-06     0.49   0.626    -7.76e-06    .0000129
            CapEx    -1.336239   1.282169    -1.04   0.297    -3.849243    1.176766
GrowthOpportunity     .1080911   .7346626     0.15   0.883    -1.331821    1.548003
       NetDebtors    -.3311648   .1935106    -1.71   0.087    -.7104385    .0481089
     Depreciation    -1.447918   1.443625    -1.00   0.316    -4.277372    1.381535
          TaxRate     .0162752   .1258036     0.13   0.897    -.2302952    .2628457
        Liquidity     .3868252   .2163845     1.79   0.074    -.0372806    .8109311
              Age     .1313154   .0999172     1.31   0.189    -.0645187    .3271496
      CashConvers    -.0717787   .2061845    -0.35   0.728    -.4758929    .3323354
             Size    -.0342621   .0320422    -1.07   0.285    -.0970636    .0285395
   AssetStructure     .5039256   .4278557     1.18   0.239    -.3346562    1.342507
              RoA    -.2015896   .2424086    -0.83   0.406    -.6767018    .2735225
                                                                                   
        TotalDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.1580
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     17.99

       overall = 0.3672                                        max =         4
       between = 0.6101                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.0185                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        12
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        45

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .1059342
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     .3407273    .305618     1.11   0.265    -.2582729    .9397275
            CIBOR    -.0404663   .0553183    -0.73   0.464    -.1488882    .0679556
           Growth     5.83e-07   2.81e-06     0.21   0.836    -4.92e-06    6.09e-06
            CapEx     1.022606    .683868     1.50   0.135     -.317751    2.362962
GrowthOpportunity    -.4779579   .3918457    -1.22   0.223    -1.245961    .2900454
       NetDebtors    -.0692487   .1032124    -0.67   0.502    -.2715412    .1330439
     Depreciation     1.345099   .7699839     1.75   0.081    -.1640419    2.854239
          TaxRate    -.0954192   .0670996    -1.42   0.155    -.2269321    .0360936
        Liquidity    -.2211092   .1154126    -1.92   0.055    -.4473137    .0050954
              Age     -.093621   .0532927    -1.76   0.079    -.1980727    .0108307
      CashConvers    -.1523047   .1099722    -1.38   0.166    -.3678464    .0632369
             Size     .0042691   .0170903     0.25   0.803    -.0292273    .0377654
   AssetStructure     .2133801   .2282046     0.94   0.350    -.2338928     .660653
              RoA     .1854857    .129293     1.43   0.151     -.067924    .4388954
                                                                                   
        TotalNIBD        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     45.95

       overall = 0.5972                                        max =         4
       between = 0.8391                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.2012                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        12
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        45

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0851298
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons      .576524   .4381511     1.32   0.188    -.2822364    1.435284
            CIBOR     .0548646   .0793074     0.69   0.489    -.1005752    .2103043
           Growth     2.79e-06   4.03e-06     0.69   0.488    -5.10e-06    .0000107
            CapEx    -1.715339   .9804317    -1.75   0.080     -3.63695    .2062721
GrowthOpportunity     .5330907    .561772     0.95   0.343    -.5679622    1.634144
       NetDebtors    -.2316936   .1479711    -1.57   0.117    -.5217116    .0583244
     Depreciation    -2.693673   1.103892    -2.44   0.015    -4.857262    -.530084
          TaxRate     .1230009   .0961978     1.28   0.201    -.0655433    .3115451
        Liquidity     .3731454    .165462     2.26   0.024     .0488458    .6974451
              Age     .1683605   .0764034     2.20   0.028     .0186127    .3181083
      CashConvers     .0986919   .1576624     0.63   0.531    -.2103208    .4077045
             Size    -.0484947   .0245016    -1.98   0.048     -.096517   -.0004724
   AssetStructure    -.1568709    .327167    -0.48   0.632    -.7981065    .4843647
              RoA    -.5414266   .1853618    -2.92   0.003     -.904729   -.1781242
                                                                                   
           STDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =     66.06

       overall = 0.6806                                        max =         4
       between = 0.8268                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.2057                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        12
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        45

                                                                                   
              rho            0   (fraction of variance due to u_i)
          sigma_e     .0217974
          sigma_u            0
                                                                                   
            _cons     .1207575    .099116     1.22   0.223    -.0735063    .3150213
            CIBOR    -.0100247   .0179405    -0.56   0.576    -.0451874    .0251379
           Growth     2.13e-07   9.11e-07     0.23   0.815    -1.57e-06    2.00e-06
            CapEx     -.294743   .2217876    -1.33   0.184    -.7294388    .1399527
GrowthOpportunity    -.1037493   .1270808    -0.82   0.414    -.3528232    .1453245
       NetDebtors    -.0099825   .0334732    -0.30   0.766    -.0755887    .0556237
     Depreciation    -.3393009   .2497162    -1.36   0.174    -.8287356    .1501338
          TaxRate    -.0544449   .0217613    -2.50   0.012    -.0970963   -.0117935
        Liquidity     .0056691   .0374299     0.15   0.880    -.0676921    .0790303
              Age    -.0222561   .0172835    -1.29   0.198    -.0561312     .011619
      CashConvers    -.0783091   .0356655    -2.20   0.028    -.1482121    -.008406
             Size    -.0035082   .0055426    -0.63   0.527    -.0143715    .0073551
   AssetStructure      .696503   .0740098     9.41   0.000     .5514463    .8415596
              RoA     .0819448   .0419315     1.95   0.051    -.0002394     .164129
                                                                                   
           LTDebt        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                                   

corr(u_i, X)   = 0 (assumed)                    Prob > chi2        =    0.0000
                                                Wald chi2(13)      =    241.16

       overall = 0.8861                                        max =         4
       between = 0.9292                                        avg =       3.8
R-sq:  within  = 0.7895                         Obs per group: min =         1

Group variable: company                         Number of groups   =        12
Random-effects GLS regression                   Number of obs      =        45


